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Message of appreciation

We are delighted to welcome all of you to the Creative Commons Global
Summit 2015, the bi-annual gathering of legal, technical and academic
professionals working to support the growth and expansion of the
Creative Commons. I understand participants are from 80 countries and
diverse groups of people, organizations, institutions and communities
are gathered. We are here to collaborate, cooperate and celebrate our
events on free knowledge, open culture, sharing business models on art,
technology, education, science, and more.

Celebration of Sharing, Work of Sharing and Future of Sharing are main
topics on each day. Our challenges are how we can make our life more
creative, equitable and sustainable. The solution we think is to share our
knowledge, resources and passion, ability and attitude of ourselves.
I would like to share a little bit of my personal experiences. As I am a
medical doctor and a professor of pathology, I have to write scholarly
articles. Search and access on premium research papers was my challenge
in 1970-1980. Scholarly journal article search environment has changed
dramatically during recent 40 years. Printed version of Index Medicus or
CD-rom version was replaced by Pubmed, an electronic version with free
access. And then we have Google Scholar and Naver Academic for search
on research papers. Search engine and technology were a kind of magic
for researchers.

But we found search was not enough but we need fulltext articles to
read. Many of journal articles are available online at the library. But we
realized libraries paying great amount of money. We also found that there
are great gaps and barriers among institutions at different countries on
subscribing journals. We need to find different model of publishing that
is open access. The demand on open access is a common to Western,
Eastern, Northern and Southern.
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Information and knowledge are for those who need them. We, Creative
Commons, are doing such a beautiful job to share knowledge and to make
world equitable and sustainable through sharing knowledge.
We appreciate very much for supporters and sponsors that we could enjoy
joining this conference. Real benefit however should return to everybody
in the world who may not be able to come here or who do not agree with
us on our policy.

Thank you.

Jeong Wook Seo
Chairman of CC Korea
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What I found additional was that we could not get medical information
produced in Eastern or Southern countries, like Vietnam, Philippines,
Laos, Cambodia, Mongolia, PNG, Fiji, Brunei and so on. Even more than
90% of Korean journals and Chinese journals are not available on search
at Western database. So I joined to Global Health Library project that is
a Knowledge Management program of WHO. What I am doing now is to
collect and aggregate article information produced in the Western Pacific
Region of WHO so that we can get these articles produced in countries
in this region. That is Western Pacific Regional Index Medicus WPRIM
database now available online at WPRIM.org. Digital divide is very often
considered as accessibility divide. But more importantly non-equitable
production of knowledge is critical issue for health. Production divide and
accessibility divide on information produced in less served countries are
our task to overcome together. Creative Commons gave me strong energy
on my devotion on development of regional database on medical scholarly
articles.

English Website

The Creative Commons Global Summit brings together the
community of experts, academics, and activists who comprise the
Creative Commons affiliate network in a different country every two
years.
This year, in particular, we were glad to see so much participation
from many organizations and individuals who wanted to work with
us on shared projects that advance the cause of the Commons, free
culture and open knowledge.
The Summit was a unique opportunity where various people free software advocates, Wikipedians, Open Knowledge, galleries,
libraries, museums, archives, governments and foundations,
lawyers, and activists - gathered to share concerns and ideas to
build a stronger and more vibrant commons together.

Conducted by | CC Korea
Hosted by

| CC , Korea Copyright Commission
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CC Global Summit 2015

https://www.

Watch sketch video of
youtube.com/
CC Global Summit 2015

watch?v=58pChwzRSlc

See the past CC Global Summits

https://wiki.
CC Global Summit 2013
creativecommons.org/
in Buenos Aires
wiki/Global_Summit_2013

https://wiki.
CC
Global Summit 2011
creativecommons.org/
in Warsaw
wiki/Global_Summit_2011
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Summit by numbers
How many sessions?

15

Day1

20

sessions
Day2

Oct. 14th

Day3

Oct. 15th

total

11

sessions

sessions

Oct. 16th

Day4

Oct. 17th

47

sessions

How many attendees?

LOCAL

INTERNATIONAL

226

205

attendees

attendees
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Summit by numbers
From which countries?

23

Australia
Bangladesh
Cambodia
China
Hong Kong
India
India Indonesia
Israel
Japan
Kazakhstan
Kyrgyzstan

EUROPE

15

Netherlands
Poland Albania
Portugal
Romania
Russian Federation
Spain
UK
Ukraine

Canada
El Salvador
Guatemala
Mexico
Puerto Rico
USA

71 19
Benin
Botswana
Burkina Faso
Cameroon
Chad
Comoros
Egypt
Ethiopia
Gambia
Ghana

countries

RI

SO

AME

Lebanon
Malaysia
Mongolia
Myanmar
Nepal
New Zealand
Philippines
Taiwan
Thailand
Turkey
Uzbekistan
Viet Nam

U

8

TH

AME

Argentine
Bolivia
Chile
Colombia
Ecuador
Peru
Uruguay
Venezuela

RI

CA

6

H
RT

IC

AFRICA

CA

NO

Albania
Belgium
Czech Republic
Denmark
France
Germany
Italy

- PACIF

Kenya
Libyan Arab
Jamahiriya
Morocco
Nigeria
Senegal
South Africa
of Republic
Tanzania
Tunisia
Uganda
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Celebration of Sharing
우공이산(愚公移山) or U-gong-i-san literally means
"the foolish man who moved a mountain".
Figuratively it means that you can accomplish
an impossible goal or dream if you work hard,
and this expression is to emphasize
the great achievements of us all.
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The idea of the commons
and the future of capitalism

Yochai Benkler | Sebastiaan ter Burg CC-BY 2.0

Yochai Benkler
Co-founder of Creative Commons, Professor at Harvard Law School

As writer of <The Wealth of Network>(2006), Benkler's research focuses
on commons-based approaches to managing resources in networked
environments. He coined the term 'commons-based peer production' to
describe collaborative efforts based on sharing information, such as free
and open source software and Wikipedia. He also uses the term 'networked
information economy' to describe a "system of production, distribution,
and consumption of information goods characterized by decentralized
individual action carried out through widely distributed, nonmarket means
that do not depend on market strategies."
In 2007, Benkler joined Harvard Law School, where he teaches and is a
faculty co-director of the Berkman Center for Internet & Society.
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The idea of the commons and the future of capitalism
Yochai Benkler l Co-founder of CC, Professor at Harvard Law School

View slides

https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v =58s100KuAa0

Watch video

and intelligent words that Jay put on the table that made this feel like a family that I've always
watched from the side with great admiration. And even more so knowing that Larry is here.
So you can hear a little bit from him. But that’s one of the great pleasures of this friendship
of many years. Let me try to spend the next thirty five or so minutes suggesting to you how
Creative Commons is changing the world in a way that is deeper and broader even than Rick
was suggesting in his rousing initial words. And primarily I want to try to tie the enormous
work that you have been doing for so long to the broader debate we now have over the future
of capitalism and in particular its relationship to the social environment to inequality to the
kind of capture of politics that Larry has been dedicating his life to a now even more so than
ever.
How do we get from the remarkable image of this kid whose mother's frustration and the
attack on his mother for uploading a video of his dancing relate to the future of capitalism?
How do we connect these things? The first thing that you have to say, that I have to say
before we go into this, is that it’s impossible to walk on the streets of Seoul - and this is

Equity trend in the world | Yochai Benkler CC-BY 2.0
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It's a tremendous honor and pleasure to be here, a little daunting after the deeply familial

enormous value of growth in markets. Simply waving it away is impossible. But that's not the
point. The critical thing that Commons allow us is a beginning of a way to understand how
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really my first time here - or to ride the subway here from the hotel without recognizing the

we make markets, societies without replicating the kinds of stresses we've seen and we’ve
known about the natural environment and the threats that we've been seeing particularly in
the last 40 years since the 1980s to the social environment, to inequality.
And there’s a sense in which this has been part and this was the core economic explanation
- that this was in part a function of automation. And as we look forward, the great threats
in the sense are robotics software that allows for greater automation and requires and gives
are functioning well but we're having a problem with distribution of skills. I think it's important
to recognize that when we talk about inequality or the destabilization of markets, we're
really talking about two phenomena. And the USA in this regard is ahead of the curve but
probably diagnostic of where many countries may go, if we don't understand the limitations
of neoliberal conceptions of markets very early on. One is the stagnation and lack of security
of the middle classes and the majority of people in the population; and the other is the rising
extreme wealth, in this case, of the top one percent of the population, which is fundamentally
a problem of oligarchy, not envy. Fundamentally a problem that this extreme wealth gets
translated into political power, which in turn distorts the entire political system, and which
Larry is dedicating so much of his life now - all of his life, I guess, except for the slippers he
could preserve for his family to now.
These are two quite distinct phenomena and we see them over time as you look, for example,
at graphs of changes in the ratio; again, the data from the US is clearest and has been subject
to the most extensive, empirical research. So I'm putting it on the table not because it's just an
American problem but because it's the one that's clearest. What we see in the 80s, increased
inequality between the 10th percentile and the 50th, between the 50th and the 90th, but
really since 1990 everyone below the very top has been stagnating and the only thing that
has been growing has been inequality at the very top. If we try to understand why, what I'm
going to do very quickly...And I don't expect everyone to get all the details - that's not the
point for now, because really what I want to emphasize the role of the Commons. But at the
very top what has changed is the shape of compensation where the top 1% and 0.5% and 0.1%
increasingly are earning their income from crazy incomes at the very top. And at the bottom,
partly in the US it's the unionization; but across the OECD, it's the the rise of contingent work;
it's the rise of instability in the workplace and and income volatility across the world.
Contingency is not brand new. We've seen it in the US. It begins in the 60s with Kelly girls
and temp agencies primarily as women’s work. But what we're seeing today is an increasing
technological embodiment of contingent work, now sometimes called sharing economy.
And as Jay was talking about celebration of sharing, this is not sharing; this is extraction. And
one of the things we need to insist on is that sharing is sharing and contingent work under
extractive conditions is contingent work under extractive conditions. And don't use us to
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only returns to skill, and not to everyone. And that's what's driving - fundamentally markets

of the extreme inequality at the top and the stagnation at the bottom, if we begin to look
at the various institutional mechanisms - the stock options, the norms of high payment,
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legitimate you. All we need to understand is quite fundamentally. If we look at the outcomes

the superstar pay, the fact that people are trying at the top to get the same kind of pay, the
increase of contingent work - what they all really resolved to is that these are not ideologically
variable in the normal sense of political ideology.
If you look at the shape of inequality in the US, it's rather flat throughout both Republicans
and Democrats in the 50s, 60s, and 70s, and shoots up and continues - irrespective of
whether it's Republicans or Democrats, whether its first conservatives or labor in the UK. And
but it's driven by ideology in the deep sense of how we understand the nature of human
beings, how we understand the nature of markets and law that needs to apply to these
human beings.

Decomposition of the top decile | Yochai Benkler CC-BY 2.0

It's about ideas and this is where the Commons comes as a replacement. It's about what it
means to be a rational human being; to be acquisitive; to be self-interested; to act with guile.
What it means to actually have a well-functioning system - you need to get the incentives;
you need to clear property rights. What it means to try to create innovation and creativity and
growth - more property rights, tighter property rights; we just saw the TPP passed at some
level. Increased property - that's the way you build the best form of market. You need to free
markets from regulation. That's the way you get systems to work, given the kind of human
beings we are and the kind of market society we are. And that's where we come.
Google Ngram is not an ideal way to do research. But to give you a little bit of a sense, if
you look at all of the books in American English, around World War 1, there's an inflection
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the reason that it continues is because it's not driven by ideology in the small political sense;

or incentives. And that continues through the late 60s. But beginning in the late 50s and
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point where solidarity becomes a more important, common word than fairness, rationality
really inflicting around mid-70s to to 1980s, the idea of incentives and rationality captures
the imagination at the expense of solidarity and fairness. Part of what happens is that the
inflation across major market societies in the 1970s collapses the belief in the possibility of
a well-functioning, well-ordered, state-based regulated market. And with that collapse,
something else needs to step in and that something else becomes the neoliberal ideology
of people individually acting on theory. So we have various specific theories that begin to

Agency theory | Yochai Benkler CC-BY 2.0

Again, using Google Ngram, you see around 1980 shareholder value suddenly rises. You
see agency theory suddenly rises. These are theories that translate the basic idea that the
way to understand human beings as a rational, self-interested people and the way to build
system through people as strangers operating on each other through this idea of incentives
is the way to think about the world - it's not an ideology; it's just a fact. And all of these
take off both of the highest level of abstraction in terms of rationality and incentives and in
particular doctrine at that moment. Quickly going over the core pillars of this theory because
then I'll try to play out how Commons actually reverse all of these assumptions. The world is
uncertain and complex; therefore planning by governments is impossible; therefore we need
clear incentives for people to choose in the market - it's the only way to function; you need
to re-deregulate; you need to increase quality of financial instruments; you need to lower
taxes; so that market works, because it is impossible for governments to function properly.
Rationality is best models of self-interest. I've said this again and it ties to these institutional
things that have driven inequality. Collective action fails. People always want to grab for their
own pocket. Collective action fails and therefore we need to disconnect free markets from
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emerge.

Freedom itself depends on choice in markets and property is the core model.
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the state, from social control, and simply release the animal spirits as it were of the market.

However, beginning around 1990 and beyond, we had these two major schools of the
Commons. One focused much more on more traditional, ecologically stable, Commons that
came out of the work of Elinor Ostrom and the Workshop on Political Theory in Indiana
which has gotten tremendous respect within economics profession, partly because it was
so discreetly fact-based and careful and conceptual and partly because it touched the
peripheries of the global capital economy. And the other is us; the other is the theoretically
impossible fact of free and open source software; the theoretically impossible fact of
that broke the Microsoft monopoly; it was in fact free software. That theoretical impossibility
was what changed. And the practice. Back, as Rick said, to talking to the executives, across
the conception of what it is to build an economically plausible story of the world, you can't
ignore this. Nowhere was this more powerful than in free software because there you have
companies simply adopting. Whoever in 1995 would have predicted that a bunch of free
software developers would beat Microsoft in the web server market, which was one of its core
next-generation applications? Would have been laughed out of the room as incompetent.
I guess it was in 2001 in Toulouse - Larry and I were described as communists for suggesting
that this was plausible. And yet it moves - over boom-and-bust cycle, at this point for twenty
years, it moves. And if you’re worried about the end there, it's just spammers. When you look
at top sites and active sites things are continuing and the only thing that's rising is Nginx - free
software. So there is the force of fact, not at the peripheries of the global economy but at the
very core of innovation and growth that everyone who believes in that old model understands
as the core of what matters. Essentially we are now able to tell a factually grounded story that
if the first two thirds of the 20th century were about rationalization through bureaucracy both
in market action and in state, and if the 1980s and 90s were the implementation of neoliberal
politics by pushing everything into market and price-based system even within big companies
even within nonprofit organizations, what we're seeing today is essentially a re-emergence
of a network information in society where for the first time since the industrial revolution the
most important inputs into the core economic activities of the most advanced economies are
widely distributed in the population.
We’ve essentially seen - and this was true I'd say up until the last couple of years with the
emergence of new efforts to harness these for more market-oriented or more extractive
models - the emergence of a solutions-based to an entire range of problems, both at the
core of purely social relations and in a variety of public and private market and non-market
centralized and decentralized models, to actually build social production into the general
system. One of the things that has been a result is that the Commons has started to emerge
as a displacement for other models of the public good or the shared good. You look at how
the word the Commons has emerged since the 1990s as an organizing concept to begin to
push back on some of these core ideas and where the public good reaches a certain peak and
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Wikipedia; the theoretically impossible fact of Firefox. It wasn't the state regulatory agencies

what way?
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begins to decline the Commons is continuing to emerge as an organizing concept. Why and in

Let's try to look at some of the things as they come out of Creative Commons itself. What
does attribution mean? Mine doesn't mean for sale. Property may be important to connect
person and to create a certain sense of relationship but that doesn't mean it has to be a
commodity; it's not the only place to relate. And conversely sharing doesn't mean erasing
of the self; you can keep the individual. You don't have to collectivized individual and at the
same time you also don't have to commodify. Liberty of an individual does not translate
necessarily into commodification of that individual. A robust system of social exchange can
all had all market relations all the time; it's that just the shared ideology of the professional
classes was all of that is on the side - what we do at home; what we do with our neighbors;
what we do with our friends - the whole way in which we organized so much of our material
and intellectual lives is just a footnote. The core of the action is the market? No, both of
them exist and they exist alongside each other. A core commitment to an ethic of reciprocity
- that is central to who we are as human beings. Sharing is not something we do on the
side; reciprocity is not something that we do on the side; it's central to explaining who we
are as human beings in society. There's an insistence: when you look at the foundation,
it's not complete trajectory of property model; it’s re-imagination - you keep yourself you
creeper individual integrity you keep your sense of being able to both be part and apart from
the collective as we see in the idea that I can retain the integrity of my work if that's what’s
important to me. And fundamentally that creativity, freedom of speech and thought, all
depend on a robust public domain. It's not that there's property and then there's a little bit
of leftover Commons. But the Commons are integral to all market societies - whether it's
the roads or the navigable waters or the basis of knowledge - everywhere we cannot exist in
complex society without Commons.

CC License | Yochai Benkler CC-BY 2.0
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be and is independent of market exchange. The point is this isn't new; it's not as though we

of common property regimes and the idea of institutional analysis and development. Our
universe of the Commons, information commons and open access, and to some extent more
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Largely there are three schools of the Commons. As I said the first one is the Ostrom school

in the environmental movement, the idea of a global commons, of a shared stewardship of a
set of resources that make us all together. When we look at the core idea of uncertainty and
complexity require markets and private action. What we learned from the Ostrom School is
that uncertainty and complexity mean that property also fails. And individual incentives based
on property is also highly imperfect, because, as it turns out, when you need to standardize
exactly every single little bit so that you can price it, you lose a lot of information. One of the
things that happened in all of these resource environments that the Ostrom school studied
given this particular community allow them to create a more sustainable model. And obviously
from our own experience, the public domain and Commons-based exploration allowed for
diverse people using diverse resources to apply diverse knowledge basis and to experiment.
It meant that our innovation, growth, creativity were an evolutionary process not something
that could be managed from the start and required enormous experimentation. Property
hampers learning rather than improves it, when that is the condition you are in. If you imagine
a universe where at the origin you know exactly who knows what and what they can do. You
know exactly what you need to do and it's very expensive. That's easy to do within property
or managerial hierarchies. Over there at the bottom you can optimize; you can use incentives;
you can appropriate and focus on appropriability because you don't need to experiment and
explore. But in so many of the areas that are critical to innovation and growth, you don't know
who knows what; you don't know what's the right question; you don't know what needs to
be learned. And it's in that space out there where you don't know that along each of these
dimensions with these tradeoffs, instead of clear incentives what we need is our diverse
motivations; instead of appropriatability what we need to focus on is freedom to operate and
freedom to tinker; instead of optimization what we need is exploration and experimentation.
And this is the domain of the Commons. And what's important about this domain of the
Commons is that without it all we can do is keep squeezing the penny for the last piece. We
can't expand; we can't grow. And it's this continuous play between the open experimentation
in diverse motivation - this is the domain of open science. This is the domain of the classic
views of science. This is the domain where open access allows you to actually pull together
the regional dataset so that you can learn more rapidly rather than focus specifically on the
appropriation for this publisher or that. This is the domain in which we live and without which
modern market society would atrophy. It's not an ideology; it’s a fact. We are living it for
twenty years.
So we see commons-based production, utilizing these resources that no one exercise
exclusive rights, appropriating outputs without asserting rights and share it. It can be
individual or collaborative; it can be commercial or noncommercial. This is what's so creative
about Creative Commons - the fact that you can mine all of these. But what's critical is that
it separates, it locates authority to act where we can actually act. We in our own bodies with
our own social relations can act. But the legal system locates the authority to act elsewhere.
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was that it was exactly the local knowledge and the complexity of how things were different
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The Commons gives it back. So where do we see this? We see this with creativity and remix,
so much of the anchor of what made this central to the experience of cultural production. And
we see it in creating culture. We see it in innovation. One of the things that's been fascinating
to look at is the fact that even in things where it shouldn't work, like spectrum management,
we've seen that just opening up spectrum for open exploration has credibly empowered
lots of industries to be innovative. In smart grid infrastructures in the US the majority of the
market uses unlicensed wireless, not licensed. In wireless healthcare the majority of the
market uses unlicensed wireless, not wireless. Even in mobile broadband the majority of data
runs on wifi and wifi repeater systems, not on proprietary data. When you look at access
control, inventory management, all of the things that are so central - in 1996 when I first
started talking about spectrum Commons, the appropriate economist's response was that's
silly. It just happens to be the world we live in; it's not ideology; it's fact.
A core target of the Ostrom Commons' work was Mancur Olson’s logical collective action. The
idea, that deeply corrosive idea, that if people came to try to govern themselves together we
would fail because our self-interest would tear us apart - those common studies have shown
that is no longer true. Increasingly today the experience of millions of people around the world
creating together and governing themselves online has provided us a rich factual basis to
understand that it's not true. Commons-based licensing, the heart of Creative Commons, is a
way for people to govern themselves collectively using law but using law for open purposes.
The cynicism about the possibility of shared values - and here it's more the left and the right
that has been central to the critique and the postmodern critique - also is rejected. We can
have a rough consensus; we can have shared normative frameworks and debate about them;
we can have a sense of meritocracy and what works and what doesn't work for us given our
normative shared. We show it over and over again that even though in theory we can't; in
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power. The studies, every computer supported cooperative conference today has panels and
panels dedicated to studying how Wikipedia governs itself, how this or that free and open
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practice, we can. We've known how to build redundant spheres of nested and overlapping

source software project governs itself, how all of these models work. They work. We can work
together.
Perhaps the most radical change of the last 20 years has been a shift across multiple
disciplines in the scientific understanding of rationality. The high-end understanding of
rationality and self-interest with guile. The core of Homo Economicus reached its height
in the early 90s but has gradually been receding everywhere from evolutionary biology
disciplines what we've seen in the last 20, 25 years is a shift from

Homo Economicus

operating with self-interest with guile to Homo Socialis with diverse social motivations
responding to psychological, emotional normative statements. We've seen a framework
of moving from purely competition to cooperation. And we've seen the idea that this kind
of individual that needs to be controlled in tightly coupled systems in fact operates best
through self-direction, through experimentation, through ethical engagement in loosely
coupled system. This is life in the Commons, on this side; life of people who are social and
diverse, who cooperate, and who combine self-direction and experimentation with ethical
engagement with each other, without having to control too tightly what we do. So we’re
moving to a concept of cooperative human systems, both of the conceptual as I said in terms
of concept of rationality, but also in terms of just building systems - the systems in Share Hub
that Jay described, our systems that need to be designed. Where's the design going to come
from? We're seeing the emergence of a science of cooperation that has both basic science
characteristics and design characteristics to build functioning cooperative systems. We are at
the very early part of this moment. It's just the moment at which the paradigm shift can even
be conceived. But that is the science of the future. And that is the organizational design and
platform design of the future. That's where we’re going and that's what this organization is so
central, a pillar of the re-creation of future market society.
Finally for our purposes here - the idea that property-based incentives are necessary and
this comes to the global. A central part of what the Ostrom School tried to show was that the
Washington Consensus, the development version of the same thing that applied in the US,
UK, etc., failed consistently because it destroyed local knowledge; it crowded out pro-social
motivations; it atrophied the social enforcement mechanisms that people were using; and so
it left hollowed-out areas. For us I don't need to rehearse what we all, if we are in this room,
already know. The systemic problems with patents and copyrights as ways of undermining
innovation and creativity rather than supporting it and the idea that prices can crowd out
volunteerism. It's not that property can never work; but it can't be seen as the foundational
instrument. It needs to be only part of a general instrument. So we use the same image
because it captures so much. The moment at which we begin to understand so publicly and
with political force that freedom to speak with information environment we occupy is our core
freedom and that we can come together not only as creators but also as political actors and
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to experimental economics, from political science to organisation theory. Across multiple

back. Some of it is in politics whether it's a Pirate Party; some of it is in social mobilisation. But
it's absolutely central to who we are.
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create a foundation of some form of pragmatic, political engagement that allows us to push

So if we think of the Commons as idea, what does it do? It says people can effectively act
collectively to govern how they use resources. It means we respond to diverse motivation.
Sure, economic utility matters to us. But we also have a range of social, emotional, rational
and ethical commitments that are no less powerful and you can't optimize on one without
destroying the others. The old understanding that property and markets and state planning
are the only ways to organize the world is simply, empirically false. We have a much richer
support growth and innovation. It's not just about anti-growth; it's about creating a more
sustainable framework, sustainable in the ethical environment. And maybe this is a major
challenge that will need to understand, maybe in the ecological environment as well. Perhaps
even more profoundly deep is the understanding that we've gained that production and
resource management are deeply, socially embedded activities. You can't free markets from
social embeddedness and expect a well-functioning system. All you get is extraction and
things running out of control. We understand freedom as effective self-governance both
individual and collective rather than merely a set of rights to create for the individual alone.
And we understand that property-based markets can undermine the freedom in both of these
senses. The stories in which in order to enforce property you lean on people and constrain
their freedom of creativity that have been so generative for this community are the basic
stories with which we need to live to understand how things could go really wrong, when you
have this single-minded focus on property.

Networked Information Economy | Yochai Benkler CC-BY 2.0
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range of ways of building things socially. Cooperative social action in the Commons can

is pure cooperativism. The core, practical, effective free software was - you have your
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So let me very quickly in just three or four minutes going to what is to be done. The first
proprietary system, we will build our own with the freedom that the capabilities will allow. In
some areas ranging from TCP/IP and HTML as open standards through FOSS etc., we actually
have seen that this isn't a pipe dream. On the other hand it's far from trivial. We've also seen
failures over and over again. It's not something that you can just press a button and it will
work. It's something we need to keep working at. We need to identify critical capabilities
that are necessary for sustaining the freedom, for sustaining the creativity, for sustaining the
commons, and continue to develop those as cooperative peers building alternative platforms.
with the publishers is one thing, but just building our own is another.
We've seen however - and this is the point I wanted to identify - we've seen however that
in this domain of market-based decentralized new bodies are emerging: Uber, Upwork,
TaskRabbit that claim to be sharing economy or at least are described as sharing economy,
but are not. One of the things we need to do is continue to insist that what the social meaning
of the act is vastly more important than what its technical architecture is. Amazon Mechanical
Turk is a form of alienated labor. The company works to try to make sure the workers can't
talk to each other - models of extraction. The fact that it’s organized in some transaction
costs - like Galaxy Zoo - doesn't make it anything else. It doesn't make it a sharing platform
or platform for collaboration. It merely makes it a platform for contingent work. Sharing
economy as Airbnb to be as opposed to couchsurfing and then couchsurfing itself competing
- we need to understand that sharing is a social relation, not a market structure. And to insist
that what is sharing is that which is social. Whether or not money might pass in some form
or another. That's not an asthma. People have to make a living. But what the core ethic is an
ethic of sharing as opposed to an ethic of market exchange - it’s central.
We're seeing a variety of players now. We have a real tension as we move forward. If we're
going to try to build something like a cooperative system where people can make a living from
work that is shared and cooperative, we're going to have to find models of mixing. Amara is
an interesting model in terms of trying to pull together on one hand peer translation of videos
and on the other hand farming out money but making it in a form that is a cooperative form.
This is far from anything other than an experimental balloon. The La’Zooz is an effort to try to
actually build a platform that would do some of the car sharing experiences but build it as a
cooperative from the development on owned by owners and users and exchange with its own
internal currency - experiments, not yet solutions.
We also need to take from the Commons the knowledge that markets are socially embedded
and we need to insist on the fact that not all markets have to function on the extractive
model. So if you look at a company like Gore - 10,000 co-owners, no hierarchy, lattice
management - that's also a model. In Boston where I live last year there was a major strike
in a cheap grocery store that aimed at some of the the poorer segments or middle class and
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Obviously one of the earliest was open access for scientific publication. The effort to negotiate

entire strike, which was disorganized because there was no union, was about who would be
the CEO; it wasn't about the terms, because there were two cousins who owned; this one
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lower middle-class segments of the population. The entire industrial action, as it were, the

wanted to go in the direction of the shareholder value model and the other understood it as a
growing concern where the employees were the stakeholders. And all the employees wanted
with a strike was to choose what kind of understanding of private ownership there would
be. A private ownership that is shared and workers and consumers and owners are part of a
common social enterprise or the shareholder value model. We need to do it firm by firm; we
need to do it in law more generally.

again, all I want is to learn more about the things Jay described. We're seeing it now with
efforts at civic hacking; we’re seeing it now with efforts at building alternative systems; we're
seeing it now with efforts even in Barcelona now - the victory of Barcelona in the Commons
- which are efforts to shape political engagement around ideas of the commons. So we have
social mobilisation like we had in SOPA/PIPA. We have an effort to integrate into the political
system; we have the efforts to develop platforms to continue engagement even when people
successfully win - a seat or two in the parliament from our perspective. We see all of these
together.
So here's how I want to wrap this up. Sometimes you look at Wikipedia and what you see is
a Rorschach test. Everybody sees it what it wants. When you are in the individual battles
of copyright of open access, when you're in the room with people who simply want this
extension of copyright or that extension of patent, correctly you fight the particular battle.
When you're in the room with people who want to reorganize the governance of this company
or that company, correctly you're in that battle. But throughout these I think it's important
that we all recognize that we're also part of an intellectual moment in the history of early 21st
century capitalism. We're standing at the end of forty years of dominance of an idea that has
underwritten not just at this high level but at very practical management strategy issues.
An extractive model of capitalism - it's not the only model. There is another model, and WE
represent its very core.
Thank you.
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And finally a model of peer pragmatism. Citizenship modeled on peer self-governance -
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What I learned from CC
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Jay Yoon
Project Lead of CC Korea, Member of CC Board of Directors, Partner at Shin & Kim

Jay Yoon launched Creative Commons License in Korea 10 years ago
as a presiding judge and an expert in intellectual property rights and IT
laws. Since then, he has taken lead in sharing culture and open Internet
movement in Korea.
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What I learned from CC
Jay Yoon | Project Lead of CC Korea

View Slides

https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=YxBdPTYpNuo

Watch video

10 years ago in 2005 the CC Korea was launched. Since then I have involved in Creative
Commons. Creative Commons is for the Commons. The Commons means content, accessible
and reusable to everyone of our society. Due to increasing adoption of CCL, which can help
people share their creativity and their ideas with other people, we have a huge amount of the

So what I can describe with creativity is CC itself. You know this logo, the copyright - all rights
reserved. All of you are very familiar with the logo and the concept. The wittily tweaked logo is
very creative. But I think the most creative thing is “some rights reserved.” If copyright holder
can exercise or hold the “all right reserved,” “some rights reserved” can be another option.
This small change of sort have brought about big change in our culture.
I have never expected lawyers could be creative people I met in CC. Because I am a lawyer, so
I know that. But it’s a very unusual case. Instead of copyright to exclude, copyright prevents
exclusion. Maximizing openness and connectivity, to minimize the risk from openness and
connection. Not asking people to make sacrifices but let them know it can be a win-win
situation. How creative it is! I think this approach and this concept, this thought is the most

codeNamu | Jay Yoon CC-BY 2.0
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Commons until now. But today I’d like to talk about Creative - this one.

doesn’t mean that hacking is to commit a crime. It means hacking is not destroying the system
but fixing the broken system. Richard Stallman, you know, is one of the native hackers and
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creative (thing) I have ever met. What are we doing with CC in this creativity is hacking. It

the founder of the Free Software Foundation. He described who hackers are. He said, “They
wanted to be able to do something in a more exciting way than anyone believed possible and
show ‘Look how wonderful this is. I bet you didn’t believe this could be done.’” This is the way
hackers are doing - hacking for finding solution in creative ways. CCL is hacking the out-ofdate copyright system in creative ways as I described.
And we can hack the government. Various citizens including developers, planners, designers,
participating in the CodeNamu community - they are looking for some problems, our
society’s problems and (thinking) how to solve the problem with the government. They play
an active role of the governance of our society. For example, they are looking deep into the
government’s finance and trying to find out what the problem is there and how (they) can
solve this problem. The core is the transparency government finance project. The CodeNamu
are using the data released by the government, the financial data, and they have made some
applications which can show the problem and the status of the government finance. So you
can find some detail in transparency.codenamu.org.
And we are hacking our daily life. The Sharehub is a project that curates various sharing
culture information and connects individuals and groups interested in sharing. For 3 years
we are providing some sharing experience in our daily life and in addition we have supported
many startup services including space sharing services and goods sharing services and skills/
experience/time sharing services and content sharing services. So I think the volunteers and
the staff of CC Korea are hackers. We want to be a hacker who is dreaming of a better world
with creativity and sharing. CC, Sharehub, CodeNamu. This is what I’ve learned from CC and
this is the way I have taken through CC.

Sharehub | Jay Yoon CC-BY 2.0
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community has been trying to (do) this great project with the government sector. And they

was a turning point to me. I could meet great people, great thoughts and various inspiration
there. 10 years have passed. I think some of you were there, maybe. 10 years have passed. I
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Again in 2005 there was the first Summit in Boston. I was there. Can you find that? That

remember one solitary man sang a song. Do you remember? He is still singing. I’m so sorry
Michael, you have no right to be forgotten. But Jimmy Soriano who is the former project
leader of CC Philippines and great contributor to CC community is not with us. My old friend.
And you know this young man. This man is one of the architect of CC and a very enthusiastic
activist in the community. He left us forever. And Bassel Kadafi, great open source software
developer and great contributor to various open source projects. He was in this place 5 years
ago, 2010, for the Asia Pacific conference. But he is not with us. Since March 15, 2012, the
one year anniversary of the Syrian uprising, he was detained by the government and we’ve
got no news from him until now. The fear of surveillance has set to cause the fragmentation
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of free and open Internet. Attempt to control the Internet has been repeated.
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You know these two books. “The Future of the Ideas” published in 2001 and “The Wealth
of Networks” published in 2006. It’s our honor to have the authors of these great books in
this place. Can I announce? Sir Yochai Benkler wrote “The Wealth of Networks”. He’s here.
Lawrence Lessig wrote “The Future of Ideas” and he’s here. Lessig arrived in the morning to
meet you and will come back in the afternoon. The Korean translation version of these books
are published. The Future of Ideas in 2012 and “The Wealth of Networks” in 2015, this year. I
don’t know why these Korean translations were published lately, but in the end we can have
a Korean translation version of these great books. And I had the privilege to write prefaces for
these two books. So for writing prefaces for these books, I needed to read these books again.
I know about them 8 or 7 years ago but I read them again for prefaces. I realized that I read
them again after 10 years. About 10 years have passed. They are saying the story of now.
They are saying the problems we are facing, they are saying the struggle we have to do, they

the same things we have today. I have found some phrases in The Future of Ideas - Originally
Machiavelli said and Larry quoted this phrase: “Innovation makes enemies of all those who
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are saying the same hope we have, they are saying the frustration we are taking. All these are

prospered under the old regime, and only lukewarm support is forthcoming from those who
would prosper under the new. Their support is indifferent partly from fear and partly because
they are generally incredulous, never really trusting new things unless they have tested them

The Future Of Ideas & The Wealth of Networks | Jay Yoon CC-BY 2.0

You know that our mission, our vision, our journey is not easy. We are continuing to do our
job as an innovator, as a hacker, but we need to think that this journey is a long, long way.
This great people - they are CC Korea staff. They are preparing this event for several months.
They are small team but they have been devoted to this event and you with what they can do.
They will, I think, take a long journey to a better world. And he is challenging new mission to
solve the fundamental problem of our democracy. These hackers, these people are trying to
do their job, for 10 years, for 20 years.
Our journey is “a long twilight struggle, year in and year out, rejoicing in hope, patient in
tribulation.” It’s from John F. Kennedy. I like this phrase.
Don’t be exhausted, don’t be frustrated, don’t lose hope. We were together 2 years ago in
Argentina and we meet again here. I think, including CC affiliates, all the people over here as
one team. And don’t be tired. Let’s cheer up each other, let’s get energy as well as inspiration
from each other. The reason we prepare this event is that I want you to feel this event like a
festival, a very enjoyable festival. So we have something great to do from now so that we get
energy. I hope this place could create a great and enjoyable place to all of you.
Thank you.
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by experience.”
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Lawrence Lessig
Co-founder of CC, Professor of Law at Harvard Law School

Lawrence Lessig is a proponent of reduced legal restrictions on copyright in
the digital age and is an academic, attorney and activist who has devoted
himself to promote free culture and sharing of knowledge, creativity and
information globally. He founded Creative Commons in 2001 and currently
serves on the advisory boards of Creative Commons and the Sunlight
Foundation. He is the author of “Code and Other Laws of Cyberspace,” “the
Future of Ideas,” and “Free Culture.”
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Special Keynote
Lawrence Lessig | Co-founder of CC

https://www.youtube.com/
Watch video
watch?v=vud1p3cXHXI

It's really wonderful to be here. It's so much nicer than the life I'm leading on the other side
of the Pacific. I'm in the race to be nominated to be able to be the President of the United
States and so I have to demonstrate to people that I can do presidential things. And one
thing the American president does periodically is that he makes secret trips to the troops. He
disappears, nobody knows where he is for 12 hours and he appears in Afghanistan, Iraq or
troops here. Yesterday I was in New York after the debates and I disappeared nobody knew
where I was and then today I'm here with you, my friends, my family, the free culture troops
that have done such an incredible job in moving an idea which I think Yochai has so powerfully
summarized. So thank you for welcoming me and thank you for being here.
It's important for us elders to remind you kids of where you come from. This project was
the failure of a legal action. When I was at the Harvard Law School in the late 1990s and the
Congress passed the Sonny Bono copyright term extension act - act which extended the
term of existing copyrights by twenty years. We brought a lawsuit on behalf of a man named
Eric Eldred and Eric Eldred was an online publisher who wanted to publish the poems of
Robert Frost which were to pass into the public domain and would have passed into the public
domain had the Congress not extended for the 11th times in forty years the existing terms of

Lawrence Lessig | CC Korea CC-BY 2.0
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something. So I figured what I would do is to make a secret trip to the troops, the free culture

the idea of staying in a library writing things which no one read, because then it didn't matter
what I wrote - I could just write what I cared about. I learned of Eric Eldred, I reached out to
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copyrights. So as a law professor, as someone who had no desire to be an activist, who loved

him and said, “Why don't we challenge this decision by the Congress?” because it seems so
plainly inconsistent with the idea of copyright for a limited time and Eric Eldred said, “Fine”
and we brought his case all the way to the Supreme Court. But just before we were going to
the Supreme Court, Eric Eldred said to me, "Look I appreciate what you're doing but I don't
think we’re going to win. And I don't want this just to be a lawsuit. So I want you to promise
me you will start a Foundation committed to the Commons." And of course I was convinced we
were going to win, and so I thought, “OK, I can make that promise” - an easy promise because
if I win I don't have to start the Foundation and I don't have to do all that work to build an
organization. So what I did was to make the promise and lose in the Supreme Court and that
defeats gave birth to you. Because once we lost, I had to deliver on the promise that I made to
Eric Eldred. So a number of us, - I see Eric Saltzman is back there and Mike is back there - Hal
Abelson, Jamie Boyle and I sat down at some offices in Harvard and figured out how we build

And the most proud moment I remember from the early days was the way we could bring
and did bring a young technical community into what seemed to be just a legal argument.
And one of the early victories for me was persuading a young boy - I think he was 14 or 15 at
the time - Aaron Swartz to become the technical architect of the Creative Commons. It took
a little persuading but I told him this was what he had to do and that's what he agreed to do
and he became the architect. And there's still a famous video of him introducing the technical
architecture of Creative Commons in 2002 when we launched Creative Commons. He stood
about here to the podium as he spoke to about 800 people in the audience about what
Creative Commons would be and that was its birth.
But the most transformative moment in that birth was when someone said why don't we
make this global. And we launched a project to internationalize Creative Commons and I
remember 10 years ago coming to Korea and being inspired in a way I hadn't ever expected I
would by the way this had been globalized. Jay organized an event of judges and lawyers. It
was in a small room somewhere in the middle of Korea. They were all dressed in suits. They
were serious people. They were real lawyers and judges and a senior member of the bar of
Korea. And I kind of thought I was in the wrong room because I'd never seen a group like this
who gathered together to talk about Creative Commons. But there was. It was a real meeting
of real lawyers talking about the future of copyright as it related to Creative Commons and
launching the CC Korea project. I was so incredibly inspired by the work that they did. And,
of course, Jay, anytime he asks me, has the power to pull me from across the world to come
to his conferences and that was really the birth of an incredible movement of energy. And CC
Korea, I think, has been the most important force in changing and growing the idea of what
Creative Commons is, because, as Jay's description shows, this project in Korea is not just
about copyright; it's not just about the idea of sharing in this intellectual property space. It's
about a much bigger idea of sharing and collaborating - the idea which Yochai's work has
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what would become the Creative Commons.

to see the way that's grown.
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formalized and so carefully described. This is where it lives here in CC Korea and I'm so proud

Now since that time a lot happened. We've had our victories; we've had our tragedies; we
have our martyrs - Bassel's still in a Syrian jail, fighting for his freedom, and supported by
many people in this community, but still not able to join us back here in Korea. It was five
years ago - I was here too when Bassel was here. I gave a speech and then was sued for that
speech in the United States. I used a remix video, and a year later I got a lawsuit notification.
I got threatened by the copyright owners that I had violated copyright and so I was a little
afraid to come back here thinking maybe the lawyers would be here ready to wrestle me to
the ground. But apparently they're not here so I'm happy for that. And that event five years
ago celebrated where we had come and it was shortly before that event that the relationship
of me telling Aaron what Aaron had to do reversed itself. It was in 2007 that I was finishing my
last book on copyright and Internet policy and Aaron came to visit me and he said to me "What
are you working on?" I was very proud to show him my book and talking to him about my
any progress on issues you're working on, copyright, the Internet. Are you gonna think you'll
make any progress on those issues so long as we live in this deeply corrupted government?”
And I said "You know Aaron, it's not my field. It's not what I do." And he said "You mean as
an academic?" And I said, “Yes, as an academic. it's not my field. I am a scholar of copyright
and the Internet." And he said, "OK, but what about as a citizen?” And what he did at that
moment was to shame me into leaving this movement, a movement that he had joined when
I shamed him into building the architecture of Creative Commons. He shamed me into leaving
that movement to take up a fight which has grown and has consumed my life, and consumed
my life right at the moment when many of us feel we failed him and he failed to the burdens
of the fights that he was in such a profound way that he had to take his own life. So that
transformation let me away.
But there's nothing that gives me joy like looking back at things that I had something to
do with starting and seeing them flourish and seeing the spread of ideas which you have
carried forward. When Jay said to me "could you come to Korea?" I'm middle of a world where
everything I'm doing is incredibly difficult and miserable - the only happiness in running for
president is actually meeting people, like talking to people about the ideas. So when Jay said
to me, "Could you come and just be here for a brief moment?" I thought whatever it takes I
would be here. So I'm so grateful to have a chance to come back to this movement which is so
powerful and flourishing, and important in so many ways, to celebrate with you what you've
done and to look forward to everything these new generations of kids will help Creative
Commons and sharing culture to be. So thank you so much and I look forward to spending the
afternoon here with you.
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first TED talk which was about to present. He said "So why do you think you're gonna make
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in the Digital Era
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Jay Yoon, Lawrence Lessig, Yochai Benkler, Ryan Merkley

This panel was an occasion to invite four experts who have seen the birth
and growth of Creative Commons which celebrated 10th anniversary last
year and have taken lead today’s movement around CC to provide a critical
reflection on the value and importance of sharing and Creative Commons
in the digital age and to have an in-depth discussion about issues and
concerns shared not only by CC but also by many other communities that
advocate sharing and free culture movement.
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Importance of Creative Commons in the Digital Era
Jay Yoon | Lawrence Lessig | Yochai Benkler | Ryan Merkley

https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=_fXpXl-BsWA

Watch video

Jay Yoon: Thank you for the great speech. I'm really honored to be sitting here with them.
some questions to them, feel free to do so. I think the device, the program is not working. I
think you might have difficulty to send a message. So we can do it in a traditional way - hands
up! You can ask a question to them.
Before that, I want to ask some questions. I've got one question from my volunteers to
Professor Yochai Benkler. He read your books and he felt that when he read

"The Wealth of

Network", he had much difficulty to understand the sentences, the words. But your new book,
"The Penguin and the Leviathan," it was so easy to read that. So he was curious about that. Is
there any change in your mindset or change in your strategy to provide your ideas to people?
Yochai Benkelr: I was just trying to copy Larry in his enormous ability to reach out and explain
to people. There are tradeoffs between what you can do with more academically oriented
work, which actually had much more purchase than I expected it would be on the narrow
academic audience, and doing something that's actually intended to communicate more
broadly. I think at the time of the Wealth of networks it was important at least in my mind to
try to anchor the ideas and change and facts in relatively detailed - its called academically
legitimate - form that would be persuasive within academia even if at the expense of the
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It's my special day. This is just a discussion, a free talking about any issues. If you want to ask

describing in the Penguin and leviathan. I was simply marveling at the fact that you had
across so many disciplines, a range of work that was coalescing. They didn’t cite each
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broader comprehension. I think I wasn't adding to the science of cooperation that I was

other; they didn't necessarily know about each other. But I thought that it was important
for people to understand in some sense that that which normal people understand - Yes we
are complicated, yes we sometimes want money, sometimes we want social - and that with
which we understand about ourselves is not something being expert and educated should

Lawrence Lessig | Sebastiaan ter Burg CC-BY 2.0

Jay Yoon: And you mentioned the ceremony, the weird ceremony ten years ago. You were
talking about freedom, but the atmosphere was not free. And here's one thing you didn't
know at the time: A professor came to the event for providing some congratulatory address
and he just heard that this event was about copyright. So he said, "We need to protect
copyright and we need to defeat piracy." So I said to the translator, "Don’t translate to him."
Anyway I remember that. I asked you a question in Boston 2 years ago. I asked, “Why, why
do you challenge this difficult mission, changing the Congress?" at that time. I said, "Do you
think it's possible?" and you said, "No, it’s not possible.” I said "Why do you do that?" and you
said "Someone needs to do.” That's the conversation between us. I mentioned our mission
or vision is a very long, long journey and lonely travel to the goal. As of now, what can you
expect as a result? Can you expect your mission is successful, or gets some output?
Lawrence Lessig: You know, I started as a very pessimistic person and I have become more
and more optimistic. And about this issue in particular I'm incredibly optimistic. I think in the
United States right now, there's an incredible recognition of the problem that Aaron started
me on. It’s Democratic and Republican (I don’t know if you have been following this crazy
man Donald Trump, running for President of the United States). We in the United States are
experts on Donald Trump because for eight weeks the only thing on television was Donald
Trump. It was every single news show. Every single hour of every single day, it was Donald
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lead you to it. So different books, different purposes. Not sure what the next one will be.

giving the speech. More coverage of Donald Trump than the president of the United States.
It’s just the insanity of American media. Anyways, Donald Trump, in the second presidential
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Trump. He would give a speech and there would be an hour-long coverage of Donald Trump

debate, said that I basically own all you people (talking about the other presidential
candidates). "You know, I am giving all of you money" and the other candidate said "No, you
didn’t give me money. If you want to, that's OK, but you didn't give me money.” But saying
in the republican primary that these people are not independent of the donors who give the
money and they cannot be trusted to make the decisions that are in the good interest of
the public - to have that spoken in the Republican primary was like somebody questioning
Communism in the Politburo in the 1970, it’s just unheard of. You wouldn't say something
like that. But that’s what they said and it dramatically changed the opportunity for that part
moment of incredible hopefulness, because, whether in this cycle, or whether in this race or
whatever, it’s inevitable that we are coming to see just how deeply corrupted and failing in
the sense the government is. And I can’t be anything but optimistic that that recognition leads
to something in response. So when I spoke to you, it might have been a bad day. But as hard
as it is to get people in the inside to acknowledge it, or people in the inside to think about how
it is going to be fixed, I actually am very very optimistic that we will going to find a way to do
this.

Ryan Merkley | CC Korea CC-BY 2.0

Jay Yoon: Ryan, how many years have you stayed in this community as a CEO? Two years?
What is your experience and what is your idea about this community?
Ryan Merkley: CEO, since June of 2014, so little over one year. Yesterday was a lot of fun
for me, we had a number of people in this room, we were in a kind of Day 0 conference on
the affiliate network, which is about, when Larry talked about internationalizing Creative
Commons, this idea of local communities coming together around an idea and building
something greater than just the licenses. I think that's the thing that I didn't expect as much
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of the American political spectrum to begin to acknowledge and think about that. That's the

about is - I hear a story about how legislative change can unlock things that are broken at
the systemic level what I also want to think about is what can a room full of people who share
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coming into CC - it was how much power lived in the network. So what I'm really excited

these values and every single day have opportunities, and what can we do together to build a
bottom-up piece that builds the environment that allows that to happen. I think public's give
government's permission to act, and a noisy public and engaged public creates the room for
people like Larry to say the things that need to be said to audiences that need to hear them.
So I think that's what I want to see for the next three days; that is a conversation about what
we can do to support these people who are articulating the challenges and actively trying to

Lawrence Lessig | Sebastiaan ter Burg CC-BY 2.0

Jay Yoon: My mission to provide you with time for thinking about your questions is completed.
Open to the floor.
Audience 1: If you don’t mind me sharing my personal experience, I actually worked on my
phd dissertation about Creative Commons licenses in 2005, so I had a pleasure of meeting
Professor Lessig in 2006 in San Francisco. And then I came back to my motherland, Korea,
two years ago. So it's great pleasure to meet all of you in this conference and welcome. As
CC licenses have been adopted in different countries around the world and as you're seeing
and meeting these global community of CC people, have you noticed any differences among
those countries? Because each country has different legal background and different cultures,
I bet you have seen some similarities but I also wonder whether you have seen any notable
differences among countries that have been adopting CC licenses.
Lawrence Lessig: I guess my own experiences - what CC did was to give people a way to
name a very human experience that they were having long before CC was there. I think that
this is a point that Yochai was making before. We all had this experience of this different
way of connecting and sharing. And now we have a structure to identify it and once we have
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change things from the top what can we do from every community in the world.

CC people everywhere in a certain sense they're the same in that they want to practice this
experience of sharing. Sometimes they're dealing with particular problems. So CC UK was
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a name for it we can then see it across a much wider range of context. So when I have met

born around the problem of how to take the BBC Archive and make it more accessible. It
was a very particular problem. It’s very different from the way CC Korea was born. So those
differences exist. But I think more common fact is that we have just found a way to make
visible and experience in a practice that has always been there but now because it's visible we
might actually encourage it and support it in a more overt way.
Ryan Merkley: I would just add to that. One of the things I’ve noticed, I've noticed very early
on, is that there is not one CC there are many. People do not only identify as CC. They actually
Festival, there were people from Open Knowledge and Wikimedia and CC and EFF - all of
these communities, all the various open communities. It was true at Open Knowledge Festival
and Wikimedia and Mozfest, and all of these places where all these people who share bunch
of the same values have found different ways to express them whether it's an open source
or Creative Commons or Wikipedia in all those places. So when I think about the Commons, I
don't think that that's just us. That's actually a much bigger thing that incorporates all those
things. So what's fun here is seeing all that cross pollination and seeing a number of those
same people in different contexts working on different parts of the problem around the world.
Audience 2: Hi! Cable Green from Creative Commons. I work on education and our work
in open policy to help people with money require open licenses on works that are funded
specifically from the public. Yochai, this is a question for you. You talk about how we can
rethink economics, rethink economic models and relationships using a commons framework
and how Creative Commons is central to that. More often than not when our communities
engaged with open access or open educational resources or Open Science whatever the
open topic might be, we argue when we find ourselves in discussions on playing fields in the
popular press for, we have to argue from usually a fringe perspective. We're out - in the
chart - from the xy axis, we are on the fringes and we have to argue why this is a better way.
How do we switch those arguments around as you so eloquently stated in your talk so that
we aren't viewed as the fringes in some of these conversations but rather as a more rational
economic solution to what’s currently exists. Too often we're asked and challenged and the
burden is put on us about why to change the curve. What's your advice on how we turn that
conversation around to put the burden on existing systems which are no longer working for
society
Yochai Benkelr: So there's a background: Famous American muckraker Upton Sinclair said
It’s hard to explain an idea to a man whose job depends on his not understanding it. And
that's part I think of what you are encountering. That is to say, there's a hangover of forty
years of dominant economic thinking of a certain kind that makes it easy without thought to
reject evidence of something else. And when you're in negotiations with somebody who's
business model is not to do what you're doing, it's hard. I think actually in the context of
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cross between multiple groups and they're in this room and when I went to Open Knowledge
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certainly scientific publication the economic story is fairly straightforward. If you look at what
the source of the science is, what the remuneration of the scientist is, you have to make
some very very quirky argument about the added value of the editorial staff and high-quality
typesetting and even that’s only at the top science journals to make a claim that you could
plausibly even need that incentive. And then when you turn around and look at the cost of
the libraries and the fact that libraries are cutting down subscriptions. That's relatively easy,
you just need the numbers. I'd say with open courseware it's a little harder but still not
impossible.
And it depends on shifting the frame to understand the size of the educational industry and
the number of people working, the amount of money in the relatively to tiny portion that goes
into publishing by comparison to the entire system with tens of millions of students etc is just
tiny. So there are the discrete answers which is to say, in this particular industry you map
out the economic model and you show that it is really very small in that particular industry.
You show for example depending on what the level of education is and what country you are
how much you have public funding, how much you have educational investment by market.
So that's in those particular too. The more general claim is - and this may be a little bit of an
answer I guess also to Jay - there is hard work in building the actual detailed arguments for
every given industry that successfully break down the incredibly powerful move to abstract
the way. We've got the copyright industries; we've got the IP industries - that creates such a
high level of abstraction of what the actual economics are, that you ignore the fact that pop
music is different from jazz, is different from classical in terms of where the source of revenue
are, how they play out. Any of these are different from trade books and different from fiction
and bringing things to more concrete, evidence-based policy in each of these and leveraging
the force that we have of saying, "Fine, I get your model. What's the evidence? What's the
actual industrial structure? How does it play? - bringing it down back to the concrete - why
in your industry it works as opposed to why it won’t work - is the big move that I think we all
need to learn how to do. And that takes work, but I think it’s in that context, instead of saying
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theory. The free market in its abstract sense as a utopian vision is not a practical system
anyone lives in. You just need to bring that down to the details of the systems themselves.
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different theories across from each other. The evidence pulls back away from the abstracted

Jay Yoon: We are behind schedule, so we don't have enough time. So we can receive 2 more
questions.
Audience 3: Thank you. I'm Hal Plotkin presently with CC US. Larry, so great to see you here.
Thank you for making the trip. The response you just gave and Cable's wonderful question
focused on our opponents and how we overcome their arguments - but in my experience
our opponents are a tiny minority of the population, the people who actively contest us
the apathetic and the people who have just been conditioned to learned helplessness about
the circumstances that we all confront. I wonder what thoughts all three of you have about
how we break through that and how we engage and re-engage the imagination of the broad
discouraged public around the world that knows that the systems they live under are not
working for them but that are not convinced that there's anything that they can do about it.
Lawrence Lessig: That's a great question. Long before I got into this race we did a poll in
the United States. We found 96 percent of Americans basically thought that money in the
system was corrupt and had to be taken out. But 91% didn't think it was possible. So those
two numbers together is the politics of resignation. If you've gone to Egypt under Mubarak
and you said to the Egyptians, "What do you think of Mubarak," they would not have been
enthusiastic about Mubarak. And if you have said, "Why aren't you out there in the streets?"
they would've said "what do you think, we're nuts? We are on the streets cause what are we
gonna do?" The same thing across history in many different contexts - if you don't believe
it's possible, you are going to to accept the reality and get on with your life. But what that
points to - and the Arab Spring is a good example of this - is the incredible instability of that
case, because if you can begin to give people an image, a picture of how something different
is possible that thaws the resignation and unleashes enormous potential energy to actually
begin to do things. Part of the strategy of Yochai's work throughout his career has been to
surface particular empirical examples that people can't sort of dismiss kind of ideological
claim made by some theorists. Here is a real example of something really happening that's
producing real results in the world and you can't assume it's not there. You have to see it and
you have enough of those I think you begin to make it hard for people to live in that place. Or
at least that's the hope. I think that's the only example of success we've seen about that.
Ryan Merkley: I was invited to speak at the copyright society of USA, the highest paid, rightholding, defending lawyers working for the largest industries. and it was a weird panel and
we knew we were weird - we were talking about open source and copyright or creative
commons. They were looking at me and I had to explain Creative Commons to them because
they didn't know what it was. And they were looking at me like I was crazy and I showed
them the side that says that there are 882 million licensed works in the world at our last count
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typically out of a very narrow self-interest. And our larger problem are the the cynics and

water?" And one of the lawyers on the panel beside me looked over three of us who came
from different parts of the open community and said, “You people, - pointing at the audience
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and we expect to pass a billion in 2015. And one person said, "Why would you turn wine into

- you people are the weird ones. These guys - they're the future. Regular folks are not the
kinds of people who exploit their copyright; regular folks care about the stuff that these
people care about." And that's just to say we are actually in the main even though they have
the power right now. And that's a really interesting place to be. So we need to figure out how
to wield that power and how to engage those people so that they care about the benefits of
open and we are the answer to that. It's not about teaching them about licensing; it's about
telling them the world they could have and then disrupting those markets and about changing

Yochai Benkler: And I'd only add one more thing - more than one actually, cause I can't do
less than that. One is - Larry's books showed the way, translating in ways that are really
powerful. I think practice - just people doing - one of the things I found most exciting was the
Pew survey and the proportion of people who actually share stuff online, make something
and share it. And beyond the total numbers, the sheer share of people who actually have the
experience with themselves - "hey, this is really cool!" And the last piece is the politics. And
SOPA/PIPA on one hand and ACTA on the other in the US and Europe were were at a major
transitional moment. We've now seen repeated efforts and now the victory in net neutrality in
the US again. One way in which you actually feel like you can do something is winning. And so
continuing to win and get 2-3 million people to - that's a way of getting people to overcome.
That's the version of seeing it work. And the big failure - this is just one thing - if people
remember Occupy felt like it was a failure, you actually plug income inequality into Google
Trends, what you'll see is that the occupation of Zuccotti Park is the date on which the level
of searches for the term income inequality in the US just completely changed in terms of its
popularity relative to the six or seven years before that of data available. You change people's
minds and you show people you can succeed and then it feeds back. That's the hopeful
version.
Jay Yoon: I think we'd better wrap up this discussion. Thank you for the great speech and
great discussion. And again, it's my honor to talk with you. Thank you. Enjoy your lunch!
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that. And so I think that's all we're here for to talk about the next few days.
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M E S S AG E
Work of Sharing
상선약수(上善若水) or Sang-seon-yak-su literally means
"the supreme good is like water."
It stresses the characteristics of the water - it can take
various forms, gives life to things, keeps flowing and
eventually reaches the sea. These are what the commons
and our work of sharing are about.
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On the shoulders of giants
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On the shoulders of giants
Lila Tretikov | Executive director of the Wikimedia Foundation

View slides

https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=DmZHj3SsvPo

Watch video

Good evening, everybody and thank you for having me here. I want to start by explaining
what this means because for non-english speakers this may be confusing. This is Isaac
Newton saying that he could see further only because he stood on the shoulders of giants.
What this means for a non-english speaker is that he was able to achieve what he achieved
So I want to talk a little bit about that and I want to follow in his stead and stand on the
shoulders of giants that are here in this room today. Every single image in this presentation is
has been made by somebody who donated with the Creative Commons license and I will take
you on a journey that connects both the early morning presentation on economics and the
emotional connection at the very end.
Let's start with economics. To me economics means getting some pizza. One concept that
this illustrates is the concept of rivalry. What rivalry means is that if I have something and I
consume it, like a piece of pizza, you can no longer have it. And you have to get a new one. It
means that it's very common for the world of scarcity where resources are very limited. So if
you can have pizza, can you have more knowledge?
In fact, up until fairly recently, knowledge did and still does in great extent abide by the
same standard because it actually takes resources to print a book. And when you sit in the

Liquid water on mars | NASA CC-BY 2.0
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and discovered what he discovered only because he remixed stuff and borrowed from others.

days there's an encyclopedia on the wall. So there’s only so many students you can educate
at any given time. And the same thing with print. We got from me telling you an idea, you
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classroom there's one teacher, let's say, and twenty students, twenty books, and in the olden

telling somebody else, to being able to replicate it on paper, ultimately on print. But then
computers came along and everything - this world of scarcity of ideas, this world of rivalry
- completely got flipped on its head. Magic happened. With that magic a lot of interesting
things came along including all of you here.
This is an image NASA released when they discovered that those black streaks in the eye are
actually water. So they announced the water on Mars and that news went simultaneously to
a billion people and everybody could consume that news and that information at the same
exact time. Well, I actually didn't get, the memo in time. My 10-year-old son got it before me,
which was kind of embarrassing. So all of a sudden something that was very protected and
very scarce became infinitely shareable with infinite amount of people with infinite amount of

But it's not just about consumption. We're still living in the world where, even though so
much information is now produced, the rules are still the rules of the old world and they're
trying to keep all this information from getting out there, from being free. They are trying to
lock this door. And it hinders economic growth but also our growth as human beings with that
happens. And it's really critical for us to start thinking what we need to do when the cost of
replication goes to zero and when we have the opportunities that present ourselves with the
free knowledge and the free world. So this new abundance of information and knowledge is
expanding very rapidly.
I spent the early part of this week in Japan and one of the people that I met there was a
student in astrophysics. And one would do with a student in astrophysics is to spend time
talking about different questions. So the questions that he's asking is how to accelerate the
speed of light or asymptotically close to it. And I was talking about how he got to this place of
studying astrophysics and he talked to me about how he asked questions. Do you remember
when children when they're really young, they keep asking “why” questions which is keep
trying to clog the information out of you, get as much knowledge out of their parents as
possible - their parents are those giants. So they keep asking and asking. My friend - he
was at about age 13 - he really got to the limit of what his parents could teach him. And I just
thought to myself, “Oh my god, I got to that limit with my son when he was nine. I could no
longer answer him. He started asking me about atoms, how to split them. And what is going
to happen with this generation? We can’t send them to college when they are nine.
So what are we going to do? As parents, we are failing faster; we are running out of
information. So they need to be standing in the next generation and next generation. And
the education that has to come along with that needs to put our children on the shoulders
of bigger giants, on the shoulders of the entire community; human community; world’s
community; community of knowledge.
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time.

almost directly from the source. So how? How does that happen and that's a really important
question because it's not just about the information that’s out there. It’s about synthesis.
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So as I was saying, this ten-year old can get information before somebody who gets it

Somebody took that information, correlated it, put it into a place where it reached its
audience. And those people are people we know very well. Some of you are here today those are Wikipedians and Wikimedians. That’s a really great example of how this incredible
body of information actually gets correlated. And all ideas at the end of the day are derivative
works. And somebody says he has an original idea - it makes me laugh because everything
is learned and everything is correlated and transformed into something else. So the faster
we share those ideas, the faster we learn. So in order to do that, we need this access to
knowledge of yesterday, of today, and of now, as quickly as we can.
So all of us, in other words, need those giants. And what’s incredible is we are those giants
in this room, because every single person in this room has created something and made
are in a symbiotic relationship in that way. Wikipedia would not be possible without what
Creative Commons enables and the things that people produce with it. We both have really
big missions. For Wikipedians it is a world in which every human being is like you here today;
that every single human being shares in the sum of all knowledge and that is a very ambitious
proposition.
And the question is how do we ask all of us in this room not just replicate knowledge, not
just create knowledge, but replicate our thinking, our mental model, our belief system; how
do we convince the rest of the world that this is a better place; how do we make it the vision
for everyone in the world to create a world like this. And I think it is really critical for us to be
there to strengthen one another. We need one another and we need another hundreds of, if
not thousands of, communities in this boat with us in order for this to become the main, the
dominant way of thinking about the world. And Wikipedia is pretty successful with that with
the help of Creative Commons.

Earthlights dmap 1994-1995 | NASA CC-BY 2.0
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something for others to use, to learn, and to grow with. Wikipedia and Creative Commons

And the knowledge is available - there’s two hundred and ninety-one languages in which
Wikipedia is available. There are nearly a hundred different organizations around the world
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As you can see about half a billion people go to Wikipedia every month to find knowledge.

that are Wikimedia organizations. And in terms of knowledge creations, there are about 8,000
articles that get created every single day. It's pretty amazing you would say, right? I think
we're not keeping up. I think there's so much knowledge that's getting produced there and
so many people that are coming online in need of it. And we need to figure out how we can
do this faster; how we can do this better; and how we can, most importantly, engage more
communities and bring them with us. And our communities of knowledge are amazing.
Here's an image that you see that the contributor Subharnab Majumdar put online under
a Creative Commons license. Without his even knowledge, this image has been reused on
this article about the definition of child on at least three Wikipedias and it's used much more
than just this. So he was the original giant and then hundreds of people came in to write the
this for whatever other works we want to produce.

"1" Girl in India | Subharnab Majumdar CC-BY 2.0

Wikipedians do many things. And another thing - this is really important that we do together
- is preserving the heritage of this planet, preserving history of this world because the history
is constantly changing and we keep it up-to-date. We keep it constantly going. So last April
when disaster struck, when the earthquake stroke in Nepal, our community around the
world started to work on pulling together the images of the architecture that was broken,
of the artifacts that was destroyed. Within a couple of month they pulled together fifteen
hundred images of the artifacts that disappeared. In fact, one of our first Wikipedians in Nepal
Ram Prasad who lives three hours away from the nearest road in the place where there is
no electricity, he does all his edits with a little phone - it’s not even a feature phone and he
charges it off of the solar power. He made six thousand edits all by himself on this little tiny
phone. So it's really remarkable.
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articles. They were the giants that came and stepped on his shoulders. And now we can use

pull together as much information, as much imagery, as possible around the amazing city
Palmyra in Syria when he got targeted by ISIS for destruction. The city is one of the amazing
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And of course probably everybody here knows about Bassel who single-handedly tried to

places in the world. Its history goes back to around the Olympic period, 9,500 years ago. We
really hope that we hear from him soon. All of this is an example of Wikipedias and Creative
Commons working together side by side supporting the society, supporting the generations
that are coming behind us.
In art, Michael Mann der Burgh created a recent project where he printed Wikipedia, just
English Wikipedia, and try to put it on the wall. And it didn't fit. There were 7437 tomes of it.
You can purchase one now; the project is over and that has a tome of Wikipedia accurate as
of April 7th 2015.
And of course a lot of us here probably also heard of

Jack Andraka who was barely a

And he started his research on Wikipedia and ended up developing a much better, much less
expensive test for prostatic cancer; that test is now going through the FDA approval. These
are the kinds of giants that you all support.
But being a giant is not enough. Creating another, supporting another person is also not
enough. We need to grow and nurture those other giants. We need to turn the world into a
world of people who share and help others.
And the fact is that the world is growing in such a rapid pace. The fact that there's going to be
an enormous amount of free knowledge - we can take that for granted. We know it's going to
happen; it’s a tide that’s coming. We just need to figure out how to ride the tide, and how we
hope to teach the world and to give everyone the ability to learn. This quote by the way is out
of date. The quote is I think about seven years old.

Nathaniel Branden | Lila Tretikov CC-BY 2.0
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teenager - he was 13 or 14 - when one of his family members got diagnosed with cancer.

The current rate is every twelve month and it's accelerating. So we have an opportunity. It
was how we're working together. But there is much much more they can do. The current
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The rate of knowledge creation has sped up so much - he’s talking about every decade here.

version of the license really helps us. It really helps us move into this new direction and free us
up from the mechanics of this work into advocacy, into the programmatic work that needs to
be done now. We have the baseline.
So I would argue that our most important first step is really now to get awareness. So a lot of
people still do not know how really there is information, how to do this they would be doing
that. We need to help people understand the why mindset, how to do it and and how to do it
in different languages in different countries. And with the global movement like ours, we can
absolutely do this. The next one and a few people today talked about it as the standards.
It's not enough just to have the license. It’s really important to have the right metadata. It’s
talking about open data. So we need to come together and get behind a way that everybody
in the world can use because otherwise what will happen is interpretability - everybody will
have their own standard and basically this little pockets of free information will not work
together. And again our organizations are working together at least on one aspect of this.
Internalization and interoperability. Earlier this week as I was saying I was in Japan and I was
talking to one of the legal administrators there in the government and he was telling me
how important it was to get the fourth version of the license in English and Wikipedians and
Wikimedians have been helping translate the licenses. In fact we’ve lost some ground for
version 3 because we did not have the translation and what happens when we lose ground is
people are starting to create their own licenses. They are starting to fork off and as a result we
start losing visibility into what’s going on.
But there’s much more we can do. People do this for a reason. They’re passionate about
something. This is a GLAM Wiki picture. GLAM people work with libraries, galleries, archives
and museums around the world to free the content and to put that online under a free license.
We can do this together. Our communities are global. Anybody who is interested in it could
come together to work behind this.
So this is just one of those programs. We have education program that is active in more than
70 countries around the world; we have a Library Program which brings in stem content
into Wikipedia and connects it to free content. But most importantly we need to connect
technology and humanity. We need to connect our ability to create these works to make
them available with people’s desires and people's thinking around it. We need to not just
share; we need to bring synthesis and exploration and share at the end of the day - like I was
saying- , share who we are and how we think about the world, so we can shift the paradigm
of this little planet so that we can ultimately create not just a replica of Wikipedia but the
book of knowledge that Yochai talks about. We are at the second step of the law of diffusion
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really important to have the right structure for talking about open knowledge and if we’re
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known. We need everybody to know about this so that we can get all of those people - in the
morning we're talking about people who are saying “We are a kind of on the sidelines. I’ll do
it if everybody else does it.” In order to get them to participate, we need to make our voices
heard.
We are those innovators. We showed what this could do and we are the very critical point.
Now we have an opportunity and responsibility to bring the world with us because we don't
know where that next giant might be. She might be finding the way to Andromeda and we
need to get ready to get her there. And the only way we can do this is by doing this together.
Thank you.
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of innovation. We’ve innovated. We've got this off the ground. We now need to make it
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NABI’s experiment:
Push Back the Frontiers

Soh-Yeong Roh | CC KOREA CC-BY 2.0

Soh-Yeong Roh
Director of Art Center Nabi

Soh-Yeong Roh is the founder and Director of Art Center Nabi
in South Korea. She founded the center in 2000, transforming a
contemporary art museum into a new media arts center. Nabi
brings together art, technology, humanities, and industry, to create
new art and cultural artifacts. As the main venue for new media art
production in Korea, Nabi promotes cross-disciplinary collaboration
and understanding among science technology, humanities, and the
arts. Ms. Roh is also a board member of Creative Commons Korea.
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NABI’s experiment: Push Back the Frontiers
Soh-Yeong Roh | Director of Art Center Nabi

View slides

Watch video

https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=sT9XMJQ9lDk

I would like to share some stories that might be interesting to you, rather than to give you
He said this was his first visit to Seoul and I asked what his first impression was like. And he
said he took a walk for 2 to 3 hours to look around the city and he was not sure whether what
he was going to talk about today was relevant to the local audience. He said he was doubtful
that to many people living in this modern city with high-rise buildings the commons story
would be relevant. So I said, “Don’t worry. We are living the commons.” And then he asked
what that meant. He looked puzzled, as he came to teach what the commons were to the
people in Korea where it seemed to him no one would understand. So I told him, “If you want
to understand Koreans, you should know that they live in two conflicting worlds, which are
public life and private life. Public life means high-rise buildings and advanced technologies
brought by the modernization and westernization while our private life, the real life we live
in, is different from public life. In this private life, rich people are reviled because, even if one
accumulate wealth on his own, people tend to think poorly of him if he doesn’t share his
wealth with others. And Koreans think it natural to help their siblings if you are better off;
people who don’t do so are perceived as bad people. That’s our private life. And in fact in
many people’s minds, we do already have the commons. When I say we have the commons,
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information. Last night at the welcome reception, I met Prof. Yochai Benkler for the first time.

also his or her talents from the common pool of resources, and therefore we share them with
others.
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we naturally think that one temporarily borrows not only his or her material possessions but

After hearing that, Prof. Benkler said that’s good but he still gave me a skeptical look. So I
went onto talk about my personal story: my family has a chestnut farm and every year during
the harvest season we have guests - but they are not invited; they just come in and pick up
chestnuts. And they are quite a lot. But if you kick them out, you can’t live in that community
for long.
Furthermore, while Koreans live in the two different worlds - the private world of the
harmony. There always are conflicts and stress. At this point, I asked him, “Then how do
you think we relieve our stress?,” and he just smiled knowingly. So I said, “Yes, you know,
drinking.” We drink together like this; we reduce any friction by drinking together.
Here’s another story I want to tell you, an anecdote of my personal story. I lived in the US
for 10 years and I had my worst and best experiences. It was the early days of my life in the
US. I heard an interesting rumor that there was a remote place without any water supply or
electricity, where people create a community and live an ideal life. So I just decided to set
out to find the place. And on my way while I was driving I picked up a hitchhiker and it turned
out he happened to come from that village. It was near Acadia, Maine. And when we got
there, there was a community of people who really lived in that way. They live in a hut with an
outside toilet, draw water from a well, and follow the plough. I remember that they said they
worked only one month a year in order to pay property tax. They work only one month a year
and spend the rest of the time to live a life like that of Thoreau’s Walden. I visited someone’s
home where you saw literary works everywhere in the house. It’s already been 30 years, but I
still remember their attitude. They were so open-minded. I was a complete stranger to them,
but they welcome me with an angelic face as if they had known me for years. So I spent a
night there, had meals with them together, went to a dance party - it was a dream for me.
The worst moment happened right before I came back to Korea. I was invited to visit a friend
who lived in one of the richest areas in the US. There was a castle-like house with a horse
stable. So I brought my 4-year-old son there to show him the horses. One day, we decided to
feed the horses carrots. Of course there were fences. So we went to feed the horses carrots
one day and again on the next day. And suddenly, without any advance warning, two dogs
of great size hurtled towards us, baring their teeth. There was no one around. My son was
standing right outside of the fence and I grabbed my son and dived into my car. We almost
got killed by the dogs.
I asked a friend who was a lawyer what if I got killed by the dog. Then it would be the owner
of the dog that was to blame, right? But he said, “Not necessarily.” He said I damaged the
person’s private property by feeding the horses. It could also be possible I poisoned the
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commons and the public world of private property - the two worlds are not always in

killed by the dog, the owner would not be punished. This was the worst experience I had in
the US, which made me think that this was not where I wanted to live - I might get killed by a
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horses. In other words, because I infringed on the person’s private property first, even if I got

dog here! So I came back to Korea right away. Koreans never do that. We ask people first not
to do so. And then we might grab at each other’s throats and call names. But we don’t let the
dogs out without anyone watching them. Today, while I thought about the commons before
this talk, these anecdotes suddenly occurred to me.
The commons are so natural to us; we live our life in the commons’ way. But we’ve forgot the
way of life. We felt as if the commons was a new concept. But it’s not. I’m not an expert in
the history of the US or Europe, but I guess there were people who actually lived in that way,
restore the commons that have been neglected, I think.
I thought about what the commons should be based upon. The commons is not based on the
law. I think the law is a framework as a last resort. Before that, emotions of people who share
come first.I had no emotional connection with the owner of the dog. But in the ideal world of
Walden, I experienced a full of emotional connection with people there although not for long.
So what I’d like to tell you is that law is important and needed, but we also need to put
emotions before law. But I know when you talk about emotions, they are obscure. So let me
talk a little bit about emotions.
Art Center NABI has worked on creating something by combining arts and technology for the
past 15 years. And recently we released something called “Emotional robot.” Let’s watch this
video first.
People say now it’s the age of robots. Usually we tend to think a robot as something that does
work for us. Today we are surrounded by robots, actually more than we are aware of, and
if we have no emotional exchange with them, there’s no guarantee that what happened to

Heart Bot | CC Korea CC-BY 2.0
https://youtu.be/sT9XMJQ9lDk?t=15m49s
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respecting the commons there too. Like restoring a lost paradise, we all together are trying to

no ability to connect emotionally with human beings means we live in a world surrounded by
cold-blooded beings, which led to a project called “Heart Bot” to create a robot for emotional
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me at the stable will not happen to you. We at the Art Center NABI thought that robots with

connection of human beings. Let’s watch a video.
As you saw, we made about 10 robots with the help of people who are enthusiastic about
making robots. When we first proposed the idea, they thought they would make a moving,
functional robot. But after they heard what we wanted was to make a robot with a feature
that shows emotional interaction, they got excited to start working on it.
In fact, if art is about human beings, how you see human beings is a very important,
Enlightenment period, humans were viewed as rational beings. But today, this perception has
changed. And we realized it through ourselves too. Have you heard of a study on emotions,
haven’t you? We used to think that emotions were something that could be dealt with in arts
or in religions.
But as time goes by, since the 20th centuries, we have realized that what motivated human
beings are emotions, we know little about emotions, and we don’t know how to deal with
such emotions well, which cause various harmful effect at an individual level as well as a
social level.
We see cases like malicious comments on the social media. We say kids in the younger
generation don’t have control over their emotions and don’t know what they want to do, and
they have no dreams. But I think that’s because they don’t know about their emotions, they
don’t know how to express themselves and how to interact with others, and don’t know how
to learn things from their emotions.
Then what do we need to do? We need to study emotions. If you want to understand humans,
you need to start thinking more seriously about human emotions.
The sloppy tiny robots in the video - I think what the people did was emotional exercise.
For example, the cursing grandma project was inspired by the idea of a couple who was too
nice to use curse words. They thought that there were moments when they did want to use
curse words, such as when they were driving, and they hoped to have someone who can
hurl abuses on behalf of them. The artist who made the robot that lays eggs wanted to give
something to his wife. When his wife was pregnant, he was so busy that she got the blues. So
he was so sorry about that and wanted to make something for her that could make her feel
like she was with her husband when he was away. The machine can be touched by hands,
lays eggs, and vibrates along with the person who touches it. I think the interface is pretty
nice.
All these were inspired by emotional desires. And we thought about how to better express
such emotions. Sleek, metallic robots - the standard look of robots we have seen so far - are
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fundamental basis for artists. Prof. Benkler earlier talked about rationality. Before the

For the record, I’m not the only one who studied emotions seriously, of course. Spinoza
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not good for emotional expression. Now I think it’s time for us to see a teddy bear robot.

defined 48 different forms of affect and Toigye Yi Hwang, a prominent Korean Confucian
scholar, clearly defined the relationship between human nature and emotions with the
concept of “Seong-jeong.”
This is where I think emotions are located. I think emotions are at the intersection between
infinitude and finitude. Why infinitude? Usually emotions don’t occur without the premise
of infinitude. For example, love is so precious because we believe it is eternal and doesn’t
change. But when you think about it for a moment, you know it’s ridiculous. A human being is
out of the finite human body through to somewhere infinite - I think that’s a nature of
emotions.
But in many cases, researchers and scholars tend not to think about infinitude when they see
emotions. It seems to me that they find it difficult to get what emotions really are because
they only try to capture emotions within the limited, verifiable data. Emotions are like a
battleground between finitude and infinitude. And the reason this matters is I think emotions
are kind of raw data for us to understand our identity. When you face your real emotions up
front, then you really know who you are. And that’s what Spinoza says. Facing yourself, that’s
the way to freedom or salvation.
In this age of convergence, when asked what art is, people usually don’t give much thought
about it. They simply think art is good and it makes the world colorful. But I think we are in a
time when art is needed because art deals with emotions - it is the window through which you
can reach human nature, more than anything else. Of course art has always been needed. But
this is the time we need art more desperately than ever before.
Lastly, I hope Creative Commons also do more activities to help people share emotions and
interact emotionally in the future.
Thank you for listening.
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finite, but the finite being thinks about infinitude. But mostly emotions are like that. Flowing
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of the Mozilla Corporation, creator of the world’s most recognizable open-source
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media, and open government and data.
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We need to talk about sharing
Ryan Merkley | CEO of Creative Commons

https://www.youtube.
com/watch?v=a2uK_
Chi3iU&feature=youtu.be

Watch video

This is my first summit and I wanted to know how many other people were having their first
summit. And because it's early I'm going to make you stand. Please stand up if you're having
your first summit - look at all these first summiteers - hello, we have kinship! Let’s welcome
summit? Third summit? More than three summits? Look at all these people! While you're
standing you can now give a standing ovation to CC Korea and CC's organizing team who put
this event together. Please help me thank them.
There are a few people that are not here that I want to note, including three people that were
very important to the organizing of this event; Jessica Coates, Tim Vollmer and Matt Lee were
part of our team who contributed greatly to making this conference happen and weren't
able to come for a variety of reasons. They're very missed, so I just wanted to thank them.
Please help me thank them - some of them may be watching a live stream. And speaking
of people that we are missing is very important. I think we acknowledge that we are missing
today Bassel who belongs here with us and should be part of this meeting and is not. We
hope for his quick and safe release and we hope to hear from him soon and wish to have his
contributions back in our communities quickly. We hope for a safe return about Bassel.
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them. And if this is your second summit, stand up and stay standing everybody⋯Buenos Aires

is both CC's Global Summit talking about the issues that we all care about and it's also a bit
of a family reunion - of which this is my first. But I’ve watched all around the room as various
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I would like to do the two parts to my talk today because we are among friends; because this

people have reconnected sometimes over many years because of distance, time and lives that
get in the way. So it's a chance for me to sort of tell you how we're doing as an organization.
So for part 1, I'm going to tell you a little bit about some of the things that have stuck over
me in the last year. And in the second part I want to talk about sharing. I loved Yochai’s talk
yesterday from the economic side and I have a similar view around some of these issues. I
want to talk a little bit about how I've been thinking about them and how they should play out
for us as a movement in my view. So two parts: CC and sharing.
First of all, let’s talk about CC. There are three things I want to start with: its legal tools and
technology. I think this is a really important time for the affiliates network and so I'm very
also that lots of people were not able to make that trip because of funding and other lives and
family and other commitments. So we have an obligation here to represent all of those who
couldn't be here and also to try and move things forward as much as we can. Many of you
participated in the Day 0 conversation where we talked at length about what is our future as a
network and as a movement, because CC is not just a small group of staff; it's actually a global
movement of everything from contributors to the active daily contributions of affiliates around
the world. So that session was great. We got a lot of work done. It was a beautifully organized
chaos of contributions and ideas. I know that our team there has done a bunch of work to
try and tease out some of the learnings and you'll see more of that tomorrow. You'll also see
more of it over the coming months as we figure out how to best support our community.
On the licenses, licenses are doing very well obviously. We continue to drive 4.0 adoption with
organizations. In particular for the Wikipedians in the room, we have a focus on getting 4.0
adopted at Wikipedia and also on Flickr. One of the key ways of doing that has been driving
translations to allow the global conversation to happen within those communities around
adoption and upgrading in those licenses. And there are people in this room who have been
working aggressively to get that done. I checked the wiki this morning and it's not updated.
But 19 4.0 translations and 12 CC0 translations are complete; Polish one went out the door
just as we were getting on airplanes to come here; and a total of nine of them were published.
So lots of great work are going on on the translation side. But also there are lots of work to do.
The licenses really aren't finished until they're in every language so that people can use them
in their own language.
And that the piece that falls from there is the need for a new tools to serve some key sectors
and some of the conversations that I've had over the last year and even in the most recent
couple of days have been around tools for various communities, whether its mass licensing
tools, or a mass chooser or batch chooser for institutions that want to license their works and
how we provide those simple tools to make that easier to get more work into the Commons; or
whether it's very specialised tools like the ones we’re collaborating with the Authors Alliance
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publishing that builds on top of the license. We're going to keep doing that; we can keep
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on. Diane Peters from our team is leading around tools for academics, around open access
innovating on the license tools and keep finding ways to make it easier for people to use those
licenses and apply them to their work. And the last piece of that is technology.
Larry famously said long before I joined CC that the licenses were at 4.0 but the technology
was still at 2.0. And one of the things you'll note is in particular in the chooser. You still have
to copy and paste markup in order to add the license to your works. And really no one touches
markup anymore. Especially when we’re talking about a world that is going to be majority
mobile, markup just won’t cut it. And we all know that's the thing we need to work on. So
what you're going to see from us over the next year and couple of years is a real investment
in having those conversations about how to improve our technology and also piloting,
prototyping and shipping things that work for people to make it easier. The kinds of things
making people feel like their contributions are appreciated and sensitising them to continue to
contribute. For those of you that are interested in the ideas around gratitude and engagement
in the Commons, there is a session which I’m in with Jane Park tomorrow at 1:30. It's titled
“Vibrant and Social commons.” I encourage you to join us for that one.
I’ll talk a little bit about the State of the Commons. I expect most of you have read it but I will
recap. We wrote this report in the fall of last year with the support of our platform partners
who gave us data, and also Google and Bing who supported us running customs searches on
our behalf. We are in the middle right now of doing that project again. We will ship another
version of the State of the Commons report likely in early December of this year. It's being
led by Jane Park and Rebecca Rendle who are in this room. And if you have ideas about
how to improve that we would love to hear from you. If you have ideas about ways that we
can cut the data or insights that you'd like to see in it, now is exactly the time to have that

Number of CC-licensed works | CC Korea CC-BY 2.0
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we're focused on - we’re talking about discovery, usability, gratitude, and engagement,

want to make sure that people have an opportunity to weigh in.
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conversation with us. We're trying to keep it at the size that we can ship it on time, but also

But what we saw in the last report was a massive growth: a doubling from 2010 to 2014 and
the size of the Commons from 400 + million works to 882 million licensed works - a massive
growth in the Commons. I sat down with a VC in Silicon Valley and told them the story. And
he looked across at me and said “Was a billion a lot?,” as I told him that we expected that we
would pass a billion licensed works in 2015 and we would have those numbers very soon. And
he looked at me and he said “Is a billion a lot?” Only in Silicon Valley someone looks at you
and says “Is a billion a lot?” A billion is a lot and the reason a billion is a lot is because in order
for us to achieve a billion licensed works people had to choose a billion times to share. They
made their choice intentionally. Copyright is automatic but choosing to share is not. People
made those decisions and chose to join that community and I think that’s incredibly powerful.
and seeing the next State of the Commons report confirms those numbers. This is where the
content lives just a few examples on the outside of some of the platforms.
More than 60% of the Commons lives on content hosting platforms - everything from digital
archives to platforms like Medium, Plus, Wikipedia, YouTube, Vimeo and others. But it also
lives in about nine million individual websites, Wordpress sites and regular sites that people
started, where they apply those licenses to their own works and host them independently.
This is where the Commons lives right now. When I think about the way that we serve that,
when we think about technology solutions that are making it easier to use the Commons
we're actually talking about relationships with platforms as much as we're talking about
our own tools, because the way that those tools get applied in the places where people go
everyday to make content is the place where people will make the choice to share or not to
share. And so you'll see that focus coming from us.
I’ll talk a little bit more about our platform work in a minute, but that’s why we're investing
there, because so much of the content lives there. The statistics came in too late to be
included in the Commons report but I love it. These are the CC buttons you are all familiar
with which appear beside the content within the Commons. Those buttons get served from
our servers at a rate of 27 million buttons a day. If a billion works is the size of the library, 27
million buttons a day is how often the books are checked out. So this tells a story about the
vibrancy and activity inside the Commons and this doesn't even begin to tell the whole story.
This tells the story from the tools we have. What we'd like to do is to be able to tell that story
across all the platforms where downloading and reuse happens so that we can really tell the
story about not just what gets into the Commons but where it goes. Creators say over and
over again, “I wish I knew where my content went; I wish I knew who was using it; I wish I
knew when it got remixed so I could see what happened.” And I think that feedback loop is
really important and we haven't had it. And it has sort of been the kind of holy grail of Creative
Commons technology and it's something we’re working on and we’d like to see over the
coming months.
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That number is big and is an important one I look forward to seeing it grow over the year

SpaceX, Elon Musk’s space start-up. And I use it because it's more or less the reason that
we have CC0 and the public domain mark in Flickr right now - something that we wanted
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So I want to talk a little bit about our platform engagement. This is a photo from the folks at

for quite some time and I have been working with Flickr to get it implemented. But it wasn't
until Elon Musk went on Twitter and said, "I want to make all the photos public domain.” And
it became clear that that wasn't possible in Flickr because they didn't support CC0. Then we
suddenly had a conversation in a matter of days, actually really hours, and Flickr shipped
CC0 and public domain mark inside their platform. And just to give you an example of how
powerful it is to be inside the workflows, when I checked this morning while I was finalizing the
slides, there are three hundred and thirty-seven thousand images or dedicated CC0 in Flickr
right now and over one million public domain works. And it's only been there for a number
of months. So if you put it in the platform where people are already, you see that massive

One of the things we did when I joined CC is (looking at) where's the commons and where's
the opportunity, and one of the things it became pretty clear was platforms. But we didn't
actually have anyone on our team that was dedicated to working with those platforms and
to thinking about the issues that they have - everything from how do you do attribution on
mobile, to how do you track content, to things about provenance. These are the questions we
were getting from platforms. Wait, we weren’t really getting them because we weren't talking
to them. We are now. So now we have our staff focused on working with platforms and its
results already started to pay off.
(Here are) a couple of examples that I'll share with you - the Internet Archive, as a result of
our engagement with them, made their first ever update to their terms of use to ensure that
Creative Commons licenses and public domain marks were respected under their overall
terms of use. It turned out that they weren’t - there was a non-commercial only requirement
in their terms of use that have been written in and we worked with them to fix that. It was the
first time that they ever updated those terms and it happened because we asked; because
we worked with them; because we had the staff to do it. We've been working closely with
the Wikimedia Foundation in a partnership project to actually continue doing that work with
other platforms to make sure that CC content is actually interoperable that when you find it
in one platform, you can put it in another platform as you make those works. And there are
issues around that, around sub-licensing in particular that makes that difficult or impossible.
So we've been working to try to break down those barriers so that the content can actually
move across the web, including in platforms. We’ve also seen new platform adoption - new
platforms that we didn't know before. Whatpat is an exciting one which is a Canadian startup
that does have a very strong fan-fiction community. They write stories about interesting
works and really do transformative work in their works. They were interested in sharing under
CC licenses for their content; EdX, after many years of working, came around and adopted CC
licensing in their platform which was a huge win. I’ve been working with them for some time.
They were very excited when they finally made that work and also we were very excited. And
the last one was Medium, a very popular blogging platform. I met with Evan Hansen who
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growth. And I think that's really exciting.

been used to be at Wired and now he’s running Medium. And I said why did you choose to
do this, what was the reason. Evans said because our users expected these options to share
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is the senior editor at Medium and talked to him about why they made that decision. He’d

their works. That simple. CC is an expected option for people who choose to share. And I
think that's really important for the people in this room to know that CC in over a decade is
still relevant and essential to the structure and infrastructure of sharing on the web so that
the leading platforms are still thinking about CC. And I think that’s important for us to remain
relevant and current, also to make sure that we have the best content on the web that people
can use.
Now the donation’s side, I just thought I'd let you know also that the organization is strong
financially. And I think that’s important because it hasn't always been the case and the
organization has been focused on and I have been personally focused on building our
are on the year and the colored bars show you the revenue mix. And one of the things we
wanted to do is to shift our overall revenue mix as an organization. We’ve been 96% grantfunded over time and we like to shift that both to build some resiliency into the organization
and also because different kinds of revenue create different kinds of opportunity, in terms
of restricted funds in our ability to take on projects and support our community. I’m happy
to tell you that by the end of this year we expect that that ratio will move from about 96% to
somewhere between 60% to 70% grant funded which is a huge shift. And largely that comes
from individual donors and major donors who have come to the table and said we support
your work and we want to support you and so they made those donations. A good example
of that is the Kickstarter campaign that we ran for the open business models book in August.
That campaign alone, despite raising $65,000 which is very useful and funds the project
and also being one of the top 5 funded book projects in Kickstarter’s history, also brought
in 1,300 new donors in one month. And to give that some context, in 2013 the total number
of donors to CC was less than a thousand donors. We brought in 1,300 donors in one month
with that project. This is to say we've seen a lot of growth; we've actually seen thousands of
new donors joining and that the idea of new donors is in part about revenue but it is actually
really about engagement, about giving people another way to show their support and to build
their investment in CC and the kind of work that we want to do. We're very excited about that,
and I particularly want to thank Matt Lee, Rebecca Lindell and the CC Korea team who also
participated in the fundraising work. You see this very impressive list of sponsors over there that is the hard work of the CC Korea team and also our team. This is the first time we've ever
done one of these events with the sponsorship component and we are almost completely
funded through sponsorships. I’m very proud of the team as they’ve done an amazing work
and this is new for us to be in that position.
Next I want to talk to you about our board. Paul mentioned that a number of our board
members are here. The board decided, prior to my being appointed, to have transition and to
have term limits. So number of our board members, actually the six talented people that you
see here, are turning off in December of this year. And three of them were able to join us for
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sustainability. This is our fundraising year-to-date and plan - the red line shows where we

all in the room - I hope they are - that they could stand up. Esther, I see you. You know maybe
they didn't show up. Well then we're going to focus all of our attention on Esther. Thank
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this event - they are Michael Carol, Eric Saltzman, and Esther Wojcicki. I’d just ask if they are

you, Esther. Many of these board members have been with CC since the very beginning. You
know them; you’ve worked with them; you’ve been at another summits with them. I can't
even begin to tell you their contributions because they are so numerous. Personally each of
them have helped me in my first year to understand the history of the organization and to
understand where we need to go. And I’m sad to see them go. So the board actually move
each of them be invited to join our advisory board so that we continue to benefit from their
insights. I’m very happy that they have all accepted, so we'll continue to benefit from them.
And I hope that I will still be able to convince them to come to these events. But I do really just
want to thank them. Their terms end in December, so we have lots of time. And there will be
more celebration and some additional opportunities for that. But given that we're all here,
from them as they have long histories with the organization. Many of them are on panels, or
have already been running panels, including Esther who is participating in the Moonshots in
Education panel - which is not what it's called but what her book is called and it's really good,
and so I’ll call it that. We're going to talk about how we 10-X education, and how we think
about where we can take it. So if you see these people I encourage you to benefit from what
they've learned and talk to them and also thank them for their contribution. They’re very
much the reason that we are where we are today. As part of that, we are seeking a couple of
new board members and over the course of the next number of months you're gonna hear
an announcement about an opportunity to meet prospective board members. Many of you
submitted me some ideas as we did broad long list of board members. So you're going to hear
more about that.
Part two. Let’s talk about sharing. There's been a lot of talking, hand-wringing and analysis
about the sharing economy. You know web enabled services like Uber and Airbnb and there's
also been a lot of disruption - some good and some bad - as Yochai talked about yesterday
with his documents, his presentation and his analysis. I'm not talking about that sharing
economy. The problem with the sharing economy is there's no actual sharing in the sharing
economy. The real sharing economy actually happens in this room and around the world.
It's the one that's built around goodwill and gratitude and community benefit. Have you
share photos or music or video under a CC license, or contribute to open science or hack the
government open data, rewrite code and make it freely available? You are part of the real
sharing economy. I want to take this term back - sharing shouldn't require compensation. If
you have to pay for it, it probably isn't actually sharing. It’s just a service. Mislabeling services
of the sharing economy is actually a big deal. It's not something we should take lightly
because it destroys the idea of real sharing, which is important. It’s actually vitally important.
It creates benefits for those people who share. I want to argue with that it is essential to
our advancement as a community and as a society. And when we talk about what we do I
think this is what we're talking about. But the vital benefits of sharing, collaboration, and
community building that can exceed individualism and private profit. Let me talk a little bit
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I would really encourage you, when you see Eric, Mike, and Esther, to talk to them to learn

who studies the underpinnings of evolution. In a scientific American archaeological, there
is a wonderful phrase where he wrote that humanity story is not just about the struggle for
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about the science as I've done some research on it. Martin Nowak is a professor at Harvard

survival but it's actually about an essential snuggle for survival. Contrary to the prevailing
wisdom, Nowak's research shows that cooperators, even those people who share at their own
expense, win out over time. We win out over time. Known extreme take on social Darwinism
might say that we should never help our fellow humans. We should always be expected to
exploit our creative works to their maximum benefit to extract whatever personal benefit is
possible at the exclusion of all others. To accept anything less, they might say, is foolish.
I mentioned it yesterday on the panel - to turn wine into water is what one IP lawyer referred
to. And yet the data says the exact opposite. In Adam Grant’s book “Give and Take,” he
debunks this idea that givers are only altruistic and instead argues that those who give first
inspires more giving - you share alike. According to Grant, when researchers studied giving
across social networks, they found that when one person gave at their own expense in a
series of rounds, other people were more likely to contribute to choose to share in subsequent
rounds, even with entirely different people, even when they weren't sharing with the people
who had shared with them - sharing begets more sharing. In fact, he found that the presence
of a single giver, just one person, was enough to establish the norm of giving and propagate it
in communities. So sharing is not just a selfless act; it also pays itself forward and reputation.
Now calls it indirect reciprocity - the kind of thing that you find in large complex communities;
the kinds of communities we’ve built together on the web. Individuals don't just accumulate
IOUs; they build reputations to be known, to be valued. That’s reputation. Think about your
colleagues in this room. Think about the feelings that you have about the work you've done
with them to be known, to be valued - that is the the currency of sharing. And we accumulate
these benefits from others who give freely because of the norm created in those groups.
These acts are not just altruistic and the motivations behind them are very real and they're
very powerful. We expect sharing to be a generous act. But there’s actually a strong case that
sharing benefits the share over time often indirectly.
So this is the real power of sharing - concurrent and lasting benefits multiplied for both the
giver and the receiver, but also for society through creating and establishing norms. So if
Grant’s research is right, then a global movement built around sharing and collaboration
would be infectious, converting not only those who give and receive but establishing an
reinforcing new norms in online communities. every share can inspire others eventually
over the long run to share alike. So bunch of years ago I was at Masa College in Toronto to
hear Steward Brand speak. Steward was one of the founders of Wired and the Whole Earth
Catalogue, and also founded an organization called the Long Now Foundation based in San
Francisco. He described his work as a consultant doing long-term planning - 50, 75, 100
year plans, mostly done with governments and very large corporations who are interested
in doing these long-due plans. And what he found was that when corporations make fiftyyear plans, they stop thinking about share prices and quarterly profit and loss statements.
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actually are better positioned to benefit later. So giving doesn't just help the giver; it also

of a corporation's employees have not even been born yet and so when you put them on
that horizon, they start thinking about different questions. They start asking about the
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They start thinking about community. Over the fifty to seventy five year time horizon, many

quality of schools, the nature of the community infrastructure, community centers, because
those things are going to determine the skills of the people they eventually want to hire and
their ability to attract them to the place that they've set their headquarters. They become
cooperators in order to promote their self-interest.
One of the things that they did at the Long Now Foundation, Steward Brand’s project, is a
thing that he calls “the Clock of the long now.” It is a ten thousand year clock that ticks once
a year and every hundred years it plays a song, and the song is different every time. This is
a model of the clock. It stands about twice my height. The actual clock is several hundred
feet tall and built inside a mountain in Nevada and they built it for real. And it was meant to
the longer view. They also do this really great fundraising thing where you can buy scotch
that won't be done for fifty years which I think is kind of fun. The take-away from this for me
is that if you grab any problem on the right time horizon, the lines for community and selfinterest will eventually intersect. This is what we are building on the web. At least it should be.
The Internet is the most powerful force for communication and collaboration and commerce
that we have ever constructed. Do we really want to build it out as just a set of services? Is
that always think it's been capable of? I don't think anyone in this room believes that.
The line between online and real communities is blurring and in many cases, let's be honest
it's irrelevant. The Internet is real life. It's where I go to work. My office is actually the two
square feet between my laptop and my face you are in my office right now because we're
a virtual organization. It's how I connect with the people that I care about. It’s where we tell
our stories. This, online, is the society we're building together anond we actually have the
opportunity to build it right now. We only made it up 25 years ago. so if it’s going to be fair
and equal and diverse, serendipitous and safe for everybody, it's only going to be that way
because we choose to make it that way. You and me, the way we choose to build it. And
if it is going to be accessible and equitable and full of innovation, it's going to require our
leadership, all of us in this room, in our community to build the foundations that will support
those ideals. Ensuring that the legal and technical infrastructure that we create is designed
to foster cooperation and sharing, CC can support these collaborative communities and drive
engagement across the spectrum of interests in open knowledge and free culture. If we are
successful at this, we will be much closer to realizing our vision of unlocking the full potential
of the Internet to drive a new era of development and growth and productivity. We can build
this together with cooperation, and community. Sharing is in our nature and each time we
share, we encourage others to do the same. While it pays off over time, it is in fact in the
interest of the giver and the receiver and the community all at the same time.
It sounds pretty good, but everything is not right in the world, especially in the world of
copyright. This is the fourth stanza from Larry Lessig's excerpt from "Free culture.” This is the
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demonstrate to all of us that we think on very short time horizons and that we should take

and traditional publishers still define the ways in which we build knowledge and culture even
though those entities build their empires on top of freely available science, research and data,
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reality in creativity and knowledge. ours is a less and less free society. Large rights holders

music, art, culture, folklore, and more. As Lessig said, the past always tries to control the
creativity that has built upon it. The past has been doing a pretty good job of that so far. So
while we all may be hard-wired for sharing, legislators have taken copyright well beyond a
incentive for creation to a carefully guarded private and nearly never ending right to profit. But
we are the mainstream. Those whose businesses are exploiting copyright are the minority.
Those who want the benefits of openness, equity, innovation and opportunity, just look at the
conversations we’re having in the world today - they are the vast majority. And openness is
the solution to the problem they want to solve. We just have to make the case. Copyright was
meant to inspire more creativity but today's copyright laws restrict sharing, slow and prevent
collaboration and make it nearly impossible to reuse even unwanted and forgotten works.
a secret deal negotiated by governments and corporations which will among other things
extend the term of copyright for another 20 years in many countries including my home
country, Canada. Our societies have failed to limit the past, as Larry’s warning. Instead
we protect these dying industry, an old business model at the expense of innovation and
creativity.
I got that question from Hal yesterday on the panel, “Why do we allow this?” Private good
comes before cooperation. And unfortunately we'll never know what we lost as a result of
that. It's impossible to quantify the inventions that were not made for the discoveries that
were not revealed where the creativity not unleashed. And some suggest that it's not true that
we are less free. I’ve had this question after giving similar talks in recent weeks, they say to
me “the web is full of sharing,” “everyone’s sharing online.” Not for creators. Not for the ones
that we need to inspire and incentivise to create. Ask a creator who’s tried to clear the rights
for a documentary; or who's been sued by patent troll; or who's gotten a DMCA takedown
notice. Kids today learned that copyright is a thing to fear that touching works that you did
not create will likely result in you or your parents being sued by an industry association. As
Lessig said, ours is a less and less free society. But together we're changing that, right here.
CC didn't change copyright. We have added the kind of hacking that Jay talked about in his
keynote yesterday. We created a release valve - a suite of simple tools anybody could use.
They are embedded right in the workflows of regular users and we help people use them. And
you helped people use them and we did this together. Now taken altogether, the Commons is
a platform, a platform for collaboration a distributed social network of content and creativity.
Each person who shares invites collaboration with others and today there's nearly a billion
license works in the world - people who've chosen to share and invited collaboration.
Now we want a true sharing economy that currency is reputation and the reward is gratitude.
The benefits are not only about profit. They include innovation, creativity, access and equity.
And this is why we all care about open access, open data, open education, free culture and
open knowledge. When we are making this argument, the case for the benefits that we
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Today we're going to wait for the public release of the Trans-Pacific Partnership agreement,

powerful and compelling. We win over closed every time when we argue from the benefits of
open collaboration. The first decade of Creative Commons was about building a global suite
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create together through open collaboration, the case for the Commons, is overwhelmingly

of open licenses and establishing them as the standard for legal sharing of content and data.
And I think that we've achieved that. And you've achieved that. Now we want to go beyond
an archive of works to create a vibrant usable Commons that is built around collaboration and
gratitude. The key challenge facing the Commons today in my opinion is usability vibrancy
and collaboration. The size of the Commons is not as important as how and if the works are
being used and remixed and remade into new things. That's the point. This is most likely to
happen if the materials contained within the Commons are easy to find to use and remix, and
if those who create them feel valued for their contributions. Today to be very honest, this has
not been the case. In every part of the Commons, users struggle to realize these benefits.
CC has to focus and do more. We have to focus and do more. So the first part of making the
There are dozens of repositories of open content. And about 20% of CC's four million monthly
viewers are going to this search page looking for opportunities to find content we can do
better. We want to offer the ability to find what you want but also to curate content and add
meta data to it for others. We want a search that facilitates use and remix not just discovery.
And since so much of the Commons lives on other platforms, we want to do this both for
CC's site and also with our platform partners to help them drive more engagement and
contribution which makes the case for why you implement CC in your platform.
Now some of you heard me talk about the list before. We've been working to foster more
collaboration in this tool as well. The list is a mobile app that lets everyone anyone create a list
of images they want, anyone to submit an image that is needed. everything is open, uploaded
to the Internet Archive with CC-BY license and users are able to like an admitted to images
to make the archive more usable but also to thank users for contributing content. It's an
experiment. We did this small and focused on purpose because we wanted to see if we could
make a contribution more connected and infuse it with gratitude. We also wanted to do it on
mobile which is where the web is going. And we wanted to see if we could build call-andresponse into the Commons in a way that people would use. We imagine a number of use
cases. Authors of OER using the app to ask for images for their text book they're working on;
journalists asking the public to submit eyewitness shots of their events which is in part why
the knight Foundation funded the prototype; or even citizen scientists contributing images
of flora and fauna that were being monitored by an archaeologist in a park the app will be
released this fall or later this year in the Google Play Store.
So we're just one part of the global commons. It's made up of many overlapping communities
open source open data Open Science OER, Wikipedians, Mozilians, etc. And while we don't
agree on everything, the common thread is this desire to foster the benefits of openness,
opportunity, equity, innovation, and transparency. Too much of today’s discourse is about
these rights of individuals versus the sort of conflict between individualism and the collective
good. But it's a false choice. The true story of our success as we see in the research is both in
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Commons more usable is making it more discoverable. We ran a session on this yesterday.

with other people - these ideas don't actually have to be competitive. In fact, they shouldn't
be, if we are going to solve the great challenges of our time.
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parallel. The drive of individuals and the value that accrues from sharing and collaborating

So there are three ideas that I'd like to leave you with as I wrap up, and I hope that they will
inspire us as we do our work together. First, take the long view. Over a long enough timeline
the lines for self interest and community eventually intersect. It's another way of saying
we're all in this together. Second, we're building a society not a service. The internet is real
life. The kind of society that we build is actually up to us and we are building it right now.
How we choose to be governed, how we treat each other, and who gets to participate is up
to us. And last, we still need business models. Creators can’t all create for free. From music
streaming services to this ad blocker debate that we're having right now and the war between
Facebook and Apple and Google, the fundamental question is still how do creators make a
entrenched culture of individualism. The collaboration is actually the real story of us. And in
the long history of sharing, there is a big black mark in the 20th century of construction but
the long history of sharing is that it has been in our nature and has been the way we have
worked together. We need real sharing by its original definition to support a million collective
acts in an environment that promotes cooperation for the betterment of each of us and all of
us. So let’s remember Lessig's fourth point. Ours is a less and less free society. These words
are still true. But right now, all of us have the opportunity as we're building this new society
that is emerging online. Each of you are at the forefront of this movement. We are doing
this together. We desperately need all of you to lead, inspire and collaborate as you did to
make CC's first decade so successful. Nowak’s mathematical model says or suggests that
cooperations, victories and losses come in waves. Cooperation almost always wins. It doesn't
always win. It waxes and wanes as exploiters swoop in and take advantage of the good will
that's created in cooperative communities. And eventually those who share kind of get put off
by it, and they entrench, and so the pendulum comes back and forth. But those who exploit
without sharing eventually lose out and the pendulum comes back.
Today I look at big data, open access, OER, open education, and all of these other movements
that are continuing to gain ground. And I see them happening all around the world
independently and together. So maybe, just maybe, we're at a new age of openness and
collaboration, and that pendulum is swinging back in our direction. I believe that this is our
moment.
Let's share it together.
Thank you.
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living and still create. We've not solved this and we have to. These are radical ideas in our
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M E S S AG E
Future of Sharing
수구초심(首邱初心) or Su-gu-cho-shim
can be translated as “a fox turns its head towards
the cave from whence it came when it dies.”
It means “one can’t forget one’s roots.”
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Kilnam Chon
Professor Emeritus, KAIST

Kilnam Chon helped the development of the Internet in Asia and the rest
of the world and is an outspoken advocate for open systems. In 2012,
he was inducted into the inaugural class of the Internet Society’s (ISOC)
Internet Hall of Fame. Chon developed the first Internet in Asia called SDN
in 1982 and has worked on networking systems since the early 1980s. He
founded and is a chair of numerous organisations including the Asia Pacific
Networking Group (APNG) and Asia Pacific Advanced Network (APAN).
Recently his research and projects have focused on building institutional
and cultural infrastructure for ecological and sustainable Internet and cyber
commons.
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Ecological Internet
Kilnam Chon | Professor Emeritus, KAIST

View slides

https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=g3eTe39po5U

Watch video

Ecological internet is the research topic I’m working on now. Based on my experience for the
last 40 to 50 years on the Internet and related areas, I am looking into the next, ideally next 40
to 50 years, but actually I’m sort of looking into next 10 to 20 years. And the title - we name it
as “ecological Internet,” about 4 or 5 years ago.

population). So we’ve passed the tipping point already. It will go up to the 70-80 percent of
the world population, sooner or later. And we expect by 2030s, in 15 years or so from now,
probably we will reach 5, 6, 7 billion - 60, 70, 80 percent of the world population. That seems
to be almost given. Under this environment, how do we facilitate new Internet users? We just
let them adjust to our Internet? Or are they substantially different environment, in particular
economic? So do we need to facilitate them? And most of them come from Africa. Their
economic system, social system are substantially different from the USA where the Internet is
originated. Then looking into much further, can we do this ecologically sound manner, rather
than market driven, which we are doing now?
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First of all, Internet population. Today we have around 3 billion, about 40 percent (of the world

our human society adjust to the cyberspace, the internet? That’s not a proper approach. The
internet, cyberspace should be adapted to the human society. The next, physical society or
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How do we harmonise this internet cyberspace to the human society? Are we going to ask

the physical environment, the earth or world, how do we harmonise with the earth is another
issue. Those two sort of come together. So the fundamental question is, “Can we do in a
current scheme market driven approach?” And for the global warming, we found out market
driven approach would not work. How about this artificial cyberspace? That’s what I’m going
to elaborate in the next 20 minutes.
First of all, this Internet, or you may call it “cyberspace” which is more proper in the coming
years, is becoming a social infrastructure. And then the question is what kind of social
infrastructure do we want to develop. First it’s global, second it’s critical. So critical global
infrastructure based on the internet. Then how do we develop in a decade or two? Let’s look
into the example in the past. In a less than hundred or hundred and fifty years, what did we
do in our civilization. Let’s pick up transportation. Suppose Seoul or Tokyo. From tomorrow,
not function any more. And then we really appreciate I guess train. Let’s pick up Southern
California where I did a graduate school. The whole city is based on automobile. How do we
do it? Suppose automobile is the way to do. Can we modify, change Southern California?
Can you make Southern California as a train based just like Japan Korea or Europe. So this
infrastructure developed is not trivial; it’s serious undertaking in the long term. Another is,
now we have 1 billion automobile in the world. And if we see America, they say like, “1 car
per person.” I don’t know they are still proud of this phenomenon, though. If that’s good
one, then let’s do it globally. Then instead of 1 billion, we will have 6-7 billion automobile in
the world. Do you know what will happen to the world? Even 1 billion we can really sustain
environmentally, ecologically. Then shall we say like “OK, America is a developed country,
they are OK to have 1 car per person. Underdeveloped countries, no you can’t - only 1 car per
10 persons. You cannot do that way.
Then, what’s happening in the internet, or cyberspace? First of all, walled garden, or gated
community.There’s a very good development in the USA called Facebook. 1.5 billion. If you
are inside, it’s fairly comfortable. But you cannot take the data out, you can bring the data in
but you cannot take it out. Another one is China. always US does China also in a different way
- the great firewall, to protect Chinese citizens.
And the next one is data explosion. It’s just tremendous you heard many times. And recently
because of video traffic, data traffic is really exploding. Then coming thing is IoT. Americans
call it IoT and Europeans call it M2Mm which means connecting a device to the Internet.
Today the number of human users and the number of devices is about the same. Either way
it’s about 2 to 3 billion. In 10 years or so, the Internet of Things will sort of go to a trillion. For
each person, we’ll have several hundred devices connected to the Internet. There will be a lot
of traffic. Together we will have data explosion. Then how do we deal with it, technically and
socially?
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you cannot use a car. you have to use a car, only car. What will happen? The city would

as well as a long term issue. And this is an area of science, engineering. And similarly also
in social science and political science, they are doing similar studies to accommodate this
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For this matter, we are doing a lot of fundamental studies. Since this is a short term issue

phenomenon about the cyberspace. Then we have a problem - we start to have a serious side
effect. Some of them is global cyber security. Technically, socially we just don’t know how to
handle. And cyber crime, cyber terrorism, and cyber warfare.
The next one, at the personal level, is privacy. Big companies like Facebook and Google,
they have so much data on each of us. They say they are not abusing. But at any time those
companies or whoever hack into the companies’ database could abuse for whatever the
purpose is and infringe privacy. Then addiction, and cyber violence - at the personal level we
do have problems too.
Next big thing is Internet governance. It used to start from USA, but now since becoming
a global infrastructure, we have to do this Internet coordination globally. And here are the
we looking into in the coming decades? A lot of papers coming up in political science, social
science, sociology, and law.
Then regarding my proposal for the coming decades, “ecological internet,” there are three
areas I’m going to comment. Ecological internet - now we have to think about the Internet as
a long term issue. Since it’s critical global social infrastructure, how do we want it? And if we
know, then how do we engineer to realise it? For this matter, so far we have been doing it in a
market-driven way. Then can we come up with what we want by the market-driven approach?
Probably not, since this is a global infrastructure. So we have to have some kind of global
consensus. And how do we develop a global consensus? Fortunately, we have a similar case
right next to us: global warming. They try to protect the Earth. They found out the marketdriven approach wouldn’t work and so they tried to develop a consensus globally called IPCC.
So we may have to do similarly. And here at the end, not just for the current users, also for the
coming new users - they should have their voice too, because this is a global infrastructure.
And this has to harmonise with the human society, human culture and the global environment
including the physical environment, which are not easy.
There are a couple of wishful thinkings - the Internet which we can sustain and we want to
sustain, and then we have to, want to harmonise it with the human society. And the Internet
governance based on consensus like ecological democracy, not the market-driven approach.
So for this part, I’ve got idea from Robyn Eckersley of the Green State.
And here’s a couple of issues. As I said earlier, new internet users - how do we facilitate?
Because the way they use the Internet is substantially different from us. Do you know how
they use it? We, the first billion, have smartphone, laptop, and desktop computers. And the
new users coming up, they have only one device. That’s all they can afford. So the way they
use will be substantially different from us.
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current stakeholders. Now we are debating: What kind of Internet governance model are

Earth. We are generating/spending a lot of energy and contributing to global warming. And
it will be more so. So how do we deal with it, especially in emerging countries? They are
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The second - I have said many times - the environment. How do we harmonise with the

generating a lot of energy and we are saying “No, no you cannot do that. You have to reduce.”
It’s the issue.
And the local culture. One of the projects I’m doing is in Africa. Do you know in Africa there
are several thousand languages today? And in 20, 30 years if you go to this place, how many
languages would have survived? At most one. That’s the power of the Internet. Because
many Africans are typically bilingual. So they can use Facebook and Google very well. But
if they try to do all those things in their local language, nothing is available. So that sort of
accelerating of elimination of local languages and local cultures are happening now. Probably
that’s not what we want in a longer term.
And then this market-driven approach issue. How do we move from the market-driven to
a very tough challenge. Because innovation is one of the advantages of the Internet. And this
consensus-based development, keeping the culture of innovation is not easy.
By looking into the last 40-50 years and looking into the future, we have a very good
consensus. This Internet revolution is only at its beginning. It’s not half-way or anything. So
we have to sort of handle accordingly. And then we should not make mistakes. We should
learn from our mistakes. Like automobile. Nuclear system. For example, nuclear waste - we
have to keep them for 10 thousand years, or one hundred thousand years, but we don’t have
such engineering knowhow. If we ask ourselves, “OK, keep it for 15 years,” then yes, we can
do it. 100 years? Yes, probably, we could do it. 1,000 years? I’m not too sure. 10,000 years,
100,000 years? No, we don’t have knowhow. Then we have the minimum problem.
And automobile is again the same thing. Last year, this year, we have a lot of wars. Do you
know how many people get killed in a war per year? How about 15 thousand people, roughly
speaking. But do you how many people get killed by an automobile per year? 1.3 million. But
we accept 1.3 million get killed, but we don’t accept war. So we have to do something with
the automobile. So those kind of things give us some ideas on how we develop critical global
social infrastructure. And for this, its seems to be this openness, like the way we are doing this
Creative Commons - openness of data, education, and research - is really important in order
to approach this goal, since this is a long term issue.
And also we have to develop human resources. the people who could address and engage in
this issue. It seems to be this timeframe is something we need for the next 20, 30, 40 years to
develop the good infrastructure.
Thank you.
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the consensus-based development, without giving much damage to the innovation? This is
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Renata Avila, Kilnam Chon, Yochai Benkler

Kilnam Chon is the one who introduced the Internet to Korea and Yochai
Benkler is a respected scholar who advocates that we can create a new,
alternative system through collaboration among individuals and the
commons in the networked society. The two masters of the Internet who
delivered insightful speeches around the networked society, the commons
and collaboration sat down together to share opinions on issues in the
current closed ecosystem of the Internet from various perspectives from
technology, society to law and tried to find solutions for a free and open
Internet ecosystem.
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Renata Avila: Good afternoon. I know that our very interesting conversations has to be worthy
because we are just before the party. So we have to start the party here in this panel, I think.
And I'd like to start the party with some two quick remarks taking the advantage of holding
a microphone. first to tell you all of you to please keep tweeting and keep contacting your
highly connected networks about our friend Bassel Khartabil who is missing in the prison in
Syria. We do not know where he is and at any effort if the message gets into the right person
maybe we can save a life. and that is a valuable member of our community and we shouldn't
both in the leadership of Korea team and in the leadership of Creative Commons team, how
valuable women are. I mean we are one of the most remarkable women-led organizations
and I think that's a highlight and a value at the core of Creative Commons community.
So, moving to the open Internet, I wanted to ask one of the two questions I picked two
questions from the questions submitted on the online platform and the two of the questions
are good starters for the conversation. The first question is for professor Jeon. The question
is coming from South Africa. Someone in South Africa likes to know - that person is following
your scholarship - that you have said many statements that the Internet has brought good
things and bad things for society in general. So this person wants to know whether your
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be sparing any second and trying to save him. And the second thing that I want to highlight is

the things here in Korea, how it has improved and how it has gone bad in society. And then
the second question is - you wrote your famous book “The wealth of networks" 10 years ago.
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position or your opinion has changed, and how is the reality - if you could show how you see

and if you were about to write that book today what will be the same title and from 10 years
till now what has changed and what would you frame differently?
Yochai Benkler: It's great to be here with Creative Commons in Seoul. what's different? I
think some of the things that were perhaps more speculative in terms of the stability and
significance of the commons and commons based production are really hard to question any
more. Core utilities continue over a decade and a half or two now to really be produced by
free software. Wikipedia really is the central model we're seeing the model developed across
efforts at governments to become more responsive of the citizens. We’re seeing companies
trying to build things that are more engaging with users. We’ve seen people use the net for
social mobilisation to move the politics.
Only recently in the US we had what would have been inconceivable with the victory on
net neutrality, would have been inconceivable eight months earlier, and so in this regard
assumption, well not an assumption, a certain observation that was true at the time and
that I claimed was very central to the development of Commons based production generally
peer production in particular was the fact that for the first time since the industrial revolution
we have seen the core pieces of capital widely distributed in the population computation
communications storage sensing were widely distributed in the population at least in the
population of the wealthier countries and allowed people to do the things that always came
naturally and socially to make things that were economically meaningful. People always sat
around in a room and spoke to each other and talked about the news but doing so online
made it into a new service. people always helped each other with doing things together or
tinkering together or fixing a car doing whatever doing it online suddenly made it into a core
infrastructure like a web server.
What we've been seeing in the last seven to eight years is a re-concentration of the truly
powerful infrastructure and a weakening or thinning of the capital that's in the hand of the
people. So I’m talking about the move to the handheld which brings us infrastructure that
is proprietary over the cellular networks. I'm talking about the move to cloud computing
that puts most of the powerful storage and computation in the hands of a small number of
companies. I'm talking about the development of the App Store as a layer of control about the
use of big data to turn the system that could have been either a system for control or a system
for very generative distributed activity into a system that provides surveillance capabilities
both to the governments and to a small number of private players and the ability to design
the platform on the fly to manipulate people's behavior. So the level of risk today that the
same set of technologies will replicate concentrated infrastructure, concentrated power and
the ability to use the same network capabilities to create surveillance and control instead of
self authorship and collaboration is the great risk that I see today.
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the book is remains strongly anchored in the realities of life. At the same time a central

last about 10 years and it's started to move to smartphone based system. And this one we
have to watch out. Before, we developed our internet culture which is very open. Creative
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Kilnam Chon: Let me comment on this one. This Internet started about 40 years ago and

Commons is just one of them. And now this smartphone, this ecosystem is driven by big
businesses. They don't care so much about openness. Open source, open data, no. They are
more business driven. So this transformation, how does it affect us as a whole? I have a very
serious concerns.
And there's one more question, you said. Let's start from Korea. Korea happen to be on the
internet. We are the early setter. We set up our Internet in 1982 people before anybody else
except the USA, which has advantages but also has disadvantages, like spams. All those
cyber security problems happened to Korea first, and the USA. And we had to solve it. And
we just didn't have enough knowhow to solve this problem. Since we had to solve it anyway,
we solved it in a very ad-hoc way and that's become permanent. So today Korean banking
system including credit card is very difficult to use and it's not particularly safe. And then you
say like, why don't you change it? No, changing this kind of thing takes five, ten years, if it's
not 10, 20 years. It's in the fortune. Africa, if you are late comer? Sometimes you can take
from our mistake in order not to do it. Just like riding a bicycle. In a bicycle race, the one in the
front suffer because of wind. the one in the 2nd and 3rd, you can take advantage of behind
leaders. So that way eventually we share this problem together but just try to optimize it, take
advantage of where you are.
Renata Avila: omething that you mentioned like - let's imagine that we are in an
environmental movement. There is one of the overuse of enemies, Shell for example. That's
the symbol of evil, polluting, doing bad things to the commons, polluting the waters, cutting
trees for the oil explorations and so on. Which actor, and that question is for the two of you,
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advantage. Just watch out us how we are doing well, and making mistakes, try not to learn

do we have the capability to act on it or is it a giant too big to fight?
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which actor will be the one harming the Commons the most in this space at the moment. and

Yochai Benkler: I think there's no single stable giant. I think what there is a variety of actors
and a variety of threats and the responsible thing for people like us who care about the open
Internet, who care about the Commons, is to not think it too high level of abstraction, to
understand the problems in their real context to identify who the allies are and who aren't.
Fifteen years ago Microsoft was the bad guy. It turned out for example that in an open
spectrum Microsoft and Google were the good guys. Interestingly now as you're looking after
the incredibly important revelations of Snowden which just last week the European Court of
Justice directly relied on to anchor the prohibition on bulk surveillance in a core commitment
to human dignity, some of the revelations suggested that actually the major companies,
Google Facebook, were part of the bad story, made things available. On the other hand you
suddenly saw a shift to a more encryption and Apple came forward with more encryption. So
there are certain things in which Apple is a problem in terms of the App Store and control and
there are other things in which Apple becomes an ally. I think it's a mistake to think in terms
Companies are imperfect. We're imperfect. We constantly need to judge locally what's going
on, who's an ally, who’s an enemy, where the interests are, who we can form alliances with,
and then argue about doing what's ethical, and each time do ethical, do what’s strategic and
move on.
Kilnam Chon: Let me complement. Ecosystem. this whole thing is an ecosystem. The issue is
how do we develop Commons, global commons in order to address those issues and resolve
those issues. If we can develop very good global commons then we are in a good shape. If
we can't, it's awful. We will face the inconvenient truth as US vice president Al Gore said.
So just try to avoid the inconvenient truth in this cyberspace. In order to do that one, global
commons, healthy global commons is the way to handle. So the Creative Commons is doing a
good job. Just to follow up on connecting to this question of the Commons - one of the things
we learned from Elinor Ostrom and the Ostrom school of Commons - what they described as
the institutional analysis and development framework and it was an attitude to thinking about
the world. It was an attitude that saw that different context were richly different from each
other and you only got the right answers by looking at all of these factors and seeing how
these things are connected to each other. So this is back to the point about not thinking in
terms of systematically bad actors, always analyzing the details of what makes the ecosystem
work and the thing that could look like the big bad wolf turns out to have a really important
impact by controlling the population of these little furry things that are wonderful. You just
have to understand what in particular context works and build in response to that.
Renata Avila: And to this ecosystem, what will be the greatest threat at the moment? If we as
activists need to pick one global battle, is it even possible to pick one single global battle? let's
say against DRM - what will be the battle that you will choose?
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of a unitary bad actor. What we have are imperfect systems. The countries are imperfect.

me as technical background, technically we made a mistake back in forty years ago. And
today we haven't solved this security problem technically. Then next this nature of this
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Kilnam Chon: Cybersecurity. In many ways this may be the biggest obstacle we have. First,

security is so easy to attack so difficult to defend. Then this cyberspace is also a reflection of
real world. And we are getting so much disturbance, malicious act in this area. I don't know if
we can solve it, we should be able to solve it. Otherwise we will have a whole bunch of those
walled garden, gated community. If you go outside it's very dangerous. You just stay inside.
Then we may lose global commons too.
Yochai Benkler: I think security is an issue but I'm not sure it's an issue in the same way that
you're describing it. I think fear is an issue I think it's very easy to manipulate concerns of
security for purposes of legitimizing control. I think we've seen it certainly in the USA over the
last fifteen or fourteen years, concerns about national security being used well beyond what's
necessary. we saw that with warrantless wiretapping we saw that with excessive surveillance
and I won't talk about the greater issues of torture. So security is a real concern. When a city
is deeply insecure, it collapses socially. We do have to solve security as a problem. But security
is also used easily and we need to be very realistic about our concerns. You had mentioned in
the world. We're not cancelling the car because of it. We live in great cities even though they
might be less secure than many rural communities. So we live with risk all the time. Being able
to absorb and be resilient and respond without shutting down the system is really important.
So while I recognize the importance of security threats as very real, I also recognize the fact
that there are always extremely powerful forces trying to exaggerate the claims, exaggerate
the risk, exaggerate the security that comes from locking things down. And our critical
commitment needs to be to openness. So you asked what would be a single target, I think
the single target is not something specific like DRM not a specific battle like the TPP but it's
the continuous fight for openness throughout all layers of the network society both in terms
of the technology and in terms of the organizational and institutional structures and then you
just have to live in diagnosis.
Kilnam Chon: What is tomorrow's 5 threats to openness? these are the ones that we are at
battle. But we need to define our target at that level think. But see, one of the problem, back
in twenty, thirty years ago, Internet is much smaller. So doesn't have so much business at
stake. But now it's a big business. And for the big business, if the openness is good for them to
maximize their sales or profit, they will do it. otherwise they don't. And they have the power,
I mean muscles. So how do we counter? Again back to the global commons. That's the only
way we can really fight against those abuse.
Yochai Benkler: But the question then becomes how do - I am sorry go ahead - we do have to
answer this global commons. We have to be able to build it ourselves not only rely on law. The
big business does have enormous institutional power in legal systems. The first generation
of the net was very much built by and for people who were aiming for openness and created
alternative through free and open source software to the infrastructure - that has to be a core
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your keynote that we live with 1.3 million deaths. You said from automobile accidents around

can fall back on them and not be stuck within the controlled systems.
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target; identifying points of control and creating Commons based alternatives so that people

Renata Avila: And so power to the people now. who is willing to ask the first question,
second question, and the third question and then we will let our guests to answer. Anyone?
Any woman willing to ask a question? it's important to have - so we will have you first and
Carolina and then you, yes.
Hal Plotkin: The dichotomy, the shift that you described of sort of the socially responsible
uses of the net versus the corporate driven exploitive extractive uses often rely on systems,
like these walled gardens, where it makes it more convenient for people, you know. a lot of
the reasons people fall into these traps is because it's been made very easy. and very often
for those of us who want to avoid these kind of traps it's more difficult. A classic example when Windows was the dominant paradigm, if people wanted to reject and use Linux they
had to do a lot more work to be free. Do you think it will always require us to convince people
to change their behavior and do more work to stay free and open and to preserve it or do we

Yochai Benkler: I thought that was mostly in your direction but I'm also happy to. Yes I think
it is absolutely true. As Bruce Schneier was saying, this fear and inconvenience - the two
great drivers of people into locked-down systems that don't actually give them freedom.
And we talked about fear and security before and convenience is the other one. I think it’s
incumbent on and I actually think this is also a consequence not only of the technology but
of the transition from the first hundred million or two hundred million to the billion which
is to say more people who actually just want stuff. Netflix - it's just another TV screen. I do
think it's incumbent on those of us who are building alternative platforms to make sure that
they are easy. But as you say, well it depends. With Linux it didn't but with Firefox it did. So
that actually changed dramatically the market share. So I think that needs to be part of the
package whenever an alternative platform is built to understand that market share matters.
That creates a real risk. we saw with Firefox needing to implement the DRM sandbox that once
you actually care about market share even if you're a free and open-source publicly oriented
project it creates limitations for you but I don't think we have a choice because otherwise all
we're building is a safe preserve for the few who actually are willing to work hard for their
freedom. And the whole point is actually to make freedom easy for everyone.
Renata Avila: And the last question - I'm sorry I just can take one more - to Carolina please.
Carolina Botero: OK, so I wanted to ask about something that for me is a huge dilemma. And
it's about the violence online especially against woman. I was discussing this last year with
Franc La Rou and he came out with an expression which I like a lot to describe this, because
he said that freedom of expression against freedom of expression. Women are being targeted
in this digital world with violence which are preventing them from speaking. Many women
are having reaction as to shut down their social networks and not to express themselves. But
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have to think about how we make it as convenient to be free as it is to be a prisoner.

freedom of expression - they tend to say we should shut down comments and there should
be blockings and many other things. For me this is a real future threat for an open Internet for
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that reactions many times from the feminist point of view are often times also a threat against

everybody. I wonder what did you think about that.
Yochai Benkler: Yes this is an issue that we see online but it is fundamentally an issue of
open society more generally, not the open Internet more specifically. That is to say when you
have tightly structured communities it's very easy to control all sorts of offense and pain. But
it's very hard to then actually creat a decently participatory and open society. And once you
open things up you get all sorts of violence and particularly in a society, in a global society in
which women still very much are not equal in the majority of places you get violence. I think
it's a basic tension that we see throughout open society. I can tell you that I'm free speech
absolutist in the same of no matter what. But I don't think that we can simply say shut things
down. I think the core battle is about a battle over values. It's a public battle over values
rather than over shutting down systems. And it's not specific to the net. It's general to any
open society. So raising the issue, debating it, educating, just like physical violence against
women. It's not something that just disappears. It disappears if you have major campaigns if
in consciousness, a change in the way people understand things, I think that's the direction
we're gonna need to go.
Kilnam Chon: The good news and bad news. Bad news, Korea is pretty bad on cyber violence
including a famous actress who commit suicide because she was sort of attacked on the
cyberspace. So we are suffering and we have to do something. The good news. Do you know
the internet used to be male dominant. And now because of social networks it's changing.
Now in developed countries more women use more social networks than the males. That's
the statistics we are just getting. So it seems social network part of the internet suit to women
better than males. And another good news is one of my friends, Anieta, she organized
"Gender and the Internet" last month at a workshop during the African Internet Governance
Forum. And probably we are going to do something similar in Asia and all over. I guess we
should address this one more formerly, instead of in a workshop all over the world, then
identify what are the issues so that we can take action. But I'm optimistic because the social
networks sort of has become a dominant application where females use more than males.
Renata Avila: Well I don't know maybe you have a closing remark. If not we can go to the
party. thank you very very much for your collaboration. especially it was very very interesting
to see two of the smartest scholars on the internet issues debate on the tricky issue of
women violence online and also debating the mobile platforms. I think that those are the two
takeaways for our community to start thinking about and to start debating and it's a good
place to start the party let's keep talking there.
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you have enforcement where enforcement is appropriate. And if you have primarily a change
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Julia Reda
Member of the European Parliament, president of Young Pirates of Europe

Julia Reda is a German politician and activist. She is a Member of the
European Parliament representing Germany since 2014, and the president
of the Young Pirates of Europe. She has declared to make copyright reform
her focus for the legislative term. In November 2014, Reda was named
rapporteur of the Parliament's review of 2001's Copyright Directive.
Her draft report recommended the EU-wide harmonisation of copyright
exceptions, a reduction in term length, broad exceptions for educational
purposes and a strengthening of authors' negotiating position in relation to
publishers, among other measures.
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https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=cCt_QId53z0

Hello, I would like to start my speech by saying my name is Julia Reda, and I am a politician but
I think Paul has already given the very nice and kind overview of kind of work that I've been
doing in the European Parliament over the last couple of months and it's a great honor for me
to be able to speak to the Creative Commons community because really Creative Commons
the European Parliament. So even the most conservative politicians nowadays they have
to recognize your achievements as a community and they have to recognize that Creative
Commons is now an established part of the way that people are sharing culture and the way
that authors decide to license their works. So Creative Commons and your achievements as
a community have been a real game-changer in the way that we talked about copyright and
the way we talked about the need for legislative reform and this is really important because
the way you talk about the law the frame that you use in order to express what the goals
of copyright are supposed to be have a huge influence on what kind of reforms are actually
possible. And the very existence of Creative Commons and its success has started to call
a lot of these sort of established truth that we seen to all agree on around copyright into
question. And this is this is what I want to start with my work by going through some of these
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has been one of my greatest assets when discussing the need for copyright reform within

One of them that I've really seen in the copyright debate for years is that the idea that in
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established notions.

general more copyright is better for the creators. This misconception I've come across just
this summer. You may have read in over the summer some new stories that somehow the
EU wants to ban public selfies or something like that, the story behind that was that while
negotiating my report one committee of the European Parliament said that the so-called
'freedom of panorama’, the right to publish pictures of public buildings without having to first
ask the architect that this right should be limited. And I think the reason why they propose
this was, because when a politician doesn't know too much about the specific copyright
question they go back to this rule of thumb that in general more copyright is better. And
when they proposed to limit this right to publish pictures of buildings, what happened is that
a lot of creators actually stood up and protested against this. Because the photographers
the documentary filmmakers, they all said we need to be able to have these exceptions from
copyright in order to be able to actually depict reality and to create the works that we're
of stronger copyright in every case, and Creative Commons is really a testimony for that. So
it's turning this misconception on its head that it's in the interest of creators to always have
more copyright.
Creative Commons is a global community where millions of authors are saying they don't
want all rights reserved. They may want to have recognition for their work they may want
to be able to commercially exploit their work, they may want to just spread their work as far
and wide as possible without any restrictions, and Creative Commons has been extremely
successful at showing that and it's on track to surpass one billion works licensed under
Creative Commons this year and I think this is a great achievement. And a lot of creators
participating in Creative Commons, they're willing to give up some exclusive rights that they
have in order to achieve their goals, so this is not necessarily kind of an altruistic motive. But
here you have creators who say: "It's in my own best interest to leave some of the exclusive
rights that the law gives me and to use a more open licensing system." And these millions of
people involved in Creative Commons are standing up and they're saying that more copyright
is not the answer.
What Creative Commons has also shown very nicely is that something we should have known
for a long time is that creation relies on the Commons. When you are a creator, you are never
creating your works in the complete vacuum, and culture is always created standing on the
shoulders of giants. and it's almost impossible to create a work that is not at least in some
way inspired by other works that came before you. And if you restrict copyright too much you
may prevent future creation. And just the way that Creative Commons is being used in order
to create new works, i think is something that has really changed the way that we discussed
copyright in political debate as well that people recognize that you have to be able to reuse
the culture that already exists at least to some extent in order not to stifle creativity. Another
it's been a more recent development but I think it’s hugely important because we live in
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working on. And so here you can see that it's not at all true that creators are generally in favor

good business. That this is not just an altruistic community driven phenomenon but that it
is possible to make money without relying on exclusivity. And the the traditional economic
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capitalist societies for a large part is that Creative Commons has shown that sharing can be

theories are really grappling with this concept, because their general idea is that people would
never pay for something that they can get for free. And if you ever bought a bottle of water
you know that this isn't true and that's the truth is a bit more nuanced.
And there are a lot of business models that are based on Creative Commons or open source
software and all of them are putting this idea into question that you can't make money of
something that is openly licensed, and I think this is really a great contribution of Creative
Commons to the economic debate, that we have around copyright, that sharing can be good
business and it's not just in the cultural sector but it's also things like freemium games
where a very small number of people are actually paying and everybody else are using
something for free. And their new business models that are not built on artificial scarcity
that actually work with the internet rather than against it that are sidestepping ever stricter
a good experience. And so Creative Commons has really shown that exclusive rights are
not necessary for economic success and currently there's a book being put together called
"made with Creative Commons" that is collecting these stories. And I think this is going to be
extremely useful evidence when talking to the more economically minded politicians showing
them that there are good economic reasons for having a more flexible copyright system.
And finally I think Creative Commons’ greatest contribution is moving towards a society of
creators, that is proposing a license that may not be used by the majority of the people who
have been in the creative business for a long time but it's a license that actually works for
the 99% with the Internet. Everybody has somehow become affected by copyright, because
everybody is a creator. And suddenly if you are using the internet to just communicate about
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enforcement of copyright and don't go after their own customers but rather try to give them

is giving some room for that for the I think vast majority of people who don't want to have all
rights reserved. And I think there's a huge benefit for that and copyrights legislators can no
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the creation that you're involved in, copyright has become a subject. So Creative Commons

longer just look at a very very small number of professional creators who would like to have
ever stricter copyright enforcement and ever stricter rules.
But I think there are two problems with Creative Commons and the policy debate. One is that
these positive stories about a different approach to copyright and a different approach also
to making money with culture is not heard loudly enough. And the mainstream view among
politicians most of them are quite a few years older than me is still that the more copyright
creators have the better for them the better than economic situation is going to be and that
we don't hear enough of these success stories that are built on alternatives. The other is that
there's a danger that the very existence of Creative Commons can also be used in order to say
that "Well, Creative Commons is a sign that the system is actually working!" And that this work
around the very strict copyright rules that you have built is enough and we don't actually need
than just about the license that sort of sidesteps the shortcoming of the copyright system.
You're helping this notion that licensing can solve all the problems we have, and we don't
need to have any legal limitations on copyright. So I think it's very important for the
community to participate in discussions about the development of copyright policy, not just
where it immediately benefits Creative Commons. So don't just get involved in the in the
copyright debates that might somehow threaten the way that your licenses work right now,
but it's important that you're involved in a broader debate about copyright and showing to
the maximalist who want stricter copyright that Creative Commons is in some ways to work
around but it doesn't mean that we don't have to reform copyright laws such.
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to change the laws. And I think if the Creative Commons community doesn’t strive to be more

an island of free culture in a broader see automated takedowns and endeavor stricter
enforcement. Because I think the problem is that the vast majority of people who create, have
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The other issue in that regard is that there is a danger that Creative Commons is kind of

never thought about licensing. And they may not even know their Creative Commons exist
and unfortunately the current copyright system is set up in a way says that you have all rights
reserved by default and only those who have actually learned about Creative Commons even
have the possibility are ever asked the question whether they want to give something back to
the public. So don't run the risk of being just this island of free culture, but really go beyond
the Creative Commons community and try moving the policy debate in a direction where
maybe someday we can have Creative Commons by default or even have free by default and
only have all rights reserved situation for those creators who really explicitly want to have this.
So that's quite a long way to go and it's an important and difficult task and I think it's really
important that the Creative Commons community is on the one hand this demonstration that
a lot of the underlying ideas behind the copyright system as we have it today are just not true
that creators just do not want to lock up their works unless they get paid for it directly and
Commons community and really carry them into the policy debate and turn them into policy
demands. So really think about what kind of changes of the copyright legislation: Do we need
to make sure that more people can benefit from something like creative commons? We are
really far away from that goal today.
I think what I told you about the freedom of panorama debate in Europe really shows that for
the vast number of people who heard about this discussion restricting the right to take and
publish pictures of public buildings it just seems crazy to the people on the street. So I think it
also shows though that how far are activism still has to go in reaching the politicians who are
making these proposals. And so far I think the communities like Creative Commons but also
others who are working with free culture like Wikipedia community have been very effective
at defeating bad proposals. I'm thinking of SOPA/PIPA or ACTA but then also this really bad
proposal about freedom of panorama but we haven't been good at creating a positive agenda
for change. And this is something we really need to work on because it's always easier to
if you have a direct threat in front of you to mobilize against that. But it's a lot more work
to really come together and agree on a set of goals that what we want to change positively
about copyright today.
Here's what we're up against today: this is just a share pic that has been circulating in
the European debate that is basically saying that copyright is guaranteeing freedom of
expression, and I'm violating human rights, I suppose, but the interesting thing about that, is
that while for decades the rights holders have not been on the defensive, but they've always
been on the offensive side and really been very successful over the last decade to ever come
toward stricter copyright enforcement. Today they seem really afraid, today they are on the
defensive, they don't want to have another copyright reform because they don't think it will
go in their direction. And I think this is already an extremely important change that today
we are at a point where at least in Europe the copyright legislation is so screwed up, that
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that you do not need exclusivity to create value. So let's take these lessons from the Creative

time in the right direction and in the direction of more flexibility. And I think if we want to grab
this chance we need to organize as a global community and really push for this reform now.
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everybody agrees that if we're going to touch it, we're probably going to move for the first

Our voices really must become louder, we need to build a broader alliances, so community
like Creative Commons must not just focus on the reforms that may be immediately useful
or immediately harmful for Creative Commons as such, but we need to have a broader
community of free culture and to find a common agenda.
We need to organize the new creators the new authors that I think is the vast majority of
people using the internet to reach their fence today, we have video artists, video bloggers on
YouTube and other platforms we have fan fiction writers that are really doing what writers
have been doing for hundreds of years that is taking stories that already exist in creating
something new out of it. We have people huge communities on the Internet translating
anonymously and putting subtitles in their native languages. These are also authors that are
on the one hand creating something new, on the other hand infringing copyright, because
Arts-and-craft communities that are selling on on websites like Etsy that also creators and
they don’t really want to deal with copyright questions for a large number. All these new
authors they have a new identity in new incentives for creating culture that are very very
different from the way that politicians who deal with copyright legislation think about authors.
And I don't think there is any argument about the quality of their work or the ability to make
money connected to this. I think people who are using Creative Commons as opposed to the
All Rights Reserved system they are just as able to to live off their works. They are just as
good in terms of the quality of the work but they have a completely new approach to how
to bring the arts to the people they want to reach. And I think we need to mobilize these
communities and show politicians that their conception of creators and what their wishes are,
is just completely wrong.
I think a lot of our problems today with copyright in the Internet are rooted in the fact that
over a hundred years ago all our government signed up to the Berne Convention which says
that copyright has to apply automatically and there cannot be any formalities attached to
that. And at the time this treaty was initiated by an author Victor Hugo, who actually had a
point at the time. If you think about a world where there is no internet it's actually relatively
difficult to think of formalities of registration. But he wasn't such a bad guy and in the way
that he thought about copyright. I just wanna read a small quote from Victor Hugo at the time
who said that any work of art has two authors: the people who confusingly feel something, a
creator who translates these feelings, and the people again who consecrate his vision of that
feeling. When one of the authors dies the rights should totally be granted back to the other,
the people. So basically Victor Hugo did recognize that culture belongs to everybody, and
the circumstances at the time were simply different. But I guess my point is if over a hundred
years ago, creators we're able to initiate an international treaty.
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there are no legal way of actually participating. In this fashion culture today there are some

a new treaty to initiate an international treaty for user’s rights that actually makes sure that
the reuse of culture is somehow enshrined into international law? So I think we need to
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Why shouldn't a global community of creators like Creative Commons today be able to initiate

start seriously engaging in this question of international treaties and Creative Commons is
probably the best place to have this discussion and to actually start bottom-up call for a new
treaty that is actually protecting the new creators who want to share and protecting the rights
of the public to access to information to freedom of expression and to the right to education.
So this is really my core message to you that we have to stop being on the defensive and ever
think about how to defeat the next bad copyright proposal we have to be the ones pushing
for a new treaty of users rights and on international level. So what can you do today though,
apart from this kind of more long-term goal? I think the most important thing to do right
now is to bring the problems with copyright as it exists today into the public debate. Because
most people while they may have heard of Creative Commons today, they think it's easy,
they don't know there are different Creative Commons licenses in different countries, and
that just setting up the system legally has been extremely complicated. So bring the problems
films about them, theater plays about them and keep bugging your politicians with this issue
and telling them that Creative Commons maybe a workaround in the current system but
everything is not fine and we actually do need to change the laws.
There are a bunch of international treaties being negotiated right now. There's TTIP (The
Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership) between US and Europe, there's TPP(TransPacific Partnership) with the Asia-Pacific region, and these treat is in some cases enforce the
direction of having ever stricter copyrights. So TPP (Trans-Pacific Partnership) will force a
number of Asia Pacific countries to increase the copyright terms to seventy years after the
death of the author. They are criminal sanctions against the circumvention of technological
protection measures and I think most importantly every new treaty that we put into place that
implements this general vision of stricter copyright is better, the more difficult it will be to ever
change our our domestic laws in the future. So even if your country is not a signatory to either
of these treaties, the the results of it will affect you anyway. Because if the more countries
have signed up to these kinds of treaties, the more difficult will it become to ever move in a
direction of a more flexible copyright. Because the different international treaties will just limit
the ability of these governments to even negotiate something like a user's rights treaty. So
I think right now even though we have to think about more long-term positive strategy, we
also have to make sure that the intellectual property provisions in the TPP do not come into
force and we need to defeat this treaty to ensure that we will have the possibility for a better
copyright system in the future.
For those of you in the European Union but also perhaps beyond we are now waiting for the
European Commission to come out with a proposal for new copyright legislation in the EU.
And of course we are sort of limited by what the international treaties allow us, but you can
look at the positive recommendation said the report that I drafted has already made in the
summer. And you can say, "okay, actually the vast majority of the European Parliament says,
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that you encounter with copyright legislation into the public debate, blog about them, make

the possibility to dedicate their works into the public domain", which is something if you've
ever dealt with CC0 in different countries it's a very difficult issue. So the parliament in Europe
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we need to have new exceptions to copyright for libraries for archives, we need to give people

today says, people if they want you should be able to say my work is public domain from day
one, this now needs to be heard by the European Commission. So as part of the Creative
Commons community, take up these good demand from the European Parliament and bug
the European Commission about it, and bug the national governments about it and take the
first step away from a system that is all rights reserved by default. We have to take this huge
challenge of making copyright understandable to normal people.
And in the EU in particular we have the problem that people are in a situation where they have
to understand 28 different national copyright laws when they are communicating across the
borders. And of course with the internet is becoming more and more the default. So we have
to tell the European Commission that we need to drastically simplify the copyright system and
perhaps this would be easier to achievable when we have one copyright legislation rather
rather than 28. And I think this is really something that we need to bring into the policy debate
and where the Creative Commons community should also be involved. So I think creative
commons can be a global community that initiate this paradigm shift away from all rights
reserved by default. And I think we do need to renegotiate the Berne Convention sometime
soon in order to reconcile the copyright system with the Internet in general. And I think this
is really a task that requires global coordination and their requires a community like Creative
Commons that can actually start this discussion in lot of different countries at the same time.
So in a way it's your job to be the new Victor Hugo in a way who is the creator, who started the
debate about the way that we want to organize copyright on the global level. So we should
not let the fact that it's been the way that it is for hundred years discourage us. The rules that
we have today were put in place by people who came before us, the world has changed and
it's time to change the laws.
Thank you.
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than 28. This would also mean that we can have one European Creative Commons license
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Carolina Botero
CC Latin America Regional Coordinator, CC Colombia Project Lead

Carolina Botero is an activist, lawyer, researcher and lecturer on free
access, free culture and authors’ rights. She leads the Group Rights
Internet and Society at the Karisma Foundation. She is an active member of
the Colombian Free Software community and served as a co-project lead
of Creative Commons Colombia and a Regional Coordinator for CC in Latin
America.
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Future of CC as a Global Movement
Carolina Botero | CC Latin America Regional Coordinator,
CC Colombia Co-Project Lead
https://www.youtube.com/
Watch video
watch?v=UNcIvTt1DI0

Thank you very much for, first of all, considering me as the keynote speaker for the last part.
I am very usually not nervous but I hate to be nervous this time. It's both closing ten years of
it was in Spanish.
The first thing I want to say is to recall the mission when I joined in. That was 2005 I joined the
CC Colombia team and that was the mission that appeared in the Creative Commons website.
We were talking about infrastructure and we meant that to be temporary. I recall when
Larry Lessig came to the Colombian launching in 2006 and somebody asked what the future
of Creative Commons was. What he said was, “I hope that there is no future for Creative
Commons. I hope one day there will be no need for the licenses as the problem will have been
solved.” So the initial idea has always been this to be a temporary. We acknowledged from
the first moment that there was a bigger problem. Apart from the infrastructure, however,
something happened also. A community that precisely was a call for something that - like my
comment this morning - was not only a problem of the US. It was suddenly an international
problem a lot of people wanted to jump in. And this community generated three values that
I think are key to remember: Knowledge, sharing and action. The idea of the licensing is so
powerful that all of a sudden it evolved into a knowledge community that was very keen on
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my life and speaking in English, which if I speak a lot in English I would I could do this better if

that it provided us with an action. There was a plan of action and micro-plan of action - kind
of the power that in democracy gave you to vote. One vote is hardly something but when
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sharing. What they were doing was not only knowing but learning, and also was so powerful

you sum up many of them, then there's a powerful political action. What I want to say is that
this community is the one that provokes an immense reaction. It is really something powerful
to think that a small tool can allow you to change something. Especially something that is a
paradigm that has been strongly rooted.
So during this decade we were young back then, and doing many things. We developed a
tool, we implemented the tool, and we succeeded. Something that probably many of us were
a bit afraid of was whether it was going to happen or not, but it happened. But probably the
thing to highlight is how we managed to succeed and I would like to say first of all that just
classroom. Everybody has said that. But what does that mean? If these two would have
been developed in a law firm we might have had a completely different result. But it was in a
classroom and this means that it evolved as a learning process. It's meant to recreate the idea
of sharing as its very core. Because of that, in very few months and years, it became global. It
was decentralized, but it allowed localization. And that was the basis of our community in the
beginning. This community has been based better on the idea of sharing and learning and
even if there was control we all signed MOUs. We can say that the control was a loose control.
How many of you have ever respected the idea of not doing advocacy for instance? And how
many of you were challenged for that? Nobody. So we really grew up under those ideas.
If I look behind those ten years I recall there were many people that was very important for
what I did afterwards. Michael Carroll, Mike Linksvayer, Lessig of course, but also from the
staff, Katrina, Michelle - I’m sure I'm going to skip somebody. And lately Diane, of course.
There has been a lot of key people in the staff. But I have to say that probably the ones I
learned the most were my peers. All the network of affiliates. There were ones that were
behind me, there were ones that were in front of me. But the idea of knowing who to go and
ask for something and get a reply was important when I decided to do something. And back
that time, it was the list - the mailing list was filled with cases, with ideas, with problems, with
mistakes we all committed. So we all learned a lot. And I would say, not just for the affiliates,
the result of the licenses was also a learning process for the headquarters. Remember this
morning Mike saying “I'm sorry, I’m wearing a US t-shirt.” He learned a lot in the process,
just as us. So we all know now that there are different legal systems and what the differences
are. We have developed a tool but a tool that has four versions, because we didn't do that
right at the first time. It needed four versions and it's still not right. It needs a lot of perfection.
We fixed problems, we did versions. We developed also a capacity for advocacy and for
community management. Never in my life before I joined Creative Commons had I ever
talked to somebody from policymakers or to a crowd of people, trying to convince them to do
something crazy, like Jessica said, and I learned it through Creative Commons. And I have to
say that I joined Creative Commons when I was not exactly as a young girl.
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succeed. And it is time to remember what we had then was a temporary achievement. And
it's nice to know that we succeed. Certainly we changed the copyright system as far as what
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So what happened ten years later? Here we are now. It’s 10 years from 2005, and we

a legal hack could do. We certainly facilitated the development of an open Internet. And that
has been said during the last three days in so many ways. The success, however, pulled away
the main purpose of the community. The structure, the capacity...it all changed. And how are
we now? How's this network right now? That is the big question and is not something that
happened one day or another. We've been evolving for many years but the truth today is that
we are different, completely different from the original version. What this summit confirmed
to me is that we have two CCs. We have an organization, Creative Commons organization, a
very successful Creative Commons organization, which is also essentially working on what I
called “the last mile.” What is the last mile? When you have Internet connection in a country,
20% - you go deep and deep, the last one mile, that one is really expensive and it takes a
lot of effort to connect. Because those are the most far-away. There’s no satellite, there is
a huge problem there. And it's the same here. The tool as such is there. It's not perfect, but
is there. And we nail it. But now we have the 3D printing problems. We have still problems in
open access and OER. Just a lot of things to do there.
And not just as a tool, as a community as well, there's diversity - there are countries that
are very left away to these discussions and there are newcomers that need to have this
discussion. So there's a last mile where CC organization needs to work on, that's for sure.
But in the Creative Commons community, probably the main purpose has switched. I'm not
saying that in the Creative Commons community people are not working there. Yes they are.
But that's just like part of their ordinary life or it's those newcomers that need to work there.
What we have seen is that many of our affiliates are now working somewhere else. They are
working in advocacy and policy. So Creative Commons works a lot in policy, mainly in the
US. But they are lacking a lot more work on advocacy whereas in their Creative Commons
community we might have the different balance. And then this means what I will call, for
the purpose of these conversation, the two sides Creative Commons. I think we have an
opportunity here to recover this easy energy that provoked this change. Because by these, in
the two CCs we have lost what was originally the learning process and sharing. I heard just a
few minutes ago Ryan saying what we are going to do with those newcomers, how we teach
them. And I heard also there's a group for mentoring. So it seems we know there's a problem
there. We have to cope with it. But in the past it was so natural, we were doing that. What do
we lost? That is, there is no learning process in the Creative Commons community now. Of
course we're looking for it but we have nailed it. There's a problem there. How can we return
to that? What will be our next challenge? Because also newcomers have that one. But the old
ones - we need a new challenge. Probably for us again, another tool for open access. Where
is a new challenge? How do we provoke that there is a change?
We have another 10 years, I hope, and many more. But let's think about the next 10 year's
challenges. I just want to talk about this small problem of how to provoke and gain this
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process to reach a shared mission with the community for the next ten years. So we need a
process as much as we also need how we are going to define those common goals. It seems
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like we are all in the same page. These are our next challenge. But the most important thing
probably is we should ask ourselves from our own position how we do it, because, if we don’t,
what we're going to lose is the power that provokes the change we did during the last years.
We will have no innovation power. We will be doing only the last mile. And there's a temporary
tool, and if we keep on succeeding, it will disappear. We will lose the innovation part, if we
don't make the two CC work together.
If you are all with me, I think there are more specific four challenges that we should be
addressing. How can CC reflect better the international character? I know I always am a bit of
of things. It means gender connectivity, geography, everything. We have to think from there.
I'm just using one of Alex's example: ”the State of the Commons.” It's a great tool for CC to
raise funds and we need that. But if you don't involve the community, you will just have a nice
CC state of the commons for an organization. I understand that it's a pain in the ass to get all
the people here to contribute to the Commons. That would be a difficult task. But what about
if we think that there's going be the State of the Commons every year for the organization?
That's nice, we all can use the numbers. But every five years, or every four years, there can be
one that we give numbers to the regions, numbers to us. That will tell us who uses our thing
and where does that come from, because for me, even if there's tens of millions of works in
Flickr or on Wikipedia, it is not telling me anything. It’s just telling the value we are giving to
an American corporation. It’s not telling me what it means to my work in Colombia. That's
not reflecting that. This is going to be hard, of course. You will need a community manager or
somebody that pings on me every two months and say, “Hey, Carolina, do you remember I
sent you an email?” But you will have much better results there.
What about women? We need more gender equality. the board has to acknowledge this
diversity. We need geographic representation. We need women. We need them when we
have an event like this one. I'm sorry but it is not nice to have only four white men in front of
me. We need women and we need geographic representation. It is hard because in our region
it's hard to find them. But we have to do it. And probably it's also a call for us. If we start
racing people in our regions and sending them, somebody that could be on the board, it might
happen one day.
How will CC organization work on a sustainable last mile? This last mile is key for many
of you. So how are we going to work with it and how is it going to be the engagement of
the community? How will Creative Commons organization connect to the community that
is increasingly diverse because the main task that used to keep us together is no longer
there? And what do I mean with that? Main problem here is we used to be lawyers. Mainly
lawyers. It's not like that anymore now. We have a lot of public leaders and people coming
in. And that reflects a change as well. So if we don't have the licenses, if our community is
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don't do that again, we will lose the opportunity of innovation. And there is a problem and
also there is interest. I can see Creative Commons willing to continue to have a community
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so diverse, there's a huge talk on making that connection and understanding that. If we

and international community. I don't see Creative Commons saying I don't want to do that
anymore. So I'm sure there's an interest here. And there is an interest - I can hear it from the
affiliates. At least me, and I know most of us who were in the first years of Creative Commons
who can’t blame us for not willing to ask a more participatory and live community. We have
learned that it's just not fair to tell us that we can wait and do just what the organization often
asks us to do.
The last one. I'm hearing so much lately about privacy by design, security by design. Why
don't we think this organization or the community by design project? It’s just that when
couldn’t do it just thinking what worked in the USA or in New Zealand. You have to do it to
work for me when I am in my farm. When I have to take my cell, I have to go to the mountain
and do like this to try to get the signal⋯That's what happened to me. And it's an hour and
a half from Bogota. So please consider digital divide, diversity, gender. And let's continue
diversity.
This is mostly what I wanted to say. Thank you, I am the most grateful. I was a corporate
lawyer and all my masters were commercial law and international, whatever. But I switched.
This was my university. So I am the most thankful for the network. I would continue to be
around the affiliate of Colombia. But my boss in Creative Commons will continue to be Juliana
and Luisa who're not here.
Thanks, thanks, thanks a lot.
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KEYWORD
Various topics, or keywords, related to sharing and
openness including OER, open GLAM, open data,
and open business were addressed for the three days.
Local and international speakers in various fields
gathered to share their experience and knowledge
around the topics and to discuss future directions.
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OER
(Open Educational Resources)

“Moving OER into the mainstream!”
For the past several years, OER movement has widely emerged around the
world while the scale and level are different by region. Cable Green, CC’s
Director of Global Learning, introduced emerging trends in the global OER
movement and discussed OER policies adopted by major institutions and
organizations and the role and importance of CC licenses in this field. The
parts.
The first part was dedicated to vision how the OER movement, which
has already been adopted in the global educational field and has created
tangible results, can move toward 10x v.s 10% solution. And the panel
discussed what institutional, financial, and social infrastructures were
required to realize this goal and how we could redesign the future of
education based on them. Ryan Merkley, Esther Wojcicki, Cable Green,
and TJ Bliss from the Hewlett Foundation proposed substantial measures
to promote the adoption of OER policies throughout education in various
areas such as pedagogy, educational resources, assessment methods, etc.
and shared ideas with session participants.
The second part was a workshop to discuss ways to move OER into the
mainstream. Stella HaYoung Shin, Delia Browne, Alek Tarkowski, Nicole
Allen, TJ Bliss, Meena Hwang, Cable Green were among the panelists who
reviewed together the OER Strategy project initiated by Cable Green and
discussed practical future plans and tasks to move forward the strategy.
The feedback from this workshop will be reflected in CC’s OER activities
next year.
On the same day, there is another session dedicated to OER: OER
Showcases around the world. The participants had a chance to contribute
to designing and testing an open policy toolkits for schools and educators
and also to see OER activities happening around the world including OER
in the Arab World, CC community and OER practices in the Carina State
School in Australia, and School of Open project in Africa.
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Global OER Movement & CC
Cable Green l Director of Global Learning, CC

https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=kYh0Kij0JcU

Watch video

Graphic recording : OER Movement | Jinho Jung CC-BY 2.0

"Moving digital, the costs of educational resources are literally thousands of a cent or in some cases
tens of thousands of a cent for a copy of digital works. ... Open is greater than free. Open is free plus the
permissions."
"5Rs - five permissions - the legal rights to retain, reuse, revise, remix and redistribute. ⋯ Open washing
- some institutions and libraries say they give free access but in many cases the restrictions on their
terms of conditions are actually stronger, more restrictive than All Rights Reserved."
"At CC we believe that because digital educational resources can be shared at the marginal cost of 0 with
everybody in the planet that we ought to do so and moreover that as educators we have a moral and
ethical obligation to do so. ... the first round is that we're seeing global efforts global discussions global
coordination and cooperation that we didn't see prior to the following two years was much more of a
thousand flowers bloom there's significantly more coordination."
"...that’s work that we should just do and be done with it so we can get on with the important work
in education which is moving to open pedagogy open practice and open practices were talking about
here is we're asking the question what does it open allow me to do as an educator that I cannot do with
closed resources."
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View slides
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OER Guide workshop for teachers
Alek Tarkowski

https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=E8Lf5tVUGC8

Graphic recording : Ecosystem for OER | Jinho Jung CC-BY 2.0

OER guide workshop for teachers | CC Korea CC-BY 2.0
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School of Open Project
Simeon Oriko

https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=9L69QbJVkpM

Graphic recording: School of open | Jinho Jung CC-BY 2.0

School of open project | CC Korea CC-BY 2.0
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OER Project Showcases
Baden Appleyard, George Abdelnour, Dr Fawzi Baroud

https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=hyFWMyGCl74

Graphic recording: Open Education Week | Jinho Jung CC-BY 2.0

Open Education Week | CC Korea CC-BY 2.0
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Graphic recording : OER Rebanon | Jinho Jung CC-BY 2.0
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Graphic recording : Carina State School | Jinho Jung CC-BY 2.0
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Open GLAM

“Maximized access to the cultural heritage in digital era”

heritage held by Galleries, Libraries, Archives and Museums. Paul Keller
introduced Europeana as a leading example of this movement and how
it has worked with cultural heritage institutions to open up their content.
Tae-yong Yoon from the Ministry of Culture, Sports and Tourism of Korea
introduced the Korean government’s strategy to develop a system for
protecting copyright and promoting reuse of creative works at the same
time and other future plans to support the strategy.
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Open GLAM is an initiative that promotes free and open access to digital
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How Europeana stopped worrying and
learned to love the Openness
Paul Keller l Europeana
https://www.youtube.com/
Watch video
watch?v=bIE_vfxNh9E

Graphic recording : How Europeana came to embrace openness ㅣ Jinho Jung CC-BY 2.0

“At the moment Europeana has about 45 million digital objects in it, so you can find information about
45 million books, paintings, videos, audio recordings, some 3d objects in there. And these 45 million
objects come from about 3,500 different institutions all across Europe. So that's coming from large
national libraries, large museums but like also smaller regional museums or regional archives, small
libraries.”
“What Europeana is starting to do is not only about finding this material we want people to reuse this
material. So Europeana labels the copyright status of all things and based on that copyright studies we
actually allow people to filter on the reuse status.”
"The primary purpose of cultural heritage institutions in the digital environment should be to maximize
access to their collections. Restricting access to collections is not a sustainable business model. A
sustainable business model would be giving the public the best possible online experiences."
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Open Content and reuse
Taeyong Yoon ㅣ Ministry of Culture, Sports and Tourism of Korea

https://www.youtube.com/
Watch video
watch?v=-vnv72mqXV4

Graphic recording : Strategies for creative resource with shared works ㅣ Jinho Jung CC-BY 2.0

“To become a creative-resources-driven country that takes lead in the future global economy, the
Korean government plans to collect and archive content that are freely available and provide them to
the public more effectively. And to realize this goal, it is committed to promoting the free use of public
works, utilizing public domain works for value creation, and establishing infrastructure for the use of
open source.
“The Korean government adopted an open license for public works called the Korea Open Government
License in 2012, and since then public works have been openly available through a portal website
for public works. In 2014, the government set up an institutional framework to make sure that all the
materials purchased by regional governments are accessible by the public in that they are paid by the
public.
“With regard to this, the Korean government is committed to collecting and making more public domain
works available for reuse to the public. In addition, regarding overseas public domain works, it will
continue to try to work closely with other archive systems such as Europeana and Gutenberg around the
world.”
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Open Data

“What it means to make free and open data available
to be used in the right place in the right time?”

world as a core policy in their open government initiative. In this session,
two Korean showcases were presented to show how open data could be
used within the government sector as well as in scientific research and
share some copyright issues that need to be dealt with in the process.
Seon-tae Kim from KISTI introduced Datanest, an open science and data
platform developed by the institution, and highlighted the importance
of managing research data effectively so that they can be better used in
collaborative research projects. Munshil Choi from National information
Society Agency shared Korea’s open data strategy and future plans in
general. Meanwhile, Naeema Zarif, the Regional Coordinator for CC in Arab
World, raised privacy issues related to big data trend introduced by the IoT
market and suggested some roles CC could play in resolving the issues.
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Open data has recently been adopted by many governments around the
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Open Science and Data Platform : Datanest
Seon-tae Kim ㅣ KISTI

https://www.youtube.com/
Watch video
watch?v=jeP1lcucWAk

Graphic recording : Datanest ㅣ Jinho Jung CC-BY 2.0

“As we are moving into the age of

Data Science we now have more advanced technologies and

theories for research. And to get results out of a research, data is at the center of the process. That’s
why open data is important.”
“In order to open and share data and collaborate with peers in research, one of the most important
things is the management of data. ⋯ 50 percent of all data from a research project never leave the lab.
And sometimes some major information of the data get forgotten after the researcher leaves the lab. So
the data do exist but become useless.”
“Datanest is a platform KISTI has been working on since 2012 which will consist of categories such as
organization, collections, items, and files. One of the major features is data publication which is a data
journal that includes information on data and ways to utilize such data. Like the Digital Object Identifier
for research papers, this feature enables people with a proper license access the data.
“What needs to be done first to promote open and sharing for collaborative researches is a better
management of data so that they can be used effectively when they become accessible.”
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Open data strategy & Portal of Korean Government
Munshil Choi l National Information Society Agency of Korea

https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=WzinzkUMAXo

Watch video

Graphic recording : Governance 3.0 ㅣ Jinho Jung CC-BY 2.0

“One of the main objectives of Korea’s Open Data Law is to enable anyone to utilize public data to start
a business so that they can make profits and create jobs for the younger generation.”
“As opposed to a freedom of information law passed in 1996, the new Open Data Law enacted in 2013
mandates that data should be provided in a machine readable format so that they can be adjusted and
reused. The Open Data Strategy Council, the highest decision-making body for data policy in Korea, is
co-chaired by the Prime Minister and private experts in an effort to pursue cooperation between the
government and the private sector.
“By 2017, we are planning to establish open data standards so that public data can be better used for
different purposes and to improve the quality of data by removing errors in data. Since the launch of
the Open Data Portal, we have seen change in the perception within the government while we have
continued to provide education programs for public offices. In addition, we are also providing education
and training programs for the private sector to help startups that are interested in using open public
data to find business opportunities.”
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IoT & Open Data
Naeema Zarif ㅣ CC Arab Regional Coordinator

https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=hNsyVK-OD_k

Graphic recording : IoT & Open Data ㅣ Jinho Jung CC-BY 2.0

“It's about actually things being connected and talking to each other, it`s not only me that was talking
to my apps that are talking to my things. So it's my watch, it's my iPhone, sometimes it's my TV talking
to my lighting things talking to things. Not even me is telling them, they just collect data about me and
then they do everything to make me happy. Right now 13 billion things that are connected by the year
2020 there's going to be 50 billion things connected.”
“Companies are investing in IoT, because it makes a lot of money. Worldwide IoT market will grow to
7.1 trillion USD by 2020, compared to 1.9 million USD in 2013. ⋯ Why do we care IoT? Because of it's
comfort and convenience, healthcare and safety. ... but who decides which data I want to share in which
purpose? One of the big key point that I don't know is big data privacy.”
“I think CC can do something about it. ⋯ I would dream a set of licenses that would actually be in the
metadata of things are being implemented with makers, what you can actually set your terms of the info
that you want to share. ... So why don't we start on policies for government and Internet of Things and
then work with all of these matters that could happen?”
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Open Business
Exploring open business models

“How can one share his/her content and
at the same time earn enough income?”

This question is probably one of the most important questions a creator in
an answer to this question.
This session introduced the Open business model book project run by
CC and the CC toolkits for businesses project, overviewing major open
business models utilizing CC licensed content and the potential and
possibilities of open business models.
Sebastiaan ter Burg from Circular Content presented a content sharing
manual for professionals and shared effective strategies for sharing
content from business perspective. In addition, Hee-seong Do from
Wantreez Music and Nuno Silva from 500px shared their experience and
knowhow in running a successful and sustainable open business.
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Open business models book and CC toolkit for business
Paul Stacey l Sarah Pearson l Fatima Sao Simao l Teresa Nobre

https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=skTF_OVYb9c

Watch video

Graphic recording : Exploring open business models ㅣ Jihyun Lee CC-BY 2.0

“We decided that as a starting point we had to have the materials that we would hand people to make
them aware of the benefits of using CC licenses.”
“First benefit is reduction of production costs. ⋯ Another benefit is reduction of transaction costs and
legal uncertainty. ⋯ And you can increase access to innovation and reduce marketing costs. This is
pretty much related to open innovation, that CCL makes it more transparent, stable and safe. Increase
first mover advantage is another benefit, it gives you the possibility of releasing your work and actually
start building your own audience. Increase ‘opportunity benefits’ and build a reputation. ⋯ Finally you
can promote sustainability.”
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The Sharing Manual
Sebastiaan ter Burg l Circular Content

https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=4ERPzhCahLw

Watch video

Graphic recording : Sharing manual ㅣ Jihyun Lee CC-BY 2.0

“The stack of rights makes it difficult to open up existing content. ...So focus more on content that is
purposefully made to be open instead of opening up existing content. ⋯ and learn how to navigate
around limiting rights. This counts for content creation and reuse.”
“Problem there is the point that most of the times when content is being shared, when it's already
done. Decisions are not being made when they start producing the content. ... Open by design needs a
plan. Make a plan during concept or preproduction phase. ... I want to increase the amount of practical
information on how to share and that´s the <Sharing Manual>, a practical guide for professionals on
sharing content.”
“We are going to create a first version of a freely available multimedia manual on sharing content. It will
conclude flowcharts, example texts for contracts, use cases, templates and forms, plan making during
pre-production, production checklists, metadata, credit, evaluation, ete. ⋯ Sharing Manual is still
ongoing project, so contact me if you want to support!”
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Rhymeduck Music Service
Hee-sung Do l Wantreez Music
h t t p s : / / w w w .
y o Watch
u t u b evideo
. c o m /
watch?v=rrTPerQiavs

Graphic recording : Rhymeduck music service ㅣ Jihyun Lee CC-BY 2.0

“In Korea, large retail stores pay about 3,400 US dollars on royalties for music in store every month on
average. This even results in stores giving up to play background music because of the high royalty
fees. And this also makes it harder for them to remix songs as they want. And as a result, there are many
stores that simply try to dodge regulations or that are involved in a legal dispute.”
“Initially, we just collected metadata of CC licensed music on the web. Now we are in business
partnership with Jamendo, which has the largest database of CC licensed music in the world, to provide
in-store background music services in Korea and other Asian countries.”
“Many business owners can save quite a large amount of royalty fees by using CC licensed music. In
Korea, 80 percent of royalty fees can be saved in this way while you still enjoy almost the same highquality music by using CC licensed content. For example, department stores saved more than 90 million
Korean won a year and used it for other marketing activities. Now more and more retail stores are using
our services to play background music and also people don’t have to worry about legal issues when
they want to use background music for voice acting or to store it in a USB flash drive. More and more
musicians are interested in releasing their music under a CC license, which in turn creates a virtuous
cycle where they earn a stable income to support themselves to keep creating more CC-licensed
content.”
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Photo Commons
Nuno Silva l 500px
h t t p s : / / w w w .
y oWatch
u t u bvideo
e . c o m /
watch?v=1fI1atKhjJ8

Graphic recording : Photo commons ㅣ Jihyun Lee CC-BY 2.0

"500px is one of the largest photo sharing sites. It`s a great place for you to showcase your photos to
get some recognition. Why we do what we do is to reward creativity and we do that through exposure
acknowledgment and try to get into financial compensation."
"Most of our site is actually built on open source code use it we're quite proud of that if you go to our
github repository you'll see a lot of our code is available for free, we have an open API as well."
"One of the big changes coming up very soon is a sort of a mechanism to download Creative Commons.
What I'd like to see is to enhance download button on the photo page that actually has a detailed
description of the Creative Commons license, and they will actually start being able to record a lot of that
data in a lot more useful data. In the past you could just right click saving, so we don't really know who
you are, where you're coming from."
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DIY Maker

Open Design

“Design and make on your own through open collaboration”

on their own thanks to the proliferation of digital technologies. This
session invited three activists to introduce their projects and share their
philosophies, motivations, and visions.
Ho-jun Song, a media artist who built his own satellite and put it into orbit
around the Earth in 2013 and shared all materials and the entire process to
the public, shared his story as the first presenter. Ji-hyun Kim introduced
ENTRY, an online software education platform, and talked about her
efforts to build a healthy ecosystem for software education. And the last
presenter, Michael Weinberg from Shapeways, introduced the global
trends in 3D printing and the proliferation of maker movement around the
world and showed interesting cases where open collaboration has brought
about more creative work in the DIY era.
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Open Source Satellite Initiative
Hojun Song ㅣ media artist
h t t p s : / / w w w .
y o Watch
u t u b evideo
. c o m /
watch?v=VRjhVxugatQ

Graphic recording : Open source satellite initiative ㅣ Jinyun Lee CC-BY 2.0

"I started this project in 2003 and it's still going on. It's a project about how to launch a satellite as an
individual. On 19th April 2013 I was able to launch a satellite in Kazakhstan Baikonur."
"I used open source and art as my strategy. ... I wanted to try something called 'Very Kind Open Source'.
Because open source is about statement, it's about responsibility. If you say so, then you have to open
up - but not just opening up. It's better to open with reasons - why you do that and why you choose that
component - instead of just giving you the list of them or just a source code."
"I keep asking some of the questions by myself, why I am doing this as an open source? I think I gave up
what I had done, to create more and move on to something else. ⋯ Then I ask why we make something?
I think this question cannot be answered and it should not be answered until I die. Because if I had an
answer for this, I would be really really bored. ⋯ When I go to maker related communities, it´s all industry
related, especially IT industries. There are all those making things and opening up things out there, but
it seems like very narrow downed these days. I hope we can just think about the question why we make
something. I have only the question, and no answer."
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Coding for Kids - First Step for Programming, ENTRY
Ji-hyun Kim l ENTRY

Graphic recording : Entry, the first step to programing ㅣ Jinyun Lee CC-BY 2.0

“We have been committed to developing and promoting software education for kids and launched
ENTRY, an online platform for software education.”
“World renowned educationalists say ICT literacy is an important tool for the next generation. Many
countries around the world, including Korea, make software education mandatory in primary school.
“Our software education program is not just for PCs; we are also preparing to support people who
want to create and share projects using mobile features such as GPS and phone camera. And people
will be able to learn a programming language by simply adding or moving blocks of commands which
are written in everyday language and will automatically be turned into a programing language such as
Java Script or Python. In addition, we are planning to make it easier to connect it with various hardware
devices such as Arduino and to release it as open source by the end of this month. Textbooks will also be
available in PDF and can be reused and modified. ⋯ We are committed to creating a better ecosystem
for software education, without caring too much about profits.”
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Watch video
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Digital Fabrication, Open Source Hardware, and CC :
So Into Each Other
Michael Weinberg l Shapeways
https://www.youtube.com/
Watch video
watch?v=vkabuOnDT5E

Graphic recording : Digital fabrication, OSH and CC ㅣ Jihyun Lee CC-BY 2.0

“I want to talk about 'digital fabrication'and not just '3D printing'. ⋯ All sorts of printing machines act as
a bridge between a digital environment, a virtual design space and a physical world. And because you're
working in the digital space, you can work collaboratively, you can share with people all over the world like
every other digital object that we deal with. But then there's this translation moment, where you can have
someone who is building on the work of a physical thing from someone that they will never ever meet.”
“This is a maker community, who really loves Creative Commons and has built into their DNA at a really
fundamental level.”
“Some of challenges such as before you think about your license, how do you think about what you are
licensing? And that educational component is a real challenge for the next couple of years whereas all
these communities that are so vibrant, really beginning to engage fully with what is possible with Creative
Commons.”
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Sharing City

“City rediscovers the value of sharing”

see recent sharing movement in our cities and how the government,
non-profit organizations and businesses work together, from local and
international perspectives. Hyo-Gwan Jeon, Director General of Seoul
Innovation, introduced Seoul’s 3-year-long “Sharing City Seoul” policy
and the city’s plans to improve the policy down the road. Pieter van de
Glind, a co-founder of ShareNL, highlighted the value of the sharing as
an important keyword for today. Following were two business showcases:
Sang-Hyun Lee, Airbnb’s Public Policy Manager in Asia, shared how closely
the company collaborated with the community in an event that had a
massive impact on citizens while Dong-Hyeon Kim, CEO of Modu Parking,
talked about how his company worked together with public organizations
and various private companies to share information on parking space and
to make sure they can be used more effectively.
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Urban Problems Innovative Approaches
Hyo-Gwan Jeon ㅣ Director General of Innovation, Seoul Metropolitan Government

https://www.youtube.com/
Watch video
watch?v=l4Xhd7sKDqU

Graphic recording : Sharing City Seoul ㅣ Jinho Jung CC-BY 2.0

“The Sharing City Seoul project set collaborative and ethical consumption and the creation of new culture
and values as its main agenda, in addition to economic perspective.”
“But the project has some challenges of its own. We are struggling to promote the value of sharing
to citizens and there’s also policy dilemma with regard to sharing economy. We are trying to find a
solution by creating a taskforce team to improve regulations. But there are more to do - we need to
carefully review the social implications of sharing economy platforms and to deal with potential issues in
consultation with different stakeholders, while we cannot judge whether those platforms are good or evil,
simply based on how they do business.”
“Another question is how to spread the value of sharing and make it active. There are diverse actors
seeking to collaborate with social sectors such as schools, so that a long-term foundation for sharing
projects from companies and organizations would be established.”
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Amsterdam Sharing City
Pieter van de Glind l ShareNL

h t t p s : / / w w w .
Watch video
y o u t u b e . c o m /
watch?v=hQcGsa3gStM

Graphic recording : Amsterdam Sharing City ㅣ Jinho Jung CC-BY 2.0

“The vision of ShareNL is that we believe in a world where everyone has access to all products, services
and knowledge, necessary for a prosperous, connected, sustainable and happy life. And our mission is to
develop the collaborative economy well.”
“In the position paper for the government of Amsterdam for <Sharing City Amsterdam>, we wrote that
with the pair of glasses called “Sharing City” one can see more opportunity in the city, that problems like
housing, mobility, waste, healthcare, jobs and etc. could be solved. But there should be more than just
government party to avoid too strong top-down approach. So we invited players from the society to share
the vision. They were knowledge institutions, insurance company, bank, neighborhood cooperatives,
basically all the stakeholders who could be relevant.”
“If you go top-down for a sharing city, people are going to listen to you, if you just put a platform and an
idea, you can embrace stakeholders and people will going to come up with ideas themselves. So basically
if ShareNL will be gone tomorrow, I know that Amsterdam Sharing City will continue. I´m sure about it.”
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Sharing City and Sharing Home
Sang-hyun Lee l Airbnbs

Graphic recording : Sharing City and Sharing Home ㅣ Jinho Jung CC-BY 2.0

“Airbnb is recognised as one of the leading examples of sharing businesses. Our service is used by about
60 million people and approximately 2 million homes are shared around the world.”
“Airbnb has helped cities solve the shortage of accommodations in the cases of natural disasters and
global mega events for the past several years. In 2012 when Hurricane Sandy struck the east coast of
the United States and in 2015 when a massive earthquake devastated Nepal, people shared their homes
and food with others for free. During the Brazil World Cup 2014, more than 1,000 beds were shared in a
week via Airbnb. These dramatic stories demonstrate how sharing practices can help us take a flexible
approach to deal with problems.”
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Parking lot sharing system
Dong-hyeon Kim l Modu Parking

Watch video

https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=6agmAqZZQQ8

Graphic recording : Parklot Sharing by Publicprivate Partnership ㅣ Jinho Jung CC-BY 2.0

“Modu Parking shares information and space. We provide real time information on parking spaces, and
the information on location and parking fees are shared and updated by us as well as users through open
platform.”
“There is a perception that sharing city is related to a social economy or “nice” economy. But I would
say sharing city is a way to improve efficiency in operating urban resources. ... Judging sharing from the
perspectives of ethics or values it creates is not right.”
“Let me tell you why we worked with a public office like the Seoul Metropolitan Government. One of the
three problems we encountered while operating this business was cherry-pickers. In the case when there
is someone who abuses a parking lot shared with good will, there is no legal measure we can take. The
second issue is about insurance. When an accident happens in a parking lot, we need to cooperate with
Seoul in order to resolve disputes. Lastly a business license is needed to run a parking lot sharing service,
and we are currently working with the city government to streamline the processes and regulations.”
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Showcases of Sharing Culture

“What can we share and how?”

the philosophy of open and sharing CC has been advocating for years in
a range of areas including governments, schools, publishers, institutes,
businesses, and artists. Minho Jung, CEO of J Visual School, opened the
session with his story about how he shared what he had started as a
hobby on the web and as a result created a ripple effect. Then Hyeongkyu Ryu who runs Mania DB project shared his story about collecting music
recordings and building database. As a case in the government sector, KiByoung Kim from the Seoul Metropolitan Government presented the city’s
“Open Government” project where the city interacted with its citizens
to use the city’s data to improve policies. Sung-chul Park from National
Library of Korea, introduced a project called Open Access Korea which is
aimed to make knowledge and information accessible and better used as
commons and talked about its current status and future plans. Meanwhile,
Jorge Gabriel Jimenez from CC Guatemala gave an interesting presentation
on the “Free Music Week” project where artists and directors share and
remixed ideas through CC. Lastly, Liu Ping from CC China Mainland shared
her team’s experience in running an OER summer camp in a remote
island. The project was to provide support to the kids studying in a limited
educational environment and was a result of constant efforts to engage
with the community and to create public opinion about the need for the
support.
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Art of Happy Sharing
Jinho Jung | J Visual School

https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=VyzGfXnmvTc

Watch video

Graphic recording : Art of Happy Sharing ㅣ Jinho Jung CC-BY 2.0

“I was drawing everyday for 2 years when I worked for a company. And then I created a group called
“Happy Art Studio” and invited colleagues to go out for sketching during lunch hours once in a week.
And I shared all of my drawings and sketches I created for 4 years via social media and blog and finally
published them as a drawing book.”
“I created a group called “Seoul Sketchers” sketching different parts of the city and even held a group
exhibition with about 50 artists. All of the exhibited artworks were released under a CC license so that
they could be freely used to promote Seoul to the world.
“The 4 years’ experience living as a drawing artist taught me that the more you share, the more
happiness and pleasures you get.”
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An independent open music database project in Korea
Hyeong-kyu Ryu | Mania DB
h t t p s : / / w w w .
y oWatch
u t u b video
e . c o m /
watch?v=IdMsjaQd6l0

Graphic recording : Mania DB ㅣ Jinho Jung CC-BY 2.0

“Mania DB is a website for sharing information about music online. It originated from a website where
phonophiles shared their database of records that they had.”
“I manually updated the information by myself or sometimes other users sent feedback and then I edited
the information⋯And when I added the sharing feature to the website, people updated new album
covers and reviews. Also I found that people were using applications such as mp3tag or album manager
to add an album cover. All of these sharing practices were done for nothing.”
“One of the biggest challenges in making a music service is probably developing metadata. If there
already exists a database openly available, then it means more opportunities for others to start a great
service. For me it is meaningful in its own right.”
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Data, Big Data and Communication
Ki-Byoung Kim | Seoul Metropolitan Government

https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=XLNM1VHHdMk

Watch video

Graphic recording : Data, Big Data and Communication ㅣ Jinho Jung CC-BY 2.0

“The Seoul government made all of its public data available to the public unless they potentially cause
privacy or security concerns. This also created additional positive effect to the city government by
allowing the city government to listen to its people and to establish and promote policies using those
data. For example, the newly introduced night bus routes are the results of analyzing big data. And
analyzing taxi traffic data to improve taxi services is another example.”
“Since August, the Seoul government has made its daily expenses public. At the same time it works with
non-profit organizations such as CodeNamu and OKFN to help facilitate sharing of information.”
“Today, data is growing fast everyday. The Seoul government is committed to engagingpro with our
citizens by adopting various forms of data and communication methods such as big data and IoT. And
at the same time it plans to develop a new platform in order to providing open data real time more
effectively by supporting various open data projects.”
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Open Access Korea
Sung-chul Park | National Library of Korea

https://www.youtube.com/
watch?v=cKRVM0SgmI0

Watch video

Graphic recording : Open Access Korea ㅣ Jinho Jung CC-BY 2.0

“We ran several projects in the early half of 2015 including: developing, establishing and promoting
OAK repository; operating and promoting OA governance system; and improving features of the OAK
website. OAK started in 2009 when we built the infrastructure for OA and since then developed and
made progress every year. This year’s OAK program focuses on building a copyright education system
specifically for Korean academic journals.”
“OAK repository is an archive for collecting, preserving, and managing copyrighted works produced
by institutions and sharing them as open access resources. As of 2015, it includes repositories of 28
institutions including universities, research institutions, information centers, medical libraries, and
public organizations and 8 additional repositories are under development.”
“OAK is committed to provide an environment for institutions to reuse valuable knowledge and
information such as research papers produced by institutions while distributing and sharing various
knowledge and information produced by researchers at local institutions to overseas as well as to local
institutions so as to contribute to enhancing the public recognition of such institutions and individual
researchers.”
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Free Music Week
Jorge Gabriel Jimenez | CC Guatemala

https://www.youtube.com/
Watch video
watch?v=q_nb8hoknJI

Graphic recording : Free Music Week ㅣ Jinho Jung CC-BY 2.0

Free Music Week is a project initiated with a question on how to introduce CC licenses and free culture in
Latin America. It includes workshops on CC licenses for musicians, producers, and artists to teach them
benefits of using CC licenses and how to use them and economic models. And all materials are made
into factsheets and shared on the website. The Free Music Festival invited people to enjoy CC licensed
music for 12 hours and was featured in media.
“We hope artists and producers use CC as a medium to share ideas and remix and develop them further.
Free Music Week is one of the great ways to do so and I hope we can see it happen in other countries
and regions.”
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Luxi Island OER Summer Camp
Liu Ping | CC China Mainland
h t t p s : / / w w w .
y oWatch
u t u b video
e . c o m /
watch?v=Yu6a5TNH89s

Graphic recording : Luxi Island Summer Camp ㅣ Jinho Jung CC-BY 2.0

“OER summer camp in Luxi island is a 3-year-long project by members of CC China Mainland in
collaboration with volunteers from the Wenzhou medical school. The lectures, which cover a range
of topics including Chinese culture, education on sexual violation, coast accidents etc., and used OER
materials to support the students studying in a limited environment in the island and all the resources
were made available under a CC license. This year, a total of 100 students applied and some of the
donation were spent as scholarship for students.”
“Their volunteer work for many years started to draw the local community’s attention to the limited
educational condition of the Luxi island and as a result helped the school in the island get outside
support to improve its facilities and buy multimedia system in classrooms.”
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Fair Use and Business

“ How far does fair use go?”

standards for fair use and key values that should be considered in the
discussion on fair use. Pikicast, a social curation media platform who
initially just collected interesting content from the web and distributed
them to users, has now recognized copyright concerns its business
model entailed and has employed dedicated editors who create their own
content. The panel discussed what would be a desirable ecosystem for a
better use of copyrighted works that Pikicast should contribute to building
as an established online business as well as a responsible media content
provider that should pursue right values. In addition, the panel talked
about today’s business models, communication methods, processes of
creating values which are quiet different from those of the old days before
copyright and shared their views on future directions.”
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“Lawyers, entrepreneurs, and scholars sat down together to discuss
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Fair Use and Business
Moderator

Jong-young Yoon l CC Korea Board

Yoon-seok Jang l Pikicast
Michael W. Carroll l American University Washington College of Law
Jay Yoon l CC Board, CC Korea Project Lead, Partner at Shin & Kim
Minoci l Slow News
Yeong-shin Cho l SK Research Institute for SUPEX Management

https://www.youtube.com/
Watch video
watch?v=gZpZ3zH3TvU

Fair Use And Business ㅣ CC Korea CC-BY 2.0
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Panelists

idea for this session was originated from the debates about Pikicast which has drawn attention recently
regarding its copyright issues. Pikicast had some copyright issues as a content curating service but lately
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Jay Yoon: My name is Jay Yoon and I am a CC board member and the Project Lead of CC Korea. First, the

it has tried to move to a business model where the company provides its original content and receives
proper permission from the copyright owner for reuse. As an outsider of this case, what I’ve found
interesting from this case is that it’s the way of communication for the younger generation.
Pikicast is actually a very popular service for young people. This is also about the question on - which I
have also long been pondering upon as a CC activist - how the law should judge a person’s behaviour
of using somebody else’s creative work to express oneself. In this context, while Pikicast makes money
out of the content created by editors employed by the company, how such a business model should be
viewed by the law is likely to remain in the grey area. People in the legal field take a conservative view on
this. On the other hand, many people in the digital era are already familiar with this practice as a way of
expressing themselves and actually quite enjoy it. In this sense, how we should view this case is a very
look forward to hearing various voices from the panel today.
Yoon-seok Jang: My name is Yoon-seok Jang, the CEO of Pikicast. Pikicast provides content similar to
that of BuzzFeed. In the late 2013, we found out that many users liked to see interesting content we
posted on our Facebook page and launched Pikicast. Since January 2014 when we published our mobile
application, we are now seeing more than 11 million downloads and more than 1.5 million unique
visitors to our services. And users are staying on our website longer than on any other services except
Facebook. Main users are teenagers and those in their 20s.
As for animated GIF files on Pikicast, we picked up some content on the web and cited their sources. But
sometimes we failed to get permission from the author. For animation works, we receive permission
from the author by signing a partnership. Young people in their 20s use those animated images as an
emoticon to express themselves.
Jay Yoon: You cannot copy or distribute copyrighted works without permission of the copyright holder.
But there are some exceptions. In Korea, we just have a list of exceptions where a specific case is
permitted under a certain, limited condition. There is no general clause like fair use.
Meanwhile, in fair use, there is not a certain list of cases permitted as exceptions. A court interprets each
case and determines whether the case falls under such exceptions or not, which is the open-closed
principle. The upside of Korea’s approach is that one can expect whether a case is subject to exceptions
or not, as there’s a positive list of exceptions specifically permitted under a limited condition. But the
downside is that you can’t be flexible. On the other hand, the open-closed principle allows us a larger
room for different interpretations and therefore you can even get an unexpected practice be permitted
as an exception to copyright restrictions. But instead it’s hard to predict the court’s decision in advance
before the court’s ruling.
Korea combines the approach of a closed list of permissible use and fair use provisions, which means
open-closed principle. And the fair use provisions are basically similar to those of the US. However, it’s
not been long since the new act was passed and therefore there’s no legal precedents yet. So we don’t
know how far the fair use provisions have actually been used.
Korea’s fair use provisions go like this:
“... where a person does not unduly harm an author's legitimate profits without conflicting with the usual
method of using works, etc., he/she may use such works, etc. for the purposes of coverage, criticism,
education, research, etc.”
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“In determining whether an act of using works, etc. falls under paragraph (1), the following matters
shall be considered:
1. Purposes and characters of use, such as for-profit or non-profit;
2. Types and uses of works, etc.;
3. Proportions of used parts in the entire works, etc. and their importance;
4. Influence of the use of works, etc. over the current market or value or potential market or value of
such works, etc.”
The rest is the same as in that of the US.
Michael Caroll: My name is Michael Caroll, I am a member of the American University Washington
College of Law and direct the Intellectual Property Law Center.
I want to build on what counsellor Yoon just shared and maybe disagree on one small thing. The
structure of copyright is that we will give the right's holder very broad control. Any copy, any
communication to the public - when you first look at it, is a right of the rights holder.Then we realize
that’s unreasonable. So we need to put some balance and how do we balance? And as counsellor Yoon
said, well we can pick the cases where we know it’s wrong. maybe educational use in classrooms should
be permitted. Or using an image in a news journalism should be permitted. So The positive list takes
the cases we know should be permitted and creates exceptions. And the problem with that approach is
it only takes the cases you know about today. Whenever a new use comes along, it’s not on the list, it’s
not permitted. And that’s I think what we are seeing in Pikicast, In a world of positive list, you would not
have predicted that young people would be clipping gifs. So it’s a very imbalanced approach. So, in the
US, but in Korea, in Israel, and in some other jurisdictions, the idea of the general or open clause is to
provide a flexible exception that can take account of the new use, but still being reasonable. And even
in he positive list, you have to interpret. So if the positive list says use in a news story, well what about a
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more interpretation that is required. And as counsellor Yoon said, what you are interpreting are factors.
It boils down to why are you using somebody else’s work? Are you using the appropriate amount, And if
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blog? There’s always interpretation issues even in the positive list. But with the general clause there’s

you use it, are you harming their ability to exploit the work economically? So there’s a value judgement
on the first one. Why are you using it? And I think in the Pikicast case, this isn’t important because
from the media company’s perspective, it looks like piracy. You are taking my images. From the young
people’s perspective, we call it conversation. We live in the world of image right now. I don’t describe
the food that I’m eating now. I take a picture and I send it to you. We talk to each other with images and
this is just a conversation. So if you understand the purpose is allowing a conversation, and that should
be a permitted purpose. But then we have to say well what is the effect oIn the market. And there’s a
danger of going round and round. The rights holder can say I have a license for any use. Therefore any
use harms my interest, you can’t do it. Well that can’t be right. So in the US what the courts have done
- it said if the purpose of the use is transformative, if you are doing something new and useful with the
content, like maybe making a parody, I clip it to make a parody. And the rights holder says well I have
that we care about are the normal exploitation , the normal ways in which we get paid for your content.
Parody is as not the normal market so that’s a fair use. you don’t need a permission there. But where
you are using the content in a way that look just like other users who are paying a license - Then that’s
probably not a fair use because now you are trying to get for free something that everyone except you
pay for. and that's where the interpretation and the grey area is should I pay for two seconds? And
the rights owner says “Yes, I have a license. I can give you our price. I have a price therefore not a fair
use.” And then we have to say “Well, not so fast. Why are you doing it? Is it the society benefits from
the use and are you still free to make money in the normal channels?" And I think the Pikicast case is an
interesting case for that proposition.
Yeong-shin Jo: My name is Yeong-shin Jo from the SK research center. Copyright issues emerged as
people started to learn things thanks to the advent of books in the UK in the 15th century. And in the
early 1700s, there was an act related to copyright issues in the UK, called “Act for the Encouragement
of Learning.” This act was based on the recognition that it was more important to give people more
opportunity to learn than to have publishers make money. But at the time the publishing market was not
very big. Today, the original spirit of the copyright law has now changed and moved towards protecting
the interest of the business sector.
In addition, nowadays, information spreads fast online, production costs are very low, and the
information is sometimes used somewhere else for other purposes that allow someone else earn profits.
In other words, you can use the popularity you gained in one place to make money somewhere else. And
in this case, the sourSce of the profits is not necessarily the same as the reason you gained popularity
in the first place, which makes it difficult to raise an issue regarding copyright. And here’s where
complexity comes in - sometimes it gains you more money when your work is popular while sometimes
the opposite is true. It’s been getting more difficult to determine copyright royalties based on the old
standards and to make a clear judgment because of different factors. In other words, we are now living
in a world where no one can simply say “this is fair use.”
Minoci: Slownews is a media company that asserts that in this age of speed, there is a more important
thing than speed. The question behind our service is whether speed will lead us to a more humane and
beneficial way of life that cares about the community. I think content is about meaning, and therefore
we need to think about the values the content create before we think about legal judgment. Let’s think
about whether the original author wants his or her content to be used by the curating services or not. If we
ask this question to Pikicast, Huffington Post, Wikitree, or Insight, what would be their answers? Would
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they say like, “If I put myself in their shoes, I still think I would want my work to be used by the services.”
I’m doubtful. If I am the author, I would feel that the value I could otherwise have enjoyed in the market
is being exploited by the services. In this context, I doubt that Pikicast and other similar services really
care about the future of the community with the least amount of conscience, even if they are enjoying
popularity by the public.
I think media is all about values. From this point of view, if I judge the case based on the questions
such as whether this is a right way and whether this is a way that benefits all, I’m highly skeptical. And
in this sense I think talking about legal issues here is secondary. Before discussing legal aspects, we
need to first think about how we are going to judge media services such as Pikicast or Insight, and the
term “curation” itself. We need to talk about how the word “curation” will be defined in Korea. In the
case where the content Pikicast is picking up is from mainstream media outlets, would they really be
proud of? There are so much abusing in news articles and so many advertisements with sexual images.
You could even call it “cyber hedonism” in that so many articles are obsessed with arousing passing,
physical, and sensual pleasures and excitements. I wouldn’t say we don’t need them; but I do worry
about the current situation that they are leading the entire market towards that direction.
Yoon-seok Jang: I agree with Minoci on his point on values. And I think Pikicast is a service that creates
values. In addition, I think Pikicast, Huffington Post, and Insight are all going in different directions and
it’s not right to view them all as a group.
Let me talk briefly about the history of Pikicast. When it started in 2013 as a Facebook page, we thought
we wouldn’t be able to start a business until we gather enough people. So we just focused on inviting as
many users as possible. At the time, the project was being led by two engineering majors with little to no
knowledge about media and content business and therefore we were just trying to collect content, which
was more of an aggregation, rather than a curation. And we didn’t know much about copyright. And as
the number of visitors reached more than 1, 2 million, some agencies approached with advertisement
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Facebook page.
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proposals. But by that time, Facebook deleted the page as it felt negative about doing business on a

Since we faced some copyright issues, we received some investment to employ editors and provide
them with copyright education. And we have the content support department that is in charge of
contacting copyright holders to get permission and are in partnership with more than 60 companies
including mobile carriers. As for 2-second-long animated GIFs clipped out of a movie, unfortunately it
is difficult for us to get permission from the copyright holders. But I think for teenagers, communicating
in such animated images is a way of communication and therefore you can’t stop it. For example, if you
are trying to use Disney’s content, as long as the purpose is not defaming the character, you can use it
as long as you get Disney’s review. In addition, I think excerpting some part of the work add value to the

Minoci ㅣ Sebastiaan ter Burg CC-BY 2.0

Yeong-shin Jo: There is no definite rules regarding fair use. For example, if you take 30 seconds from
1-hour-long film, or if you take 10 pages from a book of 1,000 pages, that won’t be a problem. But
if you take 10 pages from 100 stories to create a book of 1,000 pages, that’s a different story. And as
formats vary by content, it is very tricky to interpret a case and determine how far excerption should
be allowed. If you take some parts of Disney’s content without seeking to get permission in advance
and then get into trouble, Disney might level up its restriction and not allow even for a few seconds of
excerption any more. In this sense, as Minoci said, “good will” or “meaning” can be a very important
barometer.
Also, Pikicast and Slownews are different from the start in that the former is about “how to provide
people with fun content” while the latter is about “how to create meaningful content.” The reality is
that people are more interested in seeing fun content than meaningful content, and this trend has
been reflected in the industries, resulting in more business convergences. Creating an animated GIF
and sharing it with others as an individual and creating and distributing an animated GIF as a service
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an animated GIF and a service provider creating an animated GIF by itself is also different. It is absurd to
generalise “borrowing” of content as a common practice only because people like animated GIFs. I think
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provider is totally different. And a service provider building a platform where users can create and share

this is what Minoci meant when he said “good will.”
Minoci: I think Pikicast has the conditions to do more valuable things now. But there’s still more work
to do with regards to how it fulfils its potential. Whether it will chase money, or whether it will pursue
to play a role as a media company - no one can press which direction it should take. But the fact that it
has been selected by the market doesn’t mean it can be free from the society’s judgment on the values
it creates. In my opinion, in the macro level, the problems in Korea’s media industry and social/political
system are the result of the lack of a proper reputation system. I’m very skeptical on the view that
culture has the power to play the role the market has failed in, which is self-purification.
Michael Carrol: I guess I would say one thing I’ve found interesting in this conversation is where the
media companies, they are not one opinion. So if I can give you a quick example, in the US Viacom,
which owns copyrights in movies, television shows, sued youtube. And the two parties had to pick some
examples to agree on saying, is this an infringement or not. So they picked about 70 examples and they
were testing it. In the course of the lawsuit, it turned out that some of those clips were uploaded by the
marketing department and then take down by the legal department of the same company because the
company says the only thing worse than being pirated is not being pirated because then nobody cares
about your content. So one of the pieces of value that Pikicast might you could say is there its market
research. this is what they are interested in you can observe the behaviour of the users and learn about
the content. But I do think it's a real question about what is the impact on the rights owner but this is
about the Internet. This is the same in Europe where we are having the conflict about Google news. The
news publishers don’t have a good business model. They want more money from the Google. So they
get a law passed in Germany and Spain that says even if you copy the headline you have to pay me. So
then google said fine I won’t copy your headline and you won’t get any of the traffic coming from the
google to your newspaper site. Wait wait wait, come back. I need the traffic. I know I have the right to
charge you. so what they want in Europe is they want a rule that says google has to pay us and google
has to send us the traffic. which is not what copyright ’s about. So we are in a very interesting time
where we are trying to figure this out. I think with the celebrity where all I want to do is to see the picture.
Then that’s a hard case because if the user is getting everything they want from the little look at the
picture from the pikicast, then I’m more sympathetic to the rights owner that’s actually a substitutional
use. But if it’s 2 second from a movie that’s essentially an emoticon, then Disney’s correct to say please
I want to be popular use it. That’s my perspective. I want to push back on one thing though. This
whole idea of law is so confusing we can never know what’s right and what’s wrong. I disagree. You
always have to take some risk and you have to make a reasonable interpretation of the law, build your
business around the reasonable interpretation, there’s always some risk that a court will disagree with
you but if you have a reason for doing it. And in fair use in the US my colleague has taken some user
communities and said let’s come up with some best practices. In our community we take the general fair
use proposition and we say what are the common uses that we agree are fair uses. And they published
those as a guideline to give some community judgment around what is ok and what is not. and I think
something like that in Korea might be in the social media , some best practices in fair use around social
media might be a way to give more comfort and have this debate outside of the courtroom but among
the different interests.
Jong-young Yoon: Counselor Yoon, if someone files a lawsuit against Pikicast, which side would you
stand on?
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available under a CC license and also running a project to adopt a CC license on its own content.
Most content on Pikicast are clipped images that went through a small editing such as adding a short
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Jay Yoon: I’m in the advisory committee for Pikicast and Pikicast is promoting the use of content freely

text. Most of them are not serious or academic stories; mostly they are chitchats and gossips and they
get tens, if not hundreds, of comments. But I think we cannot judge them as worthless only because
they are not talking about something serious or academic from the values’ perspective. I think there are
values that only the younger generation sees, and some new discourses are generated in the process,
which will create the next value. I am also personally curious to know whether we can say “this use is
permitted because it has a value” from a lawyer’s perspective.
There have been some efforts to develop a guideline in Korea too. But the outcome was just something
like a textbook. All the ideas are so conservative, sometimes too careful and therefore not very useful in
practice. It is difficult to follow discourses generated by a few individual users. Meanwhile if businesses
ask a question about creating values by themselves, set its own standards for the way of expression and
guide users to follow those standards, and if that finally creates values that can be accepted, then we
a question about creating values. And in that sense, today’s discussion is meaningful.
Jong-young Yoon: Now let’s wrap up the session with some final comments from each panelist.
Yeong-shin Jio: I’m against politicizing copyright issues. I think the Korean society has not been well
educated about copyright and suddenly it just started to recognise the importance of coypright. So
creators lock up their creative works thinking that they might be paid for their copyrighted content
some day. And the result is the vicious cycle where online business providers have more difficulties
in accessing the content and become poorer while the values of creative works are not shared to the
society. I think we need to develop a mechanism that creators can use CC licenses voluntarily without
thinking about returns, so that they don’t keep the values of their content from being locked up.
Minoci: Slownews is poor, too. Nevertheless, we are trying to create good quality news content without
using pirated content. I hope we can see from the point of view of a reader or user, not that of a market
player, i.e. business, and should not blindly follow success stories and what market tells you. And I hope
our society moves forward to an environment where users enjoy more influence and power.
Jay Yoon: I can’t agree more with Minoci and I think Pikicast should play that role. There are lots of CC
licensed content in Korea, but the problem is they are not that searchable in portal sites. Creators who
use CC licenses usually don’t care much making their content searchable afterwards. So it is important
to think about how to make it easier and effective to use the existing CC licensed content. CC licensed
content is especially important for curating services. It is critical to make it easy to find CC licensed
content by using tags and categories. As I said this is an important role Pikicast should play and I know
Pikicast is already working on this. I hope to see much progress there soon.
Michael Carrol: I think we are talking at different level: we are talking about from a business perspective;
what’s a good business strategy; whether you use the copyright to sue, or to license, or to permit and
study; and at the legal level whether the permission is there or not in the law; and at the deeper level
what’s happening to our culture when we spend all of our time being seduced by quick tasty images so
that we are eating a lot of sugar. And I heard Minoci asking us to eat something more substantialve and
from a cultural perspective I appreciate what he’s arguing. I can also add on the Creative Commons’
side, as counsellor Yoon said from CC’s perspective, the discovery of CC licensed works has long been
a difficult problem. we are trying to come up with some new technical solutions. For Slownews, we are
building an app called “The List” and the idea is if you need content under a CC license and you can’t
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licensed photo of this palace.” And then anybody who’s walking by the palace can pull up the app and “Oh
you need this photo? Here, CC licensed, there, take it.” So we’re hoping to use CC as a social media, way
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find it mostly a photograph you can actually use the app to post “Hey I have a news story I need a CC-By

to connect content creators and content users and give value to the creators by knowing that someone
wants what they’re producing. Anyway that’s not so much about fair use but about the larger ecosystem
of sharing where fair use permits some sharing and CC license permits another level of sharing on top of
that.
Yoon-seok Jang: Everything boils down to the question, “is it creating a value?” As a business, we
of course want to create a value and that’s an important element that makes a business sustainable.
But I would like to ask you to take a long view of us. In this age of change, investments that have been
made based on our potential should create values and make contributions to our society. And Pikicast
is making great efforts in this regard. Thanks to what Minoci has raised so far, Pikicast has made
improvements on many issues that we wouldn’t have realised otherwise. And we will continue to make

Jong-young Yoon: We discussed a lot today and it’s hard to draw a conclusion right now. But I think we
shared many great ideas about what CC, lawyers and Pikicast can start working on in the short term. I
hope today’s discussion serves as a catalyst for more efforts and changes in the future and look forward
to more concrete, developed ideas and discussions next time.
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CC Global Community

“Future direction for CC Global Community”

direction for its global network of affiliates which have worked hard in
various fields to promote CC around the world. From CC’s affiliates policy,
collaboration between affiliates and regions to a better communication
and relationship between CC HQ and affiliates, many important issues
were discussed throughout the summit in order to find a more sustainable
and effective model for CC’s global affiliates network.
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This summit was a critical occasion for CC to think about the future
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CC Affiliate Mini-Conference

Mini Conference ㅣ CC Korea CC-BY 2.0

As a pre-summit event, the representatives of CC affiliates spent an entire afternoon to discuss CC’s
global affiliates network issues intensively. Reflecting the roaring attention and high expectations on the
issue among affiliates, around 70 participants from around the world gathered together to share their
updates and to discuss issues, and concerns. Especially John Weitzman, a regional coordinator for CC
Europe, shared the results of the affiliates survey and an analysis of the affiliates network to provide the
basis for more extensive discussions to follow in the next couple of days.
“This summit has to be the scenario for defining goals together as a community, and how are going to
achieve these goals together as well. Otherwise, the gap between the jurisdictions and HQ would make
the work harder and unarticulated.”
“Networking happens when people get together I think that should be the main engine to promote
collaboration.”
“More linkage between neighboring affiliates could assist in strengthening the reach of CC.”
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Paul Stacey ㅣ CC HQ
John Weitzmann, Gwen Franck ㅣ CC Europe Regional Coordinators
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CC Affiliates Policies Hands-on

John Weitzmann ㅣ Sebastiaan ter Burg CC-BY 2.0

Based on the intensive discussions during the mini conference and followup group discussions
afterwards, on the last day of the summit, CC affiliates dedicated some time again to talk about affiliates
issues. In the morning, during the session titled “CC Affiliates Polices Hands-On,” John Weitzman,
regional coordinator for CC Europe introduced key affiliate policies and discussed issues that require
some careful considerations given the change in the affiliate typonomy and diversification in affiliate
models.
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John Weitzmann ㅣ CC Europe Regional Coordinator
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Affiliates 2.0: CC as a true network organization

Affiliate 2.0 ㅣ Sebastiaan ter Burg CC-BY 2.0

Aiming to set the future direction for the CC affiliates network to sustain it as a truly global community,
affiliates broke out into groups to discuss six key topics: CC tech, Money, Copyright reform, National OER
initiatives/certification/consultancy, Governance, Mentorship. Outcomes from the break out groups
were shared afterwards including several substantial measures including grouping affiliates expertise
and major projects; developing peer mentoring programs; regional collaboration for copyright reform
advocacy; more international voices in the decision making process within CC, etc. And Jessica Coates,
the retiring Global Network Manager, delivered a short farewell message via hangout and highlighted
the unique value and importance of CC’s global affiliates and communities. The day was wrapped up
by Ryan Merkley, the CEO of CC, who appreciated affiliates for their contribution and HQ’s commitment
to work more closely with affiliates. The day’s discussions and shared ideas were the basis for Affiliates
2.0 and it is expected that more strategic planning and concrete discussions will follow in the coming
months.
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Paul Keller ㅣ CC Board
Alek Tarkowski ㅣ CC Poland
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CC Affiliates after Mini Conference ㅣ CC Korea CC-BY 2.0
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Makeable City |

Art Center Nabi
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Special Event

Makeable City Graphic Image by Artcenter Nabi
http://www.nabi.or.kr/project/current_read.nab?idx=498

Date and Time

|

2015.10. 15 - 11. 13

Location

|

Art Center Nabi

Artists

|

DongHoon Park, YoungBae Suh, Dizi Riu,
NamHo Cho, IVAAIU CITY PLANNING+Johanna
Teresa Wallenborn, TeSoc Hah, Hyun Park,
000gan, Reliquum, BON CREATION, AirKlass

Host and Subjective

|

Art Center Nabi

Partner

|

Creative Commons Korea
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Makeable City
Art Center Nabi

The change of the world is often led by movements that have been started
things what they need, are constructing our lives anew in every corner of
the society. They are leading the changes in every field of the society that
ranges from economy and culture to architecture and education. Makers
suggest new ways and structures of communication in different fields of
the society, often bring the social change. Artists that are participating in
the maker movement are also an important part of the changes induced by
the movement, forming a front line of interdisciplinary art practice.
Art Center Nabi focuses on different attempts and practices of makers
as active creators. They emerged from the trend of sharing and opening.
Indeed, they change themselves and the society by themselves. As an
exhibition, Makeable City is organized to convey the picture of the city as
a new community created by imaginative makers. The exhibition presents
a number of creative makers that are leading the changes in the city in
accordance with shifting the paradigm. They play diverse roles such as
an architect that proposes a new living conditions, an artist that creates
a personal DIY robot based on open source technologies, a community
that has changed the existing structure of consumption and distribution
of goods, and makers that share their skills and know-hows in the form of
education.
Coinciding with the CC Global Summit 2015 in Seoul, Makeable City shares
the value and meaning of sharing and creativity. The exhibition will also be
a ground for a festival where people that believe the value of sharing and
opening will catalyze the positive change of the society.
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from small interests and activities. The ‘makers,’ people who produce
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Supporters
CC Global Summit 2015 Sponsors

PLATINUM SPONSORS |

GOLD SPONSORS |

SILVER SPONSORS |

BRONZE SPONSORS |

PARTNERS |
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Thank you all for joining us at CC Global Summit 2015!

CC Affiliates | CC Korea CC-BY 2.0

https://www.facebook.
com/cckorea/?fref=ts
CCK Facebook

https://twitter.com/
CCKcckorea
Twitter

http://cckorea.org/
xe/?mid=join_members
Donate CCK♥

Creative Commons is a global sharing movement that facilitates creators to
adopt a CC license to their creative works so as to make it easier for others to use
their works. Creative Commons Korea not only promotes CC licenses but also is
committed to spreading sharing and open culture in Korea by building an open
community in cooperation with volunteers in various fields.

Share Hub is an online magazine that help make more people experience sharing
culture and promote various sharing practices and activities in our society by
introducing related services and movements. It is also a platform through which
people can participate in sharing.

CodeNamu is an open community of citizens who voluntarily work together to
realize open government.

